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ABSTRACT 

Yucca l.."lountain. Nevada is the proposed site for the underground storage of high-level 

civilian nuclear waste in the United States. The proposed nuclear waste repository will be 

located in Topopah Spring tuff abollt 300 meters below the surface. The repository must 

be isolated from the general environment for at least 10.000 years. Ground water and 

gases arc potential carriers of radioactive materials. Fractures and connected pores in the 

host rock are the major pathways for ground water and gases. Therefore. the mechanical 

and flow properties of the host rock should be unckrstood and utilized in the design of the 

underground repository. The primary objective of this study is to understand the 

mechanical and hydrological properties of tuffaceous nx:ks. 

Samples of Topopah Spring tuff from Yucca i\lourHain were lIsed in this study. 

Because of the difficulties in ohtaining samples of Topopah Spring tuff. some Apache 

Leap tuff samples from Superior. Arizona wen: also used as an analog of Topopah Spring 

tuff. Cylindrical specimens were prepared to perform uniaxial and triaxial "damage" tests 

where specimens arc loaded to a particular stress level to induce damage and fracturing 

and then unloadcd. Damaged or fraclllred specimens were then impregnated with a lo\\,

viscosity resin containing fluorescent dye to facilitate the analysis of microcracking. 111in 

sections and slices wen: made by cutting the impregnated specimens in different 

orientations. l\kehanisms of l11icrocracking at different fracturing levels have been 

swdied by using both an opticalmicr()~c()pe and a Scanning Electron l\!ieroswpe (SEl\I). 

The original mck sample without loading was also observed under the microscopes. i\!any 

kinds of defecls including pores. preexisting fraclures. and soft inclusions were found in 

the undamaged Apadle Leap iliff s;lI11pks. I'ores were determined 10 he the main 
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microstructures in Topopah Spring lUff that could influence the mechanical and 

hydrologic properties. Under compressive stresses. microcracking initiates from some of 

the pores. These microcracks will interact and coalescence to fonn large microcracks or 

macroscopic c..:racks as the load is increased. Crack propagation phenomena. such as pore 

cracking. pore linking. pore collapse and the fonnation of ell echeloll arrays were all found 

in specimens unloaded prior to complete failure. The failure of lUff specimens is often 

through a process of shear localization. In summary. the deformation and failure of both 

tuffs occurred hy progressive fractllring. staning from microcracking on the small scale. 

and ending as fractures coalesced to fonn macroscopic fractures and shear localization. On 

the hasis of the experimental studies. micromechaniealmodds such as the pore collapse 

model and the pore linking model have heen (kycloped hased on fracture mechanics 

theory. These models are usc..:d to predict the constitutive behavior for tuff and the 

predicted stress-strain curves match well with the experimental curves. 

Fracture growth under complicated boundary conditions was also studied by using 

two special tests. the stress rotation test and the hollow cylinder test. Stress rotation tests 

were performed on lie.,agtHl and octagon shaped specimens. Each specimen was first 

loaded in one direction to indul"l.: damage or fracturing and then unloaded. A second 

loading is then applied in another direction which is at an angle to the first loading 

direction. It is found that the first loading effects the rock strength and fracture process in 

the second loading direction. In this study. 60". -l5°. -lIfo :'7°. :'5°. ::'00 and 22.5° rotation 

tests were perfonned on Apache Leap iliff specimens. The experimental studies indicate 

that when the rotation angk is less than .15". the first loading has a significant effect on 

rock fracturing and the strength of the second loading direction. 

Ilollow cylindcr tests wcre perf(lrmed on both welded and unwelckd /\pachc Lcap 

lUff specimens. TW(J difft-n:nt kinds of hollow cylinder tests have hCl'n Jll'rfmlllnl. The 



maximum principal stn:ss in a hollow cylinckr test can either be the axial or tangential 

stress. The maximum principal stress direction in the first kind of hollow cylinder test is 

the axial stress. This test is lIsed to study the failure of rock under polyaxial stresses. The 

second kind of test is used to simulate borehole breakout. and in this case the maximum 

principal stress is the tangential stress. From the results of the first kind of tests. the 

failure of hollow cylinder spccimens under polyaxial compression was found 10 occur in 

two stcps: initial spalling on the internal holc surface and the macroscopic failure or shear 

localization of the specimen walls. Thus. the failure of hollow cylinders under polyaxial 

compression stans from the inlemal surface and grows towards the extcrnal surfaces. In 

this test. the intennediate principal stress (J~ is found to have a significant dTect on 

spccimen failure. The volume of intanal hole spalling increases with thc magnitudc of 

the intennediate principal strcss (J~ which is the tangcntial stress in the hollow cylinder. 

An empirical failure criterion for rocks under polyaxial compression was developcd 

based on the results of these tcsts. The criterion was vcrified by using nonnal triaxial and 

hollow cylindcr tests on Apache Lcap tuff. The strcngths prediclcd under polyaxial 

comprcssion using this criterion arc much more accurate than thosc predicted by thc Von 

Mises and the three-dimensional Griffith criteria. 

In the second type of hollo\\' cylinder test. hollow cylinder specil1l\:ns of unwelded 

Apache Leap tuff were subjectcd to external tluid pressure to cause fracturing. A constant 

small axial load was also applied to confinc tht: spccil1lt:n Illovcmcnt at tht: moment of 

collapsc. Thesc tests werc performcd to simuiatc hordwle hreakout or underground 

opening failurc. The inner hole of each specilllt:n defonns and fracturt:s due to the applied 

external fluid pressurc. The volullIe change due to the inner hole deformation has heen 

measured by a special IllalHlIlleter l"(lIlnected to the internal hole. The rel:ttionship 

between the inner hole volume ch;lI1ge and thc external tlllid prcsslIn: is found to he l1on-



linear. The non-linearity is due to microfracturing in the hollow cylinder starting from the 

boundary of the internal hole. Thus. the failure of the hollow cylinder starts from the 

internal boundary and the macroscopic failure strongly depends on the thickness of the 

wall. Specimens with a ratio of external to internal radii (T"')./TJ) less than 3 nom1ally show 

an inward collapse failure that is violent and completely fails the hollow cylinder 

specimen. The failure of those specimens with an r'2lTJ ratio larger than 3 is similar to 

borehole hreakout. which consists of a pair of opposed failure zones at the internal 

boundary. and with no obvious deformation or failure on the external surfaces. 

Furthennore. a thrce-dimcnsional micromechanical modd based 0') fracture 

mechanics has been proposed to study the coupling between mechanical loading and flow 

properties in tuffaceous rock. The model is able to predict both axial and lateral 

permeabilities under different compressive stresses. It shows that permeability is a 

function of compressive stresses including axial stress and confining pressure, The lateral 

permeabilities are always larger than the axial permeabilities under both uniaxial and 

triaxial compressive stress conditions. The effect A confining pressure is to reduce the 

magnitude of both the axial and lall:ral penlleabilities. The model also shows that under 

true polyaxial compressive stn:ss l'Onditions. the permeability in the intCfmediate 

principal stress direction is the largest. and the permeahility in the maximum principal 

stress dircction is the smallest. Coupled mechanicallflow tests wen.: perfonned on a 

number of samples of unwclded Apache Leap tuff to validate the model. Both the axial 

and lateral pcrmcabilities were measured while specimens were suhjectcd to uniaxial 

loading. The tests show vcry interesting relationships between mechanical loading and 

hydraulic conductivity. In the linear clastic region of the stress-strain curve, the axial 

permeability decreases with 'Ixialloatiing. On unloading. the penneahility returns to the 

original level. In the strain-hardening and strain-snftcning regions. the axial permeability 
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incre.lses due to the formation and interaction of microcracks. The axial pt::mleability of 

post-failure specimens is about 20 times higher than that of the original unstressed 

samples. The lateral pemleability (perpendicular to the direction of uniaxial loading) 

shows some significant differences with the axial flow results. In the linear-elastic portion 

of the stress-strain curve. the lateral permeability increases due to the propping open of 

cracks and pores perpendicular to the direction of maximum compression. Also. the 

lateral pemleability is noticeably higher than the axial penneability in the strain

hardening and strain-softening regions. 

Lastly. a new laboratory test. the ~lodified Brazilian Disk (MHO) test. has been 

designed for measuring the mode I fracture toughness of rock. Using the 1\'IBD test 

together with the Chevron Bending and the Shon Rod tests. the anisotropic fracture 

toughness can be detCfmined in tlnee directions by using only one orientation of core. 

MBD is a thin hollow cylinder plate with two flat loading surfact::s. Before the test. two 

pre-notched cracks are Cllt from the inner hole. The length of pre-notcht::c\ cracks is 

designed to produce stable initial crac!, growth. It is very important to produce initially 

stable cracking becaust:: of tht:: difficultit::s in initiating sharp cracks by fatigue loading. 

Numt::rical simulations of the l\1BD specimen have been conducted using the 

displacement discontinuity method (CrolJ(:h and Starficld. 19X3). The Modifit::d Brazilian 

Disk test has several advantages in detcrmining the rock fraclllre toughness KIC. 

Specimen preparation utilizes drill core and simplifil . .'d sample preparation procedures. 

Also. the l\!BD test is perfonl1ed under compressive loading. so it can bt:: performed at a 

standard rock mechanics laboratory lIsing a standard rock press. Crack grO\vth in the 

MBD test has a rc\,:tivcly long period of stahle growth. therefore. the fraetun: toughness 

KIC obtained from this method is n:liahle. Using the :'.IHD tests. the fracture toughness of 

Apache Leap tuff has hl'en detcnnincd. t\ C\II'\'L' of the fracture tpughl1L'sS KIC with crack 



length has oct!n obtaint!d. Tht! avcragt! fracturt! tOllghnt!ss KIC for initial cracking is 1.16 

MPa~ 



1.1 Background 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Rock is a very special kind of geomataial and contains many different kinds of 

discontinuities on all scales from microcracks and pores at the micro-scale level through 

joints and bedding planes at the macro-scale level 10 faults at the largest scale. These 

discontinuities significantly affect rock behavior and make rock strong in compression. 

weak in tension. and penneahle to fluids. The density and orientation of these 

discontinuities can make the mechanical and hydrologic properties vary with direction. 

Under compressive loading. microcracks often initiate from pores and propagate parallel to 

the maximum principal stress direction until intaacting with another crack or pore. 

ivlicrocracking in rocks is generated by local tensile stress concentrations that exceed the 

local material stn:ngth. These local tensile stress concentrations occur due 10 rock 

heterogeneities. Grain boundaries. pores. soft inclusions. mismatching of mechanical and 

thennal properties. and different orientations of cleavage planes in adjaceJ1l grains are 

examples of such heterogeneities. Temperature changes can abo induce microcracking in 

rocks due to different thennal expansion rates in different dirt'l"tiolls in the mineral grains of 

crystalline rocks and different thennal elastic properties between adjacent grains. 

Rock ciefonnation and fracture in rocks under compressive stresses occur by the 

progressive degradati(ln of the material. as cracks initiate and grow on the small scale and 

coalesce to fonn large-scale fractures and faults. Previous C\perilllental studies on rocks 

have shown that there are many different lllech;H1islllS hy which microcracks can initiate 

and gww ulHkr differt'nti;!Icol11prt'ssive stresses (for C\;\I11pk. \Vawersik and Brace, 
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1971; Wong, 19S2; Kranz. 19X3: Fredrich and Wong. 19R6; Zheng. 1989: Fredrich et al.. 

1989; Zhang et aI.. 1989: Wang and Kemeny. 1992.1993). These mechanisms include 

sliding along preexisting cracks and grain boundaries, pore crushing, elastic mismatch 

between mineral grains. grain-grain contact. and dislocation movement. The result of this 

process is a gradual degradation of rock. starting well below the peak strength of the rock. 

and continuing past the JX!ak stress into the strain-softening region. Micromechanical 

models based on the principles of linear elastic fracture mechanics have been developed for 

all the extensile crack growth mechanisms listed above (Dey and Wang. 19X I; i\":lllat

Na:.ser and Horii. 19X2: SteiL 19X4: Costin. 19S5: Sammis and Ashby. 19X6; Horii and 

Nemat-Nasser. 19X6: Ashby and Hallum. 1986: Kemeny and Cook. 19X7a. h. 1991: 

Wong. 1990: Kemeny and Cook. 1991a. 1991b. 1991c: Wang and Kemeny. 1992. 1993a. 

b). These models demonstrate that the initial growth of extensile microcracks will bt; 

unstable. then stahle. and fll1aIly unstahle again when cracks interact with each other and 

coalesce to fonnmacroscopic fractures and localization zones. Experimental studies also 

show that as cracks grow. many of the cracks will propagate in the dircction of maximum 

principal stress. while others will grow in apparently random directions (Wong. 1985). 

Thus rock ddonnation under compression can bt; characterized hy an initial distrihution of 

'flaws,' where a flaw can he a grain boundary. a preexisting crack or a pore. etc. As the 

load is increased. extensile cracks initiate from these Ilaws. starting from one of the 

weakestllaws that satisfies the crack growth criterion. A wcak flaw could he an optimally 

aligned preexisting crack. a large initial crack or a soft inclusion. As cracks grow from 

these initiaillaws. they will interact and coalesce to fonn macroscopic fractures and faults. 

The studies of cracks in rocks have continlled for several decades (Scholz. 196X: i\ur 

and Simmons. l'nO: Jaeger. 1972: Edmond and ~ll1rrell. 11)73: Whitcomh ctal., 1973: 

Scholz and Kranz. 1974: Freidm;lIl. 11)75: (ioodman. )1)7'): Jaeger and Cook. 1979: 
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Logan. 1979: Hock and Brown. 1980; Hock and Bray. 1981; Bray and Brown, 1985. 

Zheng, 1989; Wang and Kemeny, 1992, 1993a). Cracks induced under compressive 

stresses are of most interest because rocks arc under compression most of the time. A 

microcrack has been defined by Simmons and Richter (1976) as: "an opening that occurs in 

rocks and has one or two dimensions smaller than the third." ror flat microcracks, one 

dimension is much less than the other two and the width to length ratio. termed the crack 

aspect ratio, must be less than 10.2 and is typically 10-3 to lO-5_ The length is typically of 

the order of 1000 11m or less. Microcracking induced by differential compression (and 

temperature) has been studied extensively in the lahoratory for crystalline rocks (Brace, 

1963: llandin clal., 1967: Peng and Johnson. 1972; Hallbauer clal .• 1973; Swan. 1975; 

Zoback and Byerlce, 1975a: 1975b: 1976: Conrad and rricdman. 1976; Fevcsand 

Simmons. 1976; Hadley. 197(1: Olsson and Pengo 1976: Simmons and Richter, 1976: 

Tapponnier and Brace. 1976; Richter and Simmons, 1977; Kranz. 1980: Dey and Wang. 

1981; Wong. 1982; Fonseka ('{ al .. 1985 etc.). Fewer studies han: been conducted on 

softer. clastic rocks (Friedman ('{ al.. 1970; 19S2; Wawersik and Fairhurst. 1970; 

Gallagha clal.. 1974; Olsson. 1974; Sangha c{ al. 1974 and I knry c{ al .. 1(77). There 

arc very few milTomechanicai studies of tuffaceous rocks. Understandings of the 

micromechanics of deformation and failure in tuffaceous rocks is extremely important as 

described in the next section. 

1.20hjectives 

Yucca I\l0untain. Nevada is a proposed iong-tenn sitc for the underground storagc of high

Icvel civilian nuclcar waste. The proposed repository will be iocatnl in Topopah Spring tuff 

at a depth of approximately 3()() meters. and al)(1111 250 meters ahovc the water table. The 

host rock surrounding the underground rcposilPry will he subject to mechanical loads from 

the in-siw stresses and the ulHkrgwllnd exca,,;niolls. and thnmai loads from the 
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emplacement of nuclear waste canisters. Based on the currelll design as given in the Site 

Characterization Report (DOE, 19R8), the waste canisters will heat up the surrounding rock 

to a maximum temperalUre of 206°C twenty years after waste emplacement, followed by a 

rock temperature above IOO:>C for over one thousand years. This themlal load will result in 

a themlal stress in the rock. that. in conjunction with the mechanical loading. could damage 

the integrity of the ncar-field environment. This process affects the stability of the 

underground storage of nuclear waste in many different ways. First of all, crack growth 

increases the penneability of the rock. potentially creating a highly penneablc "damage 

zone" around the waste canisters. Second. volume dilation in the rock could occur. which 

could cause a contact hetween the canisters and the surrounding rock. thus increasing the 

likelihood of canister corrosion. Third. macroscopic spalling could occur. which could 

damage the canisters or prevent the safe removal of the canisters if necessary. The 

repository should ~ ahle to isolate radionuclide migration for more than ten thousand 

years. The nuclear waste in the underground reposilOry must ~ properly isolated to the 

general environment to retard any radionuclide migration to an acceptable level for this 

period. Ground water and gases arc potential carriers for transponing radionuclides. The 

main pathways for ground waler and air arc preexisting fractures and connected pores in 

the host rock surrounding the repository (Ran and Daeman. I <)1) I). Although the available 

data have allowed the selection of Topopah Spring iliff as the horizon for the proposed 

repository. additional data arc extremely imponant for the final engineering design. The 

behavior of the host rock as an engineering material should he understood to design. 

construct. operate. and close the repository at Yucca ~tountain. A n:pository is quite 

different from an ordinary mine or IlInnel; first. the nuclear waste will add heat and 

radiation to the rock mass: second. the repository needs tn he stahle for a long period of 

time. The thenllalloading will change the temperature: field. which in turn will change the 

state of stress and possihly the hydrology of the unsaturated nX'k mass. In addition to the 
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potential hydrologic changes. the geological propenies arc important in the constmction and 

operation of the repository bl.;causc they control. among other things. the stability of the 

waste emplacement holes. The latter affects both near-ternl performance (for example. 

worker safety. waste retrievability) and long-tern1 perfornl:lnCe (the integrity of the disposal 

container). The results of laboratory experiments show that saturated and dehydrated rock 

samples have different thermal conductivities that depend on rock porosity and mineral 

composition (DOE. 19HR). The characteristics that influence thennal and mechanical 

properties. such as porosity. degree of saturation. and stress state an.:: known to vary both 

laterally and venically at Yucca Mountain. Consequently. the thennal and mechanical 

propenies arc also likely to vary spatially. This variahility must ~ taken into account in 

designing the underground repository and the seals for shafts and boreholes. 

The immediate objective of this study is to understand the micromechanical and 

hydrological propenies of tuffaceous rocks subjected to compressive stresses. The 

following questions arc proposed here and will be answered after the study. 

I. What kinds of "defects" or "Griffith flaws." that induce miLTcx:racking under 

compressive stresses exist in the host rock'! 

2. How do microcracks in IlIffaceous rock become macrocracks and faults under 

compressi ve ~tresses'! 

3. What effects docs the specimen tXlundary conditiC)fls have (lll fracllIring and failure'! 

4. Docs the intenllediatc princip;tl stress ()2 have any effect on rock failure'! 

5. I low docs time and thellll;t1lnading effect mincx'racking and specimen failure in 

til ffaceous rock" 
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6. Docs the mechanical loading have a significant effect on rock flow propenies such as 

the rock permeability? 

7. Is there a simple method that can be used in a rock mechanics laboratory to detemline 

the rock mode I fracture toughness. Klc? 

1.3 Scope and Limitations 

This dissertation describes an extensive study of the micromechanics. defomlation and 

failure in Topopah Spring and Apache Leap tuffs. The investigation concentr.lles on the 

defomlation. fracturing and penneability changes due to microcracking from the micro

scale level "flaws" and "defects" to the fonnation of macrocracks and faults due to fmcture 

coalesccnce and localiz~ltion. All specimens tesh.:d were intact rock. i.e .• no obviolls 

fractures or macro-scale weak planes existed. Also. the intact rock specimens appeared 

very homogeneous and isotropic. 

All the specimen preparations including drilling. cutting and grinding were perfotmcd 

in the Depanmcnt of l\'lining and Geological Engineering at The University of Arizona. The 

core drilling was perfomled under IInconfllled conditions. i.c .. the simulation of in-situ 

drilling was not attempted. The procedures for specimen preparation and testing followed 

the guidelines of the International Society of Rock Mechanics. SEM works in this 

dissenation were carried Ollt in the Depanments of Geosciences and Material Science. 

Optical microscopy was pcrfOnlled in at the Depanmcnt of Animal Science. 

1.4 Organization 

The first section of this chapter inrrnduces the dissertation by identifying the background of 

this study. Section two olltli,ws the ohjectives of this research with a brief introduction of 

the nuclear waste rep\lsit~)ry' in Yucca l'.lountain. Nevad; •. Section thrt~e states the scope and 



limitation of the sllldies. Section four gives the chapter by chapter overview of the contents 

of this dissertation. 

Chapter 2 describes the physical and mechanical properties of the two test materials, 

Topopah Spring Illff and Apache Leap tuff. The first section gives the detailed sampling 

location and geologic properties of Topopah Spring tuff and A pache Leap tuff in this 

research. Section two presents the results of standard uniaxial and triaxial compression 

tests, including the uniaxial compressive strength. Young's modulus. and Poisson's ratio. 

Section three gives a very delailcd analysis of the failure criteria for both tuffs under 

compressive stresses. These criteria include the commonly uSl~d Mohr-Coulomb, Griffith. 

Von Mises and McClintock-Walsh criteria. and including some popular empirical 

equations including the l3ieniawski. Hock-Brown and Yudbir criteria. 

Chapter 3 presents fundamental work on the micromechanics of fracturing and 

defoOllation in tuffaceous rocks. The first section describes the damage progression tests 

and the resin injection technique. Cylindrical specimens were used to perfonll uniaxial and 

triaxial damage tests; each specimen was loa(kd to a particular stress level to induce damage 

and fracturing and then unloaded. Damaged or fractured specimens were then impregnated 

with a low-viscosity resin containing Iluorescent dye to facilitate the analysis of 

microcrilcking. Thin sections and slices were made by cutting the impregnated specimens in 

different orientations. i'-kchanisms of Illicrocracking at different fracturing levels have 

been studied hy using both the optical microscope and SEM. The original rock sample 

without loading was also observed under hoth types of microscopes. Many kinds of 

defects including pores. preexisting fraclures and soI'l inclusions were found in the original 

Apache Leap iliff samples. Pores arc found 10 he the main microslructures in Topopah 

Spring luff. Un(kr compressivL' SlrL'Sses. micnxTacking will initiate fmm a subset of the 

pores il'll\lhl'se microcracks will interoKI and coalescence In hecollle hig micnx'racks or 
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macroscopic cracks as tht! loading is incrt!ased. Tht! specimt!n final failurt! was induced by a 

process of shear localization. Section three summarizes the micromechanics of fracture 

progression in tuffaceous rocks under compressive stresses. 

In Chapter 4, micromechanical models have been developed to simulate the failure and 

deformation of tuffaceous rocks. Based on the specific rock micromechanical failure 

mechanisms, several micromechanical models have been developed. These models are 

extended to simulate more accurately extensile cracking from isolated pores. pore collapse. 

,md the interaction and coalescence of pores by extensile crack growth. Section one 

proposes a pore collapse model and the stress intensity factor expression is based on the 

weight function method. Section two reviews the crack interaction between pores. In 

section three. a generic pore cracking model is developed that combines pore cracking and 

pore linking. By varying the parameters of this model. the traditional cylindrical pore model 

and the pore interaction model can be obtained. In section four. these models are used to 

predict the constillltive Ixhi\vior of tuffaceous rock. The predicted stress~strain curves fit 

well with the experimental n.:sults. 

Chapter 5 gives funher detailed studies of fracturing and defonnation under 

complicated boundary conditions. In sections one to three. a series of tests referred as to 

'stress rotation 1I . .:stS· wac performed. Special shaped specimens were prepared for the 

purpose of loading in two directions. Each specimen was first loaded in one direction to 

induce some initial damage in the rock. The load was removed prior to complete failure of 

the specimen. After unloading. the specimen was reloaded in a direction at an angle 10 the 

original loading direction. The damage in the original loading direction is found 10 influence 

the fraclllring and strength of rock specimen in the second dlrl:ction. The test is designed to 

funher understand rock cit-formation and failure unda cPl1lplicated loading conditions. 

Also. in slTtions four and five. hollow cylinder tests were conducted. These tests look at 
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the effect of stress gradients on rock defomlation and failure. In the hollow cylinder test, 

pressures can be applied separately to both the outer and inner radii of the specimen. By 

increasing the pressure on the outer radius, damage will be induced along the inner radius 

where stress concentrations exist. Complex fr.lcture pallems have been developed from the 

hollow cylinder test. The hollow cylinder test does not have the problem of instability due 

to interaction with the stiffness of the testing frame. As cracks coalesce along the inner 

r.ldius, stress is transferred away from the failure portion and towards the unfailed regions. 

Changes in the Ill(xle of fracturing at the boundary of the hollow cylinder can be induced by 

applying a pressure to the inner radius of the hollow cylinder. At high pressures, semi· 

brillie behavior can be induced at the inner radius of the cylinders. 

Chapter 6 proposes an empirical failurc criterion considering the effects of the 

intemlediatc principal stress ()~ to rock failure. Experimental results of hollow cylinder and 

nomlaltriaxial compression tests on Apache Lear iliff were used to verify the accuracy of 

this criterion. Hollow cylinder tests rerfnn11ed in this charter arc different from the ones 

discussed in Charter 5. The axial stress is the maximum principal stress in this case. The 

failure of the hollow cylinder under cOl11pn:ssivc stresses occur in two steps: initial spalling 

of the internal hole surface and the macroscopic failure of the specimen walls. The failure 

of hollow cylinders of Apache Leap iliff stans from the internal surface and grows to the 

external surface. The criterion was first applied via regression analysis in non11al triaxial 

compression tests to determine the empirical constants. By using these samc empirical 

constants, the failure of the hollow cylinder is then predicted. The results indicate that thc 

prediction by this criterion is in c1n~c agrl'cl11ent with the expt.:rimcntal results of hollnw 

cylinder tcsts. 

Chapter 7 proposcs a tlJree·dilllensionallllilTomcchanicalmodcl based on fracllln: 

mechanics tn study the coupling l"lI:twecn mechanical loading and flow propenies in rock. 
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The model is able to predict both the axial and lateral pem1eabilities under different 

compressive stresses. It shows that penneability is a function of compressive stresses 

including both the axial stress and confining pressure. Also. coupled mechanicallflow tests 

werc perfom1cd on a numhcr of samples of unwelded Apache Leap tuff to validate the 

model. Both the axial and lateral permeabilities were mcasured while the specimen was 

subjected to uniaxial loading. The test shows very interesting n:lationships between 

mechanical loading and hydraulic conductivity. The experimental results agree well with 

micromechanical modeling. 

Chapter X describes the development of a new test for detennining the mode I fracture 

toughness K[C. A new laboratory test. the i'.lodified Brazilian Disk (MHD) test. has been 

developed for detem1ining the mode I fracture toughness of rock. This test is designed to 

be llsed with the Chevron Bending and the Short Rod tests. which are suggested by the 

International Society of Rock Mechanics (ISRM. 19XX). for detennining the anisotropic 

fracture toughness in three directions. i'.IBD is ;1 thin hollow cylinder plate with two flat 

loading surfaces. Before the test, two pre-notched cracks arc cut in order to produce 

initially stable cracking. This eliminates the need for pre-cracking by fatigue loading. t\ 

numerical calculation of the l\1BD test is made hased on the displacement discontinuity 

method (Crouch and Starfield, 19X3). Crack growth in the i'.1BD test has a relatively long 

period of stable growth as seen from hoth the lab and nUlllericalmodels. Based on fracture 

toughness testing of Apache Leap tuff, a curve of fracture toughness KIC wilh crack length 

is obtained. The fracture to:lghness K1C for initial cracking is approximately 1.16 MPa~. 

Chaptn 9 contains the summary, conclusions and suggestions for futun: research. 

Fundamental studies of the minoml'l"hanics of fracture progression have heen C:lrried out in 

this dissenatlon. Evcn though thl' research emphasizes Topopah Spring tuff which is the 

host rock for Yucca :'I.lountain sitl'. the major results and conclusinns an: relevant to the 



field of rock mechanics in general. The major results and conclusions of this study arc: I. 

Thc development of an empirical failure criterion for rocks under polyaxial compressive 

stresses; 2. The design of two new tests: the 'Stress Rotation Test' for studying rock 

fracturing under a rotating principal stress and the 'Modified Brazilian Test' for measuring 

the mode I fracture toughness K(C 3. The development of a new technique for resin 

injection to study damage progression and microcracking in rocks: 4. Fundamental studies 

of the micromechanics of mechanical and thenllalloading in Topopah Spring tuff: 5. The 

development of a generic pore cracking model for modeling the dcfonllation and failure for 

the host rock at Yucca ivloulllain: 6. The design of the equipment to study rock axial and 

lateral penllcahilities under compressive stresses (hoth axial and confining pressure): 7. 

The development of it three-dimensional micromechanicalmodel to simulate rock 

penlleabilities in three different directions under polyaxial stresses. 



CHAPTER 2 

PHYSICAL AND i\lECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE TEST 

i\lATERIALS 

2.1 Source Location and General Description of the Test ~Iaterials 
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Two kinds oftuffaceolls rock. Topopah Spring and Apache Leap tuffs were lIsed for this 

study. Topopah Spring tuff is the host rock of proposed nuclear waste repository in Yucca 

Mountain. Nevada. At the time of this study. it was very difficult to get Topopah Spring 

tuff samples directly from Yucca ~Iollntain. However. two blocks of Topopah Spring tuff 

were available in the Geomechanics Laboratory of the Department of Mining and 

Geological Engineering. These blocks were collected from the Yucca Mountain area by 

David South (South and Daemen. 1986). These blocks were not sufficient for all the tests 

needed for the research. Therefore. in addition. some Apache Leap tuff samples were used 

as an analog of Topopah Spring tuff. 

2.1.1 Topopah Spring tuff 

Yucca Mountain is underlain by a sequence of silicic volcanic rocks from more than WOO 

to 3000 meters thick and dipping .5 to 10 degrees to the cast at the location of the proposed 

repository. These rocks consist mainly of welded and ullwelded ash-flow and air-fall tuffs. 

These tuffs in the Yucca ~I(luntain region were fonned from volcanic eruptions occurring 

between X and 16 million years ago. Their source was 11l;lgma rising through the earth's 

cmst. wlllch resulted in explosive eruptions that pwduced ash !lows and gases. Because of 

rapidly (It-creasing pressure and cooling, the molten material explosiVl.:ly expanded up(ln 



emption and broke up into panicles of hot glass shards and crystals. These particles spread 

across the surrounding land. After coming to rest. the glass shards and crystals were 

subjected to various degrees of compaction and fusion that depended on temperature and 

pressure. If the heat and the pressure were high enough. a rock known as "welded tuff' 

was fomled. Eventually. the glassy shards tended to devitrify and develop crystals. but 

some of the rock remained glassy and is called "vitric ruff." A glassy unit often occurs at 

the base or the top of an ash flow. where rapid cooling was caused by contact with the 

earth or the air. The part of the Topopah Spring tuff that has Ixen selected as the potential 

host rock is moderately to densely welded and devitrified, with minor amounts of cavities. 

If a single ash flow was completely cooled Ixfore being covered by another hot flow. it 

formed a single cooling unit with a densely welded, fractured center. The central pans of 

the thick, densely welded zones may contain cavities caIled "Iithophysae." The densely 

welded interior pans also generally contain closely spaced fractures. On the other hand. if 

several eruptions occurred close together and the ash flow did not cool completely Ixtween 

emptions, the result is a sequence called a "compound cooling unit." The proposed 

repository would be constructed in an ash-flow unit called the "Topopah Spring Member," 

which is pan of the rock formation known as the "Paintbrush tuff." Of the four members of 

the Painthrush tuff. the Topopah Spring tuff is the lowermost, thickest. and most extensive 

in the Yucca Mountain area. At Yucca ~lountain. the Topopah Spring tuff is abolll 3S0 

meters thick, but it thins ahruptly to the south and apparently also to the nonh. Topopah 

Spring tuff consists of a multiple-flow, compound cooling unit, and most of it is 

moderately to densely welded. devitrified tuff. 

Blocks of welded tuff from the Topopah Spring memher of the Painthrush tuff were 

collectcd froiH the Nevada Test Site. Those blocks wcre collected from a surface outcrop in 

the eastern part of TUS. R·)()E T(lpnpah Spring SW Quadrangle. i':cvada (USGS 7-1/2 
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Topographic Map Series). The outcrop is shown on GQ-439. Geologic ~lap of the 

Topopah Spring Quadrangle. Nye County. Nevada. It is on the south end of the mountain 

just west of Fortymile Canyon. about 2.4 km south of VA Bi.,l Fran. The outcrop is 

faulted. and samples collected are loose on the surface. but not broken from the outcrop 

(South and Daemen. 19X6). 

The blocks collected were from the sparse lithophysal zone. The rock is a red brown 

dcvitrified welded tuff with gray-white eUlaxitic pumice comprising about 35\t of the 

sample. The pumice is tlattened at a ratio of 4: 1 to 7: 1 and is up to 5 Clll in longest 

dimension. Petrographically. it is a crystal vitric tuff. and consists 35"-~ glass. 601fO 

cryptocrystalline to microcrystalline (kvitrified material. 51fO sanidine. and less than 1% 

euhedral sphene. hornblende. and anhedral opaque minerals. including hematite. Glass 

shards are well flattened and devitrification processes have begun. Crystals radiate 

perpendicular to shard walls. Fiamllle are largely devitrified and are probably flattened 

pumice fragments. Devitrification in the fialllll1e consists of fans of microcrystalline 

material radiating inward from the wall. The sanidine is anhedral to euhedral and exhibits 

both baveno and carlshad twinnings. Fine opaque inclusions occur. largely along cleavage 

planes (South and Daemen. 19X6). Topopah Spring samples will be lIsed for the 

microlllechanical studies in Chapter 3. 
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2.1.2 Apache Leap tuff 

Apache Leap tuff ~Implcs arc originally from the densely welded brown unit of the Apachc 

Leap tuff of Superior, Arizona. The lUff belongs to a volcanic ash flow shect exposed 

approximatcly from 300 IS' N to 30::> .15' N. and from I J00 45' W to 1110 30' W. The 

exposure is in the mideastern pan of Arizona, near the junctions of ;\laricopa, Pinal and 

Gila counties. Thc easternmost exposure of the tuff is found at Globe. The wcstcrnmo"t 

cxposure is at Apachc Junction on Highway 60. Based upon thc degree of welding. this 

ash flow tuff has becn dividcd into five units (from top to OOllom): whitc unit, gray unit. 

vitrophyre and basal iliff. The brown unit has the highcst dcgrce of wclding. and the brown 

unit tuff samples are clllkcted along the old Highway 60. about 2.5 miles northeast of 

superior, Arizona (Fuenkajorn and Daemen. 1991). Apache Leap tuff blocks with size~ 

varying from n.5x 10.5xO.5 Ill) to n.sx I.Ox I.S 1113 arc transponed to the Univcrsity of 

Arizona where the sample pn:paration is performed. 

Brownllnit Apache Leap iliff. due to its low porosity and penneahility, is considerl'd 10 

rescmble Topopah Spring tuff (Ouyang. 19<)0). Apache Leap iliff consists mainly of quanz 

and plagioclase (ahout 5()(;r,) in phenocryst and groundm<lss fonns (Table 2, I). The 

chemical composition comparison or Apache Leap tuff and Topopah Spring tuff arc listed 

in Table 2.2. Apache Leap tuff contains a higher iron oxide content and lower silica 

content. Thc percentages of calcium. JJ1agnesium and alulilinlll1l oxides of Apache Leap iliff 

arc slightly higher than those of Topopah Spring iliff. Physical and mechanical propenies 

of Apache Leap and Topopah Spring tuffs are shown in Tahle 2.3, The clastic Illodulll~. 

dry bulk density and p{lrosity (If ,\p;tc!a: Leap tuff arc compar;thIc to those of Topopah 

Spring iliff. 
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a e _. lI1era T bl .., 1 \1' IC omposllion 0 f \ t _pac lC L cap T ff II 

Mincrals A vcragc Grain Size (11m) Percentage (C;c) 

Olivine 1 10 

Plagioclasc+quanz phenocr:'st 3 45 

Plagioclasc+quanz ground mass 10 5 

Magnetite 0.5 X 

l-h;matite 0.5 30 

Vesidcs/cavities I <1 

T bl ..,.., CI a e _._ lellllC' IC ompoSlIlon 0 IS' fT opopa 1 "pnng all( I \ I_pac le L eap T ff II s 

Con~position A pache Leap lUff (C;~) Topopah Spring tuff ((:c) 

3i02 71.7 76.X 

Na20 3.X 4.1 

K20 2.5 ':Ui 

C,O 0 . .1 0.3 

MgO 0.21 0.11 

Ai203 1.1.X 12.·l 

Fe,O, - .\ 3.3 1.0 

FeO 0.1 0.05 

Apache Leap tuff contains two types l.1 pumice inciusions. which can he distinguished 

by their color (reddish brown to light gray to white). The reddish brown inclusions contain 

slightly more inlll oxides. arc more porou,>. and arc stronger than the rock matrix. The 

white inclusions arc soft and usually appear as pockets of densely cOlllpacted powder. 

They probahly arc alterati(ln products of feldspars. The distrihution for both inclusiml types 

is non-llnif(ln11. Flow layers In the rock matrix can lx' rec(lgnil.ed hy alignlllents of quartz 

and feldspar grains. and sometimes hy thc orientation of the lenticular inclusions and 

vesicles. The flow layers do not aplK'ar as lh:rfect planes. Twisting and cllrly dlaractcristics 

arc always observed from the scale (If I x I 111111 to)!).:50 CIll. These pctrographic features 

arc widely ohsenniln (lther vpicanil" tuffs (I~oss ;\I1d Smith. II)(1lJ: Rippa and Vinale. 
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1983; Zimmcnnan ct al.. 1%5: :'\appi and Otaviani. 19X6). 

T bl ') '1 Ph . I d ~ 1 h . I P a e _" vSlca an I· ec anlca ropcrtlcs 0 f \ I L f .pac Ie ea~~111 dT opopa h S . T ff ,pring u s 

Properties of Tuffs AI~ache Leap Tuff T01'o1'ah Spring Tuff 

ac (MPa) 147.3±14.3 183.11±26.15 

Elastic Modules (GPa) 22.6±5.7 40.3±2.86 

Poisson's Ratio O.20±O.O3 O.20±O.OO I 

at (MPa) 5.72±1.2 i 2.8±3.5 

P--Wave VC\ocity (km/s) o.4±1.5 4.1 ·4.6 

Internal Friction Angle 45.5° 5X.lo 

Dry Density (glee) 2.37±OA2 2.0 - 2.3 (\IIc\ded) 

Porosity (<;f-,) 7 . 10 0- 20 

Table 2A Chemical Comp_osltlOn of Brown Unit 01 Apache Leap Tuff 

Composition Rock \1:lIri:-; (<;;-) 

Si02 oX.9 

Na20 3.7 

K20 3.() 

GIO 2.X 

MgO 1.1 

Ai 2O, 15.4 

Fe20, 3.0 

FeO < n.1 

i\lnO O. () I 

(>20 5 (U)6 

SO, < (U) I 

TiO~ (J.()·l 

Inclusion (<;~.) 

6X.I 

3.4 

2.4 

3.4 

1.7 

15.1 

4.4 

< 0.1 

(J.().t 

(J.()() 

<. (U) I 

0.09 

Fracture·Filling 
~laterial (<;;,) 

70.7 

3.2 

3.1 

2.5 

n.9 

14.2 

3.4 

< 0.1 

n. I 
0.1)5 

< 0.01 

0.04 

Apache Leap tuff is ht,terogencous as su~!gested hy vi~u;tl ohserv:llion and confirlll~d 

by the large variations in the 1llt'l'h:lIlical propt'rties (Fut'n\.;ajorl! and Dal'lllen. 1991). It is 

hdie\'l'd thaI the high intrinsic \'ariahility of thl' roc\.; is cllIst'{1 by thl' !low layers and 11011-

unifonll distrihutiolls of tht' inclusion", port's and dq!rt'L' of welding. These tuff 



characteristics incn:ase the anisotropy and non-homogeneity of the rock. panicularly for the 

specimen sizes specified by the ISR~l for rock mechanics tests. (50 mm diameters with a 

length 10 diameter ratio of 2.5. Fuenkajorn and DaeTllen. 1991). The inclusions in the lUff 

usually appear lenticular, with the major axes parallel to the now layers. The shape of the 

Apache Leap tuff inclusions relates to the depth at which they occur. The length to 

thickness ratio of the inclusions increases with depth and degree of welding (Peterson. 

1961; Ross and Smith. 1960). The average sizes range from 1 x2 micrometers to IOx25 

millimeters. They arc not uniformly distributed througholll the rock. The petrographic 

sllldies indicate that the mineral composition of the inclusions and of the rock matrix arc 

similar. but that the inclusions contain finer grains and slightly lesser amounts of magn('tite 

and iron oxides (Tahle 2.4). Some inclusions arc softer than the rock matrix and appear to 

have a higher degree of weathering. These inclusions have been found 10 have a strong 

influence of thl.." failure characteristics of tuff. Some uniaxial and triaxial samples tend 10 fail 

along the plane that has thl.." highest concentration of soft inclusions. This implies that the 

non-uniform distribution of inclusions may induce a heterogenl.."olls mcchanical response 

even undcr uniform compressive loading. 

2.2 Characterization Tests on Topopah Spring and Apachc Leapt Tuff Specimens 

Uniaxial and triaxial compression tests were perfomled on :\pache Leap and Topopah 

Spring lUff specimens. The cylindrical specimens of Topopah Spring iliff were all cored 

1.25" in diameter and with aspect ratios (II/D) ranging fWlll 2.0 to 2.7. Uniaxial 

compression tests were perfonncd on those speciml.."ns with :tn aspect ratio greata than 2.5 

and the specillH.:ns with a~pect ratios hl'tween 2.0 - 2.5 werl.." used for triaxiall·omprl.."ssilln 

tests. All Apachl.." Leap tuff specimens were corl.."d 2'" in di;1I1lL'tcr with an aspcct ratio (If 

2.5. 
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A II the uniaxial and triaxial compression tests were carried out following the procedures 

of the International Society of Rock Mechanics (ISRM. 1978). The tests were paformed 

on an SBEL CT-)(X) load frame controlled by an SBEL 447 servo controller. Complete 

stress-strain curves were obtained at different confining pressures. as shown in Figure 2.4 

(a. b). Uniaxial and triaxial compression test results of Topopah Spring tuff specimens an: 

listed in Tables 2.) and 2.6, respectively. Young's ~lodulus and Poisson's ratio ha\'l.! also 

been measured by using strain gages during uniaxial compression tests, and these results 

arc reported in Table 2.7. The results of both compression tests on Apache Lcap tuff arc 

listed in Tahle 2.8. Thc complele ~tress-slrain curvcs at diffcrenlconfining pressures arc 

shown in Figure 2Ah. 

ale _.) csu ts (l fU' . I C llIaxla ompresslon T ests on T IS' T ff opopa 1 •• pnn!! u 

Specimen No (Jc (MPa) Failure ~lcxk 

Tpt e-Ol 176.93 axial splitting (C) 

Tpl c-03 190.9X axial splitting (D) 

Tpt e-19 141.14 axial splitting 

Tptc-20 197.60 axial splitting 

Tpt c-21 20X.X9 axial splitlin!! 

Average (}e (\IPa) IX3.11±26.15 U= 14.3r;-{o 

Til'" ( R a) e _. 1 eSll IS 0 fT' . I C naxla ompresSIOIl T ests on T IS' T f' oflopa 1 •• prln!! u I 

Sjleeimcn No ():\ (MPa) (}t (l\IPa) Failure Mode 

Tple-II ) 276.64 axial splitting 

Tpt c-IX 7 327.45 splillinl,!-shear transition 

Tpt e-22 10 355.67 splitting-shear transition 

Tpt c-O·l 10 359.49 shear lex:alization 

Tpt c-07 15 472.58 shear localization 

Tpt c-IO 20 533.61 shear lo .... alization 

Tptc-I·l 2S ·l58.7(1 shear Il x:alizalinn 

Tpl c-17 3() 513.75 slll'ar Irlo,:alizalion 

Tpt c-12 )5 5()7.31 slll'ar Icx'alizatinn 
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T b1 ., 7 Y a c _. , 7'.1 d 1 i P . 'R 'T olin!.! s I 0 U LIS anc olsson s atlO est on T IS' T ff oEoRa 1 ¥In!.! 1I 

Specimen No. Etan Esec Eave Utan usec uavc 
(GPa) (GPa) (GPa) 

Tpt c-I 41.1 42.4 42.2 0.203 0.200 0.202 

Tpt c-3 34.7 42.8 38.6 0.201 0.201 0.202 

T bl ., 8 R 1 U' . 1 d T' . I C .a c _. CSlI ts llIaXla an naxla ompressJOn T . A h L ests JO .pac e eap_ T ff 1I 

Specimen No. a) (MPa) at (~1Pa) S~ecimen No. a) (MPa) at (MPa) 

1 0 141.90 14 13.79 248.90 

2 0 141.90 15 13.79 250.03 

3 0 155.17 16 17.24 265.33 

4 0 152.88 17 20.69 242.28 

5 0 169.49 18 2·U3 308.40 

6 0 120.58 19 27.58 329.80 

7 0 145.55 20 31.03 356.67 

8 0 131.34 21 34AX 360.22 

9 () 152.64 .,., 37.92 396.46 

10 0 161.50 ., ... -.' 41.37 419.48 

II 3.45 ISI.80 24 44.S2 456.09 

12 6.89 197.0() .,-
-) 4S.27 434.0X 

13 10.34 24()A2 26 55.16 464.92 

2.3 Studies of Failure Criteria on Topopah Spring and Apache Leap Tuffs 

2.3.1 Regression analysis of experimental data 

Thc purpose of this section is 10 detennine thc strength critaion that hest represents the 

failure of Topopah Spring and Apache Leap tuffs. This irwolVl.:S the selection of the 

strength criteria and delenllination (If the material wnstants (filting parametas) of these 

criteria by means of n:gn:ssion analyses. Data used ;UT the uniaxial and triaxial 

compressive strengths from Tahles 2.5 10 2.S. 
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Coulomh criterion 

The Coulomb criterion is the simplest and best-known criterion for the failure of rock 

(Goodman. 1980; Brady and Brown. 19~5). The criterion can be expressed in tem1S of the 

major and minor principal stresses at failure as: 

(2.1 ) 

where 01. 03 = major and minor principal stresses; 

Oc = uniaxial compressive strength. 

tan'l' = (1+sinQ)/(l-sino) (2.2) 

The uniaxial compressive strength is related to c and Q by: 

2ccoso 
Oc = . 

1- sino 
(2.3) 

Regression analysis lIsing equation (2.1) on Topopah Spring !lIff gives a uniaxial 

compressive strength (ic of 212.55 i\IPa and tallll' of 11.5. The internal friction angle ¢ 

calculated from (2.2) is 58. 10. and the cohesion calculated from (2.3) is 31.33 MPa. The 

regression gives a coefficient of correlation R of 0.9415. Figure 2.5 presents the 

nonnalized major principal stress (01/0,) as a function of the nonllalized minor principal 

stress (0Y0C>. The straiglll line represents the best tit curve and the points represent the 

experimental data. Also shown in Figure 2.5 is the regression result on Apache Leap tuff. 
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Figure 2.5. Coulomb criterion. curve fit and experimental data: (a). Topopah Spring tuff. 

al/ac= 1.16 + 11.5(o,/ac). Oe::: 212.55 ;\ll>a. c== 31.33 MPa. ¢== 5lUo. R= 0.9415; (b). 

Apache Leap tuff. 01/0,= 1.0X5 + 5.97(0-:,/oe). oe= 159.R2 M[>a. c= 32.69 j.,IPa. ¢= 

45.5°. R= O.9X36. 
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Rieniawski criterion 

Bieniawski (1974) gives the following empirical power law strength criterion: 

<JI [<J3]k -= 1 +A-
<Jc <Jc 

(2.4) 

where, A and k arc empirical constants. 

The regression of the strength data of Topopah Spring tuff on equation (2.4) gives 

constants A and k of SAX and 0.577. respectively. The coefficient of correlation is 0.974~ 

which is the highest of all tile criteria considered. The regression analysis for Apache Leap 

tuff gives constants of A and k as 5..15 and O.X9. respectively and the coefficient of 

correlation is O.9X66. Both curves and experimental data arc shown in Figure 2.6. 
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Figun.: 2.6. Bicniawski criterion: curve fit and experimental data, (a). Topopah Spring tuff. 
al/ac= I +S..tX(G.\/Gjl.577, R==O.97·B; (b). Apache Leap tuff: GI/Ge == I +5..l5(G3/Gci0.SlJ, 
R=O.9XCJ(l. 



Hoek and Brown criterion 

Hoek and Brown (1980) present an empirical relationship between the major and minor 

principal stresses associated with the failure of rock: 

where al. a3 = major and minor principal stresses at failure: 

ac = uniaxial compressive strength: 

tn, s = empirical constants (s=) for intact rock). 

(2.5) 

All the laboratory experiments utilized intact rock specimens, so the value of s is I. 
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According to the regression analysis. the parameter III for Topopah Spring tuff and Apache 

Leap tuff are 44.01 and 17.99 respectively. The coefficient of correlation is 0.9677 and 

0.9830. respectively. figure 2.7 shows the nomlalized major principal stress as a function 

of the nonnalized minor principal stress. The nonnal and shear stress at failure can be 

calculated using the following equations: 

where a, L = nonnal and shear stresses at failure Till = (01-0-,)/2. 

The uniaxial tensile strength a( can also he calculated from Iloek and Brown's 

empirical relations: 

(2.6) 

<2.7) 

The uniaxial tensile strength calcul;!!ed frolll equation (2.X) for Topopah Spring iliff is 



4.16 MP'I. and for Apache Leap tuff is 8.16 MPa. 
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Figurc 2.7. Hock and Brown criterion: curvc fit and experimental data. (a). Topopah 

Spring iliff. Ol/Oc= o-:.loc + (44.0\o,/oc +\ )112. R=O.9677: (h). Apache Leap tuff. 

(J1/(Jc=(Jl,/(Jc + (17.<)<)(J,/0c + I )1/2, 1~=().<)S32. 
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Yudhir criterion 

Yudbir el of. (1983) present an empirical non-linear relation between the major and the 

minor principal stresses at failure: 

f 
0") = D+r.f 0"3] 
O"c LO"c 

where D, E and f are empirical conSlants 

Thc criterion is (krivcd specifically to describe rock failure under high confining 

(2.9) 

pressures in the ductile range. The parameter f usually ranges from 0.6 to 0.75. When f 

equals I. the Yudbir criterion is identical to the Coulomb critaion. For this condition the 

paramcter D = I, and E = tan \jI. 
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Regression analyses have been made on equation (2.9) by letting the parameter f range 

from 0.5 to 1.0. and calculating optimal D and E values for each value of f. Tables 2.9 and 

2.10 give the n:gression results. Figure 2.8 compares the curve fits and the experimental 

results of the (Jl - (J3 relationship. The best fit for Topopah Spring tuff is obtained when f 

is 0.575. which results in D = 0.9907 and E = 5..19. This equation is also the best 

corrC\;lIed equation for all the criteria considered. 
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Figure 2.X. Ylldhir criterion: curve tit and experimental data, (a). Topopah Spring tllff. 

a)/ac= O_9<J07 +- 5 .. 1<J(o:Vod0.57'i, R:::cO.<J7·l:': (h). Apache Leap tllff. o)/oc= 1.01~ +-

5AR(o,lad)·\), R=().<)X(i(i. 
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Three-dimensional Griftith criterion 

Griffith (1924) proposed a failure theory based on the idea that fracture of brittle materials 

initiates at tensile stress concentrations at the tips of microcracks distributed throughout the 

materials. The widely used two-dimensional criterion was derived from the study of flat 

elliptical cracks (Jaeger and Cook, 1979). A logical extension to three-dimensions from 

two-dimensions has been given hy ~Iurrell (1963) and Jaeger (1966). In the three

dimensional Griffith criterion, the failure surface should have the form of a paraboloid of 

revolution whose axis is the line al =a2=a3 and passing through the origin. In tenns of 

principal stresses the equation of this surface is expressed as 

(2.10) 

where at is the uniaxial tensile strength. From this equation Ihe uniaxial compressive 

strength, ae, should be -12at. This is an improvement over the two-dimensional theory, 

since the predicted ac in two-dimensions is 100 low (ac=-Xat). However, the main 

advantage of the three-dimensional theory is thaI it provides a simple criterion for sllldying 

the effecls of the intennediate principal stress a2. F{)r a nonnal triaxial compression test, 

a2=G3, and equation (2.10) reduces to: 

(2.11 ) 

Regression analysis on Topopah Spring tuff gives at =25.27 jvlPa with a correlation 

coefficient R",0.6737, while for Apache Leap tuff a l = IX.29 MPa and R",O.X451. This 

criterion will be further discussed in Chapter G. 
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Figure 2.9. Three-dimensional Griffith criterion. when <J2=<J3. (<J1-<J3)2-

12<J1(<J1+2<J~)=O. curve fit and experimental data. (a). Topopah Spring tuff, 

<J1=25.27MPa. R=O.6n7; (h). Apache Leap tuff. <Jl= \ ~.5() MPa. R=O.X45\. 
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McClintock - Walsh criterion 

The Griffith criterion assumes that all cracks arc open and that there is no friction between 

crack surfaces. In reality, this is not true. Cracks can easily be closed even under modest 

compressive stresses and it is expected that frictional forces will operate Ixtween the closed 

surfaces. A modification to take this into account, known as the Modified Griffith 

criterion, has been proposed by McClintock and Walsh (1962). The expression for the 

criterion is: 

(2.12) 

where Jl = coefficient of friction between crack surfaces, Jl=tanQ. The tensile strength at 

can be obtained as: 

(2.13) 

The result of regression analysis gives a coefficient of friction Jl= 1.646 and an internal 

friction angle of Q=SK7° for Topopah Spring tuff. The uniaxial tensile strength from 

equation (2.13) is at = 12.R 1 MPa. All the results for Topopah Spring and Apache Leap 

tuff have been listed in Tables 2.9 and 2. 10. 
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Figure 2. '0. McClinlock & Walsh criterion.~! = [~1]~~11 + I. curve fit and 
Ci, Cic " I +~12_~1 

experimental data. (a). Topop;1I1 Spring iliff. p=J.(l-l(l. O=5X.7°. CiI=12.X' MPa. 

R=O.92~6; (b). Apache Leap lull 11= I.()S~. o=46.()o, Vt= 14.65 ~lPa, R=O.%36. 
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Von ~lises (distonional t'lwrgv) critt'rion 

The Von Mises criterion is based the idea that the total clastic strain distonional energy 

stored in materials should remain constant (Nadai. 1950). The strain energy of distonion is 

obtained after subtracting the clastic energy of volume dilatation from the total elastic 

energy stored in the material. The expression for the distortional strain energy per unit of 

volume in tem1S of the principal stresses is: 

(2.14) 

where G=E/2(l +u) is the modulus of rigidity. For simple compression. (J1=<Jc and 

<JF<J3=O. which gives W=<Jc'2/6G. The criterion considers that at the plastic limit the clastic 

energy of distortion reaches a constant value. Therdore. equation (2.14) is expressed as: 

(2.15) 

where <Jc is the uniaxial compressive strength of the material. This criterion predicts a 

dependence of the intenllediate principal stress on rock failure. Special cases are considered 

as follow: 

For nonllaltriaxial compression. 02=<J3. and equation (2.15) reduces to: 

(2.16) 

This equation has been used for regression analysis of the Topopah Spring wff tests. 

The results arc listed in Table 2.9 and 2.10 and Figure 2.11. The regression analysis gives 

0 c=330.27 i\IPa and R=(UX-tl which is a poor fit 10 the data for hath Topopah Spring and 

Apache Leap tllff. The prt'dictt'd uniaxial cOlllprl'ssive strength for both wffs is twict' ;!s 

high as the cxpt'fimcnt;1i rcsults. The criterion will be considt'fcd again in Chapter (1. 
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2.3.2 Discllssion of the strength criteria for tuffs 

Several commonly used failure criteria for brittle materials have been considered for the 

regression analysis of both Topopah Spring tuff and Apache Leap tuff. Of these, only the 

Von Mises and the three-dimensional Griffith failure criteria predict the dependence of rock 

strength on the valuc of the intemlediate principal stress. The Von i'.lises theory, a popular 

criterion used for the yield of metals under combined stresses, predicts the same strengths 

in tension and compression. Since the measured strength of rock is lower in tension than in 

compression, the Von i'vlises criterion can't be expected to he applicahle to rocks unless all 

three principal stresses arc of the same sign. The results of all the regression analyses for 

both tuffs are listed in Tables 2.9 and 2.10. It is seen from the tables that the empirical 

criteria such as the Hock-Brown, Bieniawski and Yudbir criteria, fit the experimental 

results very well, even though they don't depend on the intemlediate principal stress. It is 

also shown that the three-dimensional Griffith and the Von ~\'Iises theories, even though 

they depend on the intermediate principal stress, don't fit the triaxial compression test 

results of Topopah Spring and Apache Leap tuffs. The Von i'.lises theory predicts a linear 

variation of oJ with 03 in triaxial compression, whilc the three-dimensional Griffith theory 

gives a non-linear variation. i\either of them fit the experimental results particularly well. 

The regression analysis results in Topopah Spring and Apache Leap tuffs indicate that 

empirical relationship sllch as the Bieniawsk.i and I lock-Brown criteria are more accurate 

than the theories of Griffith and Von ;\1ises. The Bieniawski criterion gives the best 

prediction of rock failure under uniaxial and triaxial compressive stresses for both Topopah 

Spring and Apache Lcap tuffs. Also, the non-lincar relationship between the major and 

minor principal stresses at failure is supported by the regression results ()f the Yudbir 

criterion. The 111l:chanical hdlavior of hoth tuffs indicate that they are brittle materials. with 
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Topopah Spring tuff being more brittle than Apache Leap tuff. The confining pressure has 

a significant effect on the strength of both tuffs. A micromechanical explanation for this is 

given in Chapter 3. Additional considerations of the effects of the intemlediate principal 

stress on rock strength will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

Table _. esu ts 0 fS treng! h Ana vses 0 f h T t e opopah Spring Tuff 

Criteria Regression Results Correlation 

Coefficient R 

01/0;; = 1.16 + 11.503/0;;.0;;=212.55 MPa. 0.9415 

Coulomb \j/=XS.<r', Q=5X.1 0. c=31.33 ivlPa 
. 

Bieniawski 01/0;;= 1 + 5.4X( 03/ad)·577 0.9743 

Hoek-Brown al/0c:=03/0c + (44J)) 03/0c + 1)0.5 0.9677 
-

ol/oc=D + E(ovod 

Yudbir f=0.50. D=0.9652, E=4.74 0.9727 

f=0.575, D=0.9907. E=5.49 0.9743 

f=0.600. 0=1.000. E=5.75 0.9741 

f=0.75. 0= 1.059X. E=7.54 0.9671 

f=I.00. D=I.160X. E=II.5 0.9415 
-

111rec-

dimensional (al-a3)2- 12at(01+2a3)=0. a t=25.27 MPa 0.6737 

Griffith 

McClintock & 
"1 "[ 0']" 1 +1"+ fI + 1 
0, ac -V I +~12_~1 0.9296 

Walsh 
~=1.6.:l6. O=5X.7°. a\=12.XI ~lPa 

Von Mises al= a;; + a3. a("'~3().27 MPa O.3X41 
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a e _. T bl '") 10 R esu ts 0 fS tren~tl na vses 0 I A I t e _pac e eaiJ u fhA hl Tff 

Criteria Regression Results Correlation 

Coefficient R 

a\/ac = 1.085 + 5.976a3/ac. a c=159.82 MPa, 

Coulomb 'V=80.5°. ¢=45.5°. c'=32.69 MPa 0.9859 

Bieniawski a\/ac'= I + 5.45( a3/ac)0.R9 0.9866 

Hoek-Brown a\/ac,=a3/ac + (17.99a3/ac + 1)0.5 0.9830 

G\/ac'=O + E(ayad 

Yudbir 1'=0.50. 0=0.6077. E'=3.95 0.9589 

1'=0.60. 0=0.7298. E=4.29 0.9737 

f=().80. 0,=0.9323. E=5.04 0.9855 

f=O.90, 0=1.0140. E=5.48 0.9866 

f= 1.00. 0= 1.0850. E=5.98 0.9859 

lllree-

dimensional (G\-a3)~ - 12GI(G\+2G3)==O. al=18.29 MPa 0.8451 

Griffith 

McClintock & "1"["'l"I+~2 +~ + I 
Walsh Gc Gc .y I + ~l ~ - ~ 0.9836 

~=I.058. ¢=.:l6.6°. al=14.65 MPa 

Von Mises a\= 0c + a3, oc=289.57 ~lPa 0.5459 
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CHAPTER 3 

MICROi\lECIlANICS OF FRACTURIi,'G AND DEFORi\IATION 

3.1 Experimental Techniques 

3.1.1 Damage progression tests 

A damage test is either a uniaxial or a triaxial compression test where a rock spccimcn is 

loaded to a panicular stress level to induce damage or fracturing and then lin!oadcd. Both 

uniaxial and triaxial damage tests were perfonned on Topopah Spring and Apache Leap tuff 

specimens. The tests were perfonlled on an SBEL Cr-500 load frame controlled by an 

SBEL 447 servo-controller. Figure 3.1 a shows the complete stress-strain curve of 

Topopah Spring tuff under uniaxial compression. Figures 3.1 band 3.1c show the triaxial 

complete stress-strain curves of Topopah Spring tuff both at room temperature .lIld after 

samples had heen heated to 2000 C. The complete stress-strain curve for Apache Leap tuff 

under uniaxial compression is shown in Figure 3.1 d. Each capitallctter on the curves in 

Figures 3.1 a - d refer to a damage test and represent the appl ied stress where the test was 

tenllinated. For each damage test the degree of damage Can Ix: represented by the 

percentage of the maximum stress applied to the sample to the strength of the sample. 

Ikcause the exact strength for each sample is not known since it was tenllinated prior to 

failure. there will be some error in the estimation of the degree of damage. Based on the 

experimental error and specimen variahility. the estimates of degree of damage may be off 

hy up to 15%. To minimize the experimental error, we have used the rock statistical 

strength and plotted the 1(l:ld-displacemelll curve during the damage test. The following 

damage tests have been nlfldllClcd: points A. E. I and API arc original undamaged rock 
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samples: B. F. G. J, K, AP2 and AP3 were terminated in the strain-hardening ponion of 

the stress-strain curve prior to failure; C, D, H. L, M and AP4 are post-failure specimens 

temlinated in the strain-softening ponion of the strcss-strain curvc. The tcm,inated stress of 

each specimen and its relative degree of damage are presented in Tables 3.1 to 3.4. 
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a e _ . maxla T bl 11 U· . I D amage T csts 0 fT opopa !Enng u h S . T ff 

Point on curve Specimen No. Temlinated Stress a (MPa) Degree of Damage (%) 

A Tpt c-II 0 original rock 

B Tpt c-8 241.92 about 80% 

C Tpt c-I 176.93 post-failure 

D TQt c-3 359.43 J~ost-failure 

200 A (J (MFa) 
\ 

150 

100 

50 

~-----'-----:--------:::>- E (%) 
0.25 0.5 0.75 

Figurc 3.1 a Stn:ss-strain curvc of Topopah Spring llIff tinder tlniax ial compression. 
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T bl 3?T· . I D a e _._ naxla amage T ests 0 fT opo~a h S . T ff ipnng u 

Point on Specimen Confining stress Temlinatcd stress Degree of Damage 

curve No. (J3(ivlPa) (Jt (l\IPa) (%) 

E Tpt c-14 0 0 original rock 

F Tpt c-15 15 309.43 85% 

G Tpt c-5 IS 432.51 9270 

H Tpt c-7 15 472.58 post-failure 

400 03=15 ?vlPa 

300 

200 

100 

'----~----'''---"""'''''----'''----'-') -_-~ c: (%) o 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 _ . .) 

Figure 3.1 h Stress-strain curve of Topopah Spring tuff ulldn triaxial compressive stresses 
with a confining pressure of 15 \ll'a. 
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Table 3.3 Triaxial Damage Tests of Topopah Spring Tuff at Temperature of 200°C 
~ -

Point on Specimen Confining stress (;3 Temlinated stress Degree of Damage 

curve 

I 

J 

K 

L 

M 

600 

500 

400 

300 

200 

100 

No. 

Tpt c-16 

Tpt c-9 

Tpt c-6 

Tpt c- J3 

Tpt c-2 

cr (NlPa) 

cr3=15 MPa 
T=2000C 

G."IPa) (JI (MPa) (%) 

0 0 original rock 

15 511.14 87170 

15 568.22 96% 

IS 511.12 post-failure 

15 589.18 post-failure 

L 

0~~-O~.5----1~.O----1~.-5--~2.~0----2~.5----3~.O~E(%) 

Figure 3. Ie Triaxial compressive Slress-strain curve of Topopah Spring tuff at a 

temperature of 2()(f'C and with a confining pressure of 15 ~IPa. 
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T bl .., -4 U· . 10 a e J. maxla ama!.!c T ests a fA h L T ff ~pac e cap u 

Point on curve Specimen No. Tenl1inated Stress a (MPa) De!.!ree of Dama!.!e (Iff.) 

API AP-II 0 original specimen 

AP2 AP-12 75.0 50.1% 

AP3 AP-33 130.0 88.3% 

AN AP-34 140.0 post-failure 

a (MPa) 
AP3 

140 

120 

100 

80 

60 

40 

20 

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 

Figurc 3.1 d Stress-strain curn: of Apachc Leap tuff under uniaxial cornpn:ssion. 
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Resin Container 

Vacuum Pump 

---- Pressure Chamber 

Resin 

111------ Sample Container 

Sample 

I !cater 

Helium 

Figure 3.2 Experimental setllp for resin injection Into damaged samples. 

3.1.2 Technique of resin injection 

After each damage test. the damaged specimen is impregnated with resin that contains 

f1uorescelll dye. The impregnation is able to preserve the fracture patterns in the damaged 

specimens without further damage occurring while preparing thin sections or slices. 

Funhennore. florescent dye can facilit:1!1' the fracture pattern analysis. This analysis will be 

funhcr discmsl'd in the next section. A special chamber has bcl'n built for resin 

impregnation and the l'xpl'rillll'ntal Sl'tup for the rl'sin injection is shown in Figure 3.2. 

Ikfore injection. the sample is placnl in the chamher and isolatl'd. The first step of resin 

injection is to eV:lcuate the air in the sample by using a vacuum pump. t\ vacuum of 

approxirnatdy 2(}(} milli\orr is applied to the damaged rock sample for 12 \(1 2·1 hours. The 
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second step is to impregnate the sample with a low-viscosity but high strength resin. 

"ScOlchcast" resin No.3 is a two-component, low-viscosity resin that is panicularly wcll 

suited for vacuum impregnation of low pemleability rocks (Gardner, 1980). The epoxy 

components are mixed in the ratio of 40'lt; of pan "A" and 60% of pan "B." The viscosity 

can be reduced by adding a small ;Ullount of methyl ethyl ketone. A florescent dye (Kodak 

Rhodamine B) is then thoroughly mixed with the resin (3 grams dye for 250 011 of resin). 

The injection procedure consists of saturating the rock sample with resin while being vcry 

careful not to allow air into the chamber. The resin and sample are maintained at a 

temperature of lOWe (this will reduce the resin's viscosity to approximately 20 

centipoises) for about two hours. Then, a pressure ahout 3.5 to 7.0 l\lPa is applied to the 

liquid resin llsing pressured helium. This will let the resin get into the smallest cracks and 

pores in the rock. The pressure should bc maintained for approximately three hours before 

rcle'lsing the helium. The resin can be cured by placing the sample into an oven at I (XrT 

for more than five hours. Once the resin is completely cured, it is very hard and brilllc. The 

damaged rock samples with imprcgnatcd resin can he cut into vcry thin slices using a 

diamond saw without destroying thc fracture pallerns. Thin sections were examined using 

an opticalll1icroscope under both nonnal light and lloresCl:1lI light (Kemeny and Wang. 

1991). Slices should he polished and coated with a thin layer of carbon in order to perf(1rm 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SE~'1) observation. The SEM studies of T(1popah Spring 

tuff specimens have heen perf(1nned in the Arizona Material Laboratory (1f the Depanm::111 

of Material Science Engineering. Observations were made (1n a JEOl S·HlA SE~1 

microscope. The accderating v(1\tage used was between 15 t(1 25 K V. and the res(1lution 

expected 10 reach approximately y5 I\ngstrom. The SEi\l studies of Apache Leap tuff 

specimens have hcen pcrfonllcd in the Scanning Electron ~linoscopy-Energy Dispersive 

Spectromctry-I mage Analysis l.ab(lr;lInry in the Department (If Gcosciences. The 

microscope used is a Camhridge 120B equipped with a Ci and \V h;lcbcallered eiL'ctron 
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detector. 

3.2 Studies under Microscopes 

3.2.1 Optical microscopy 

The resin impregnation technilJue is designed to facilitate the analysis of microcracks using 

complller image processing techniques. In particular. when a florescent light source is 

used. the cracks and pores containing resin will illuminate while the mineral grains will 

remain dark. Therefore. cracks and pores will standout clearly. An example of optical 

microscopy with thin sectioning of the impregnated Apache Leap tuff is shown in Figure 

3.3 (a. b). Figun.: 3.3a shows Apache Leap tuff at a magnification of ()3 under a nonnal 

light source. Under the normal light source hoth resin and mineral grains arc illuminated. 

and it is difficult to see fractures from the photograph. Figure 3.3b shows the same art.':a 

under a tlorescent light somet.':. In this photograph the resin-filled pores and fractures arc 

illuminatcd while the mineral grains remain dark. Cracks afe now visihle within some of 

the grains that were not visible umler the normal light SOUfce. Results from our tests 

indicate that the resin is ahk to penetrate into cracks with apertures less than 10 microns. 

Funher penetration into smaller cracks can be accomplished by cither applying a higher 

pressure to the liquid resin or reducing the viscosity of resin. 
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(a) 

(b) 
Figure 3.3 Optical microphotographs of Apache Leap tllff, (a) Under nomlal light: (b) 
Undt:r fluorescent light. 
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3.2.2 tvticroscopy under Scanning Electron Microscope 

This section describes the results of SEtvt observations from the original tuff samples 

(undamaged) and the specimens with different degree of damage. Image processing 

techniques are used to analyze the distributions of the major pore parameters in Topopah 

Spring tuff. 

3.2.2.1 SEM studies in Topopah Spring lUff 

A. OhSeT\'{llioll inlhe original (I/Iulamaged) rock sample 
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From Griffith's pioneering work. we know that there are various defects or 

inhomogeneities initially present in solid materials that have a strong effl:ct on the 

defonnation and failure characteristics of the material. These defects are sometimes called 

'Griffith's flaws,' including pores. point defects (vacancies. interstitial. substitutional 

impurities), line defects (dislocations), surface defects (grain boundaries. twin boundaries. 

phase boundaries, stacking faults and cracks), and volume defects (voids, bubbles, 

precipitates and inclusions) (Lawn and Wilshaw. 1975). i\'lost of these flaws have been 

found in rocks (Kranz. 1979a. h: Brace and Hadley. 1972; Zheng. 19X9: Wang and 

Kemeny. 1992. 1993a). including grain boundaries. twin boundarie:-. and various types of 

microcavities (Paterson. ;'nX). :\l11ong the microcavities. it is useful to distinguish 

primarily between 'pores' and 'microcracks' (Walsh and Brace. 1966: Brace. 1972; 

Paterson. 197X; Kranz. 1979a). 

Pon.:s are approximately equi-dilm:nsional and represent illlragrallular microstruclUres. 

According to Kranz (1979a). the criterion between cracks and pore:-. is the aspect ratio 

(length to width). If the aspect ratio of a microstructure is greater thall 20. it is called cr,lck; 

otherwise it i~ a pore. i\early all rocb, even dense cry~tallille rocks such as granite. dunitc 
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or quanzite contains tiny cavities that amount to one percent or more by volume (Brace er 

al .• 1972; Sprunt and Brace. 1974; Hadley. 1976a. 1976b). Connected pores are 

responsible for most of the permeability in rocks of medium to high permeability. and are 

therefore of importance in the design of an underground nuclear waste repository. Tuff is a 

kind of volcanic ash that has been compressed at high temperature under its own weight 

during formation, and pores have been found widely distributed in tuff. Most of the pores 

are filled with gas and fluid. Figure 3.4a shows a microphotograph of pores that are widely 

distributed in Topopah Spring tuff. Under a high magnification. Figure 3.4b shows that 

the majority of these pores are isolated from each other. The distances between pores varies 

from 1 to 30 times the pore major axis length. Pores are considered to be important flaws 

in initiating microcracks. Under compressive stress, microcracking will initiate from sharp 

comers of the pores and propagate subparallel to the maximum stress direction. Funher 

loading may induce pore linking which is an imponant mechanism for macro fracture 

formation and propagation in Topopah Spring tuff. 

(a) 
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(b) 
Figure 3.4 SE~1 microphotographs of Topopah Spring tuff. (a) Widely distribUied pores; 
(b) Pore under higher magnific3tio!1. 

Image processing techniques have been used to determine pore statistical parameters 

from the SE:-'1 results (Kemeny and Wang. 1991). The pores in the microphotographs of 

the original tuff sample can he approximately as elliptical in shape. T",,'o parameters. the 

length of the major axis 2b and the minor axis 2a of the best-titting ellipse are calculated for 

each pore. Image processing results indicate that the major axis length varies from I A ~m 

to 30 ~m and the length of minor axis varies from 1 ~m to 15 ~m. The distribution of axes 

lengths are shown in Figure 3.5 and 3.6. According to the statistical analysis. the average 

lengths for major and minor axes arc about 6 ~11l and 4 ).lIn. re~pecti\'c1y. Of interest b to 

calculate the aspect ratio i. (/,=n/a) which is related tn pore shape. The distrihution of 

aspect ratio i. is given in Figure 3.7. The range of I. is from I to 5 with an avcrage value oj 

1.6. All the ~tatistical results arc presented in T:lhlc 3,5. Abo included in the tahk arc j)t)re 

area and the distance~ t"lctween pores. The a\'erage area for a ~inglc pore is 25 ).11112 and the 
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average distance between two pores is about 40 !lm. The distributions of pore area and 

pores distances are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. n:spectively. The porosity in the two 

dimensional cross sections is 12% as determined by the image analysis. If we assume that 

the pore distribution in Topopah Spring tuff is homogeneolls in three dimensions. then the 

two-dimension value can be used as the porosity of the rock sample in 3D. A correlation 

between the porosity of Topopah Spring tuff and Young's modulus has been given by 

Price (1983) as: 

E=85.5e·fi .90n 0.1 ) 

where E is Young's modulus (GPa) and n is the functional porosity (volume fraction). 

A Young's modulus value of 37 GPa is dctemlincd by substituting the porosity value 

into equation (3.1). This value is very close to the expaim.:ntal result. gi·.'en in Table 2.7. 

which is 37.7 (iPa. 

T hi ,,- S a e .. ) • tallsllca IR eSli ts 0 f I lore I· ., .'1' )Istn mllon 111 opopah S . T f' ipnng II t 

Parameters Area Major Axis 2b ivlinor Axis 2a Aspect Ratio Distance of 

(pm:!) (~lm) (!lm) )_=h/a Pores I (!lm) 

Xmin 1.02 1.4 0.93 1.0 3.07 
, 

X m", 289.0 29.() 15.4 4.52 200.6 --.. ---

Xmc;m 25.1 6.33 ·L03 1.56 38.6 

(J 34.0 3.93 1.% 0.44 33.0 --------
\) 1.35 0.62 OA9 0.28 (U\5 
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Length of Major Axis (Micrometer) 

Figure 3.S. Distrihution of pore major axis length. 2h=6.33±3.93 mm. 
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Figure 3.6. Distribution of pore l11inor axis kngth. 2a=·Ul3±1.9~ 111111. 
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Preexisting microcracks. cleavages and panings at originally intact boundaries are 

imponant initial microstructures in rock. These long and narrow structures may be a major 

source of porosity and permeability in low porosity rocks. Cleavage cracking is very 

imponant in mica. calcite. feldspar. quanz. and other minerals. Grain boundaries represent 

another "weak link" in rock. Cleavages and grain boundaries can interact together to form a 

network. These relatively narrow crack networks are the primary source of porosity and 

permeability in low porosity rocks. The differences between grain boundaries and 

cleavages are not distinguished by some investigators (Paterson. 197X). The teml 

'microcrack' is lIsed to indicate all cracks on the microscopic scale. from the dimensions of 

several grain diameters down to a fraction of a grain diameter. The propenies of the 

microcrack structure of most interest arc the aspect ratio and cOlllleclivity of the cracks and 

their total length per unit volume. A few preexisting cracks have been found in the original 

Topopah Spring tuff sampk. The length of preexisting cracks in the sample is normally 

100 j.1m 10 3()O j.11ll. which is 10 times larger than the average pore size as shown in Figure 

3.10. Note the slllooth surfaces of these preexisting fractures when compared with the 

stress-induced fractures presented in next section. The number of pores is far greater than 

the number of preexisting cracks. so pores are considered the major microstructure in 

Topopah Spring tuff. 

Microstructures. especially pores which dominate the fabric of Topopah Spring tuff. 

have a significant influence 011 the physical and mechanical properties. As stress is applied 

to the original specimen. Illicrocracking will initiate from those pores which satisfy the 

criterion for fracture growth. With increasing load. the microcracks will propagate and 

coalesce to fonll macroscopic fractures or localized microcrack zones that willultimatc1y 

Ie'ld to specimen failure. 

II. Ohs('rmliolls ill pr/'}ailllrc specimens 



Microcracking of pores 

Microcracks emanating from pores is considered an important mechanism for rock 

defomlation and failure under compressive stress. Cracks generated from pores or 

microvoids have been observed by Lajtai and Lajtai (1974,1975), Olsson (1974), Kranz 
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(I 979b), Zaitsev (1983). Wong (1982,1985), Sammis and Ashby (1986), Zheng (1989), 

Wang and Kemeny (1992, 1993a) and others. These microcracks arc generated as a result 

of local tensile stress concentrations that arc tangential to the boundary of the pore or 

microcavitics, and with a value of tension that is greater than the maximum far field 

principal compressivc stress. Pores have been found widely distributed in the original 

Topopah Spring tuff specimens (1\, E and I) as descri~d in the previous section. Fractures 

generated from pores under compressive stress in tuff have been observed in the SEI\'l 

studies. Figure 3.11 shows a microphotograph (B) of microcracks generated from the 

sharp corners of a pore Ooundary. These kinds of fractures were found in other loaded 

specimens such as F, G, J and K. Because of material hetCfogeneities, some fractures from 

pores arc not exactly parallel to the maximum stress direction. The angle of these fractures 

with the maximum stress direction i" less than 25°. i..,licrocracks from pores may further 

penetrate through the matrix and grow along the maximum principal stress direction as the 

stress is increased. The cylindrical pore model is a comlllonly used mcxlcl for the 

generation of extensile cracks under compressive stresses (Rooke and C;\rl\\Tight, 1976; 

Sammis and i\shhy, 19X6: Kemeny and Cook. 1991; Wang and Kemeny, 1992. 1993). 

Interaction and linkin!; of pores 

Microcracks from pores start from pore boundaries and propagate approximately parallel to 

the maximulll stress direction until interacting with other pores. The interaction of a 

propagating cr;\ck with other pon:s or cr;\cks is a major cause of macro crack fonnation and 
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continued crack propagation. Crack interaction and pore linking have hl:en found in the 

damaged and fractured Topopah Spring tuff specimens. Figure 3.12 (K) and 3.13 (G) 

show two pores connected by their inner cracks. The coalesced microcrack is still paraliei 

to maximum principal stress direction and the distance between the two pores is about four 

times the major pore axis length. The average distance between pores in Topopah Spring 

tuff is about 6 times of the pore major axis length. Funher loading may induce more pores' 

interaction and linking. Figure 3. l-l shows a big crack connected by five pores in specimen 

K. The length of this crack is ahout 200 ~m and the ovcrali direction is paralicJ to the 

maximulll principal stress. Detailed SEM observations indicate that the majority of the 

macroscopic cracks tends to propagate along the path with the highest pore concentration. 

The results of pore cracking and linking are the fonllation of many large microcracks and 

macroscopic cracks. 1\'lost of these cracks occur in CII ceheloll crack arrays. Figure 3.15a 

shows a set of 01 ceheloll cracks that arc widely distributed in damaged Topopah Spring 

wff specimens (C). Many CII ceheloll crack patterns were found such as those shown in 

Figure 3.15b (G). Funher loading can induce the propagation and coalescence of large 

cracks and shear localization in the rock specimen. 
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Figure 3.11 ~1icrocracking from single pore, maximum principal stress i~ venical . 
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Figure 3.12 Two pore linking (K). 

Fi~urc 3.13 T\\o pnrc linking (G). 
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Figure ~.14 :\ long crack fonllt:d hy the linking of five port:s. 
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Figure .:;. J:,a FIl ('(-I'c/fIIl nacb in Top0pah Spring iliff. 
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Figurl' J 15h 1:11 nhe/tllI cracks in Tnpnpah Spring tuff. 
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Microcrack induced columns 

With the increase of axial loading. microcracks will grow and propagate mainly along the 

axial direction. The result of microcracking in the axial direction is the fomlation of a 

number of thin columns as shown in Figures 3.1641. band c. These rnicrocrack-induced 

slender columns arc very imponant in shear localization and specimen failure. 

Microbucklings of these thin columns are potential instabilities that can induce shear 

localization. Threc kinds of microcolulllns havc been found in Topopah Spring tuff 

specimens. The first kind of finite column is fomlcd by several sets of parallel fractures. 

The column shown in Figure 3.16a is formed by threc sets of parallel microcracks into the 

foml of a hexagon. Here there arc only a few high angle cracks (almost perpendicular to 

(J\) in the specimen. so these kinds of columns arc rarely seen. The second kind of column 

is fomled by the interaction of two curvilinear cracks as shown in Figure 3.16b (H). 

Because of the large number of suhparallel fractures in the damaged Topopah Spring tuff 

specimens. Illany such columns have been found. The third kind of column is formed by 

two offset cracks as shown in Figure .ll6c (L). Such a column is often very long in 

length. Also it is seen that the column is broken into twn pans as shown in Figure 3.16c 

(L) due to microhuckling. The relative positinn of the two pans has been changed due to 

the axial loading. The movement between the broken pans will induce dilatancy and 

pcmlanent defonnation in the rock specimen. 
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Figure 3.16:1. Slender column formt:d by several interacted cracks in specimens. 

Figurt: .'.1611. Slcnda CI1ItIIllJl (PfillCd by the 1l1!n;ll·tiol1 \If tW(ll"urvatllre cr;ll"h. 
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Figure 3.16c. Slender column formed by two offset cracks. 

C. OhS(:IT(Jliolls ill postfail!lre specimells 

Shear localizatinn and faulting 

When rock is subjected !O I.:(lnfining pressure. the post-peak softening range is normally 

accompanied by a localization of dcfomlation into one singie or a few di~crete fault zone' 

The pro(:ess commonly calkd "faulting" has been extensivdy studied and a comprehensi\e 

rcview has been gi\'cn by Paterson ( 197X) and E\'ans and \\'ong ( I 9X5). The microcrack 

based mechanisms of fault formatipll under comrre~~i\'e stresses h;l\e heen studied by 

many in\'t:~tjgators (Rudnid.;i. 1977: Patc:rsol1. 197X: Wong. 19X2. II)X5: Evans and 

Wong. I<)S5). ~licrol11cchal1ical prnl"es~es kading to the fnmlation of a through-~oing fault 

include a number ('If 1l1el"hal1i~I11S dependent pn mincralngy and grain orientation. In 

Westerly ~ranite. for inqance. the'c 111l'chanisll1s include microhudJing of ~knder columns 
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in grains segmentalized by rnicrocrack arrays; kinking in biotite grains that have reached the 

plastic yield stress; and the rotation and crushing of 'jointed blocks' fom1ed by pore

emanated cracks in plagioclase with a characteristic dimension dictated by the pore spacing. 

AlI these mechanisms lead to zones of concentrated shear and cnJshing at the grain scale, 

and ultimately join together to fonn a through-going fault (Wong, 1982). In Apache Leap 

tuff, the instabilities such as pore col\apse and the rotations of microblocks are the major 

mechanisms leading to shear localization. Mechanisms of localization in Topopah Spring 

tuff differ from that in Westerly granite and Apache Leap iliff. Microbucklings of slender 

columns were found in post-failure specimens as shown in Figures 3.17a (H), 3.17b (H), 

and 3.17c (L). Pore crushing zones like that shown in Figures 3.18a (H) and 3.18b (~1) 

are different from the single col\apsed pores found in Apache Leap tuff. Zones of crushed 

pores not only can induce pennanent defonnation but also can change the rock 

penneability. Kinking has not been found, since soft minerals such as hiotite do not exist in 

Topopah Spring tuff. Figure 3.18a shows a major shear fault in a post-failure specimen 

(H) of Topopah Spring tuff. It is seen that some slender columns have been broken due to 

microhuckling. Figure JI8b is a higher magnification microphotograph and shows how 

the slender columns fonned. Figures 3.18c (L) and 3.1 Rtf (~1) show two other shear faults 

that are found in two other damaged Topopah Spring tuff specimens. The broken columns 

in the fault zone are irreversihle and hence induce pennanent defonnation in the rock. 
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Figure 3.17a Shear localization in II. 
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Fi!,!urr .".17n Shrar l(lcalizalion in II 
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Fil!IJrc: 3. J 7" Shear Jo,:alizalitHl in L. 
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Figure 3.1 Ra Pore collapse zone in Topopah Spring tuff of H. 

Figure 3.1 Sh Pore collar"e lOne in Tnpnpah Spring tllff of ~rccill1en ~1. 
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D. DiscllssioTl 

A number of physical theories have been developed to explain the macroscopic stress

strain behavior and failure process of a brittle rock in ternlS of the micromechanical 

processes. For instance, the 'sliding cr.lck model' postulates that frictional sliding along 

preexisting cracks or grain boundaries induces extensik crack growth sub-parallel to 0\ 

along with dilatancy (Kemeny and Cook, 1991). SEM studies by Topponnier and Brace 

(1976) concluded that dilatancy is primarily a consequence of two types of cracking: the 

widening and extension of preexisting cracks, and the initiation and propagation of cracks 

in areas where there is a high contrast in elastic mexluli such as at the grain boundaries 

between different minerals. Kranz (1979a) and Batik el al. (19XO) suggested that geometric 

irregularities such as asperities at grain lxlUndaries Illay be important in the initiation of 

stress induced cracks. A conclusion common to all micro-scale studies is that axial stress 

induced cr,lcks are initially 'mode r tensile cracks. Confining pressure and temperature 

have very important effects on the micromechanical proc·esses. The micromechanical 

process of cracking in the hrittle field. in turn. will alter the material properties leading to 

anisotropy, dilatancy and enhanced penneahility. 

The original undamaged Topopah Spring iliff specimens are for the most part isotropic 

and relatively homogeneous. As differential stress is applkd, many of the material 

propertks will change. The effect of confining pressure on rock strength is of great 

importance in geoengineering. Some phenomena associated with increasing the confining 

pressure include (Paterson, 197X): 

I. The overall stress-strain curn:s shifts to higher stress levels with incn.:asing 

confining pressure. 

2. At higher confining pn.::>sun:s. the peak Ipad ll·,·~·lIrs at a larger displacement and 
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the post-failure curve has a shallower slope. 

3. With increasing confining pressure. the stress-strain curves show more strain

hardening and increased ductility (brittle-ductile transition). 

4. The macroscopic failure pattern changes from axial splitting to conjugate shear 

f;llJlling to diffuse shear dcfonllation as the confining pressure is increased. 

The macroscopic and microscopic effects of confining pressure on Topopah Spring tuff 

are now described. Three different failure modes have been found in the post-failure 

specimens. as shown in Figure 3.19. The range of confining pressure used in this work is 

5 to 35 MPa. Previous experiments on other rocks (Paterson, 197X) indicate that even the 

highest value of 35 MPa is far from approaching the ductik region. The expected brittle

ductile transition for Topopah Spring tuff is at least IOn MPa. As shown in Table 3.1 to 

3.3 and Figure 3.19. the uniaxial compression tests always give axial splining failure. 

consisting of a set of vertical fractures. A subset of these fractures arc through-going. and 

the remaining fractures start from the ends of specimen and extend about half the kngth of 

the specimen. ,\xial splitting also occurs in the tests subjected to confining pressures up to 

7 MPa. The tests subjected to confining pressures from 7 to 3D MPa generally show a 

single through-going shear fracture. In addition to the single shear zone. a number of small 

cracks arc fonned with an orientation sub-parallel to the specimen axis and inclined up to 

20° to (JJ. During the loading. local stress drops s(lllletimes occur in the load-displacement 

curves before the peak loading. This is prohably the result of the sudden fonnation of a 

macroscopic fracture. either splitting or shear. We helieve that axial cracks are responsibk 

for the local stress drops while the macroscopic strain-softening is a rcsull of the shear 

fracturing. The specimen subjected to a 35 ~IPa ('"{lIlfining pressure fails by the 

developlllcnt of a pair of conjugate shear fractures. Both conjugate shear zones are about 
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35° from venical and one of them has a significant shear displacement. A large number of 

inclined fractures sub~para))el to the conjugate zones are also observed. Appreciable 

bulging defom1ation can be seen from the cross section of the specimen. 

The macroscopic f,lilure characteristics described above are the result of the differences 

in the micromechanical response to different confining stress conditions. The 

microstmctural changes preceding and accompanying macroscopic hrittle fracture, 

especially those change involving microfracturing. have been extensively studied in granite 

and marble (\Vawersik and Fairhurst. 1970; Wawersik and Brace. 1971; Tapponnicr and 

Brace. 1976: SpnJllt and Brace. 1974; Hardley. 1976: Thill. 1973). Under a low confining 

pressure. increasing the axial load results in: (I) an increase in the amount of grain 

boundary cracking with almost all the grain boundaries continuously cracked Ixfore the 

maximum load is reached: (2) completely heakd cracks arc re~opened: (3) a few fresh 

cleavages occur in some area. The usc of confining pressure (up 10 ISO MPa) on granite 

leads to more profuse pre~failure microcracking. and except at very low confining 

pressures. this increase results from an increase in the proponion of cracks inclined at 2()O 

or more to the axis of compression (Wawersik and Brace. 197 I). When the confining 

pressure is low (less than 10 MPa). the axial stress maximum is still associated with the 

proliferation and growth of axial microcracks but macroscopic axial splitting which tends to 

develop in uniaxial compression tests is suppressed. At higher confining pressures. the 

microcracks develop into macroscopic shear fractures. often linking up ('II ('cheloll crack 

arrays into inclined fractures. 

In marble. increasing the confining pressure changes the type and pattern of fracturing 

(\Vawcrsik and Fairhurst, 1970. Thill. 1973). The pre·failure axial micrnfractures become 

suppn:ssed at higher pressure and the peak stros may he associated with the fonnation of 

localized shear fractures that suhsequently extend and join to fonn m;ll"f(lsl'opic she;lr 
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fractures. The macroscopic shear zone has been shown by Olsson (1974) to develop from 

the coalescence of inclined or shear microcracks rather than from axial microcracks. This 

zone broadens as the confining pressure is increased. Thus in marble it appears that the 

transition to ductile behavior involves a capacity for the microcracking to continue 

developing in a stable manner up to larger strains, while at the same time the proportion of 

strain contributed by slip or twinning presumably increases. A similar broadening of the 

microfracturing concentration zone as the ductile field is approached is described also for 

sandstone (Handin el of., 1963; Hoshino and Koide, 1970). It is noted that the angle of 

inclination of this shear zone to the compression axis increases with increasing effective 

confining pressure. 

Micromechanicallllodeling studies in Apache Leap tuff hy Wang and Kemeny (1992) 

indicate that with increasing confining pressure, pure shear fracturing or mixed-mode 

fracturing will occur rather than pure extcnsilc cracking. Under low confining pressure, 

extensik fracturing dominates and the fractures tend to he suh-parallel to the maximum 

principal stress direction. The increasing pressure will suppress the extensile crack growth 

and promote shear-enhance nacking at angks that are not sub-parallel to the maximum 

principal stress direction. 

Confining pressure has a significant effect on the micronacking process. The 

micromechanical process will in turn influence rock properties such as anisotropy, 

dilatancy and penneahility. Thennal dfects were not found to he significant to 

microcracking in the range of this study. but additional studies arc needed in this area. The 

coupling dfects of mechanical loading and thennal stress Illay he very important. The basic 

approach here is to USl' micromechanical processes to explain macroscopic property 

changes. 
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Figure 3.19. The post-failure mode of tested specimens under different confining stresses: 

(01).03=0 - 5 IV1Pa; (b). 0-,,=7 - 30 ;\1Pa; (c). 03==35 MPa. 

3.2.2.2 SE~l studies in Apache Leap tuff 

A. Inilial M icro.HruCl/tres 

Apache Leap tuff has a much more complex microstructure than Topopah Spring tuff. 

Under microscopic observations. four diffen:nt kinds of flaws have been idenrificd. Figure 

3.21 is a microphotograph and shows ellui-dimensional pores that arc common in Apache 

Leap tuff. Pores often appear to form at grain boundaries. and arc considered as an 

imponant kind of flaw in initiating microcracking. Under compressive loading. 

Illicro<:racking will initiate from sharp corners of the pores and propagate subparallel to the 

maximum stress direction. Funher loading may induce pore collapse which is a major 

contrihutor to HKk dcfonnation and dilatancy in Apache Leap tuff. 
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Figure 3.20. Pores in original Ap;.;che Leap specimen. 

Figure ~.2Ia. Cleavages in quartz grain. 
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Figure 3.21 b. Grain boundary and preexisting cracks. 

Preexisting microcracks. cleavages and panings at originally intact boundaries are 

imponant initial microstructures in rocks. Both cleavages and grain boundaries have b;.:e~ 

found in the Apache Leap tuff sample. Cleavages as shown in Figure 3.21 a nomlally occ;: 

in quanz and plagioclase. though they are not as common as pores and inclusions. Grain 

boundaries are considered a major source or" microcracks. Sometimes imragr:mular cracks 

connect with grain boundaries to foml a crack network as shown in Figure 3.21 b The 

teml 'pre-existing microcrack' is u~ed to indicate hoth boundary and cleavage fractures in 

later text. 

Inclusions are panicles with one ~et of physical and mechanil':IJ propenie~ exiqing in a 

rock matrix with different propenks. There are two kinds of pumice inclusions in Apache 

Leap tuff that can be distinguished hy their color from reddi~h brown to white. The reddish 
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brown inclusion is more porous and stronger than the rock matrix: while the white 

inclusion is softer than the matrix and usually appears as a pocket of densely compacted 

powder. Inclusions in Apache Leap tuff are typically distributed in a r.mdom fashion. T: 

distribution of inclusions in Apache Leap tuff have a significant influence on the physic:: 

and mechanical properties. Macroscopic observations of some post-failure specimens 

indicate that the stress induced frJctures often penetrate the soft inclusions while going 

around the boundary of the hard inclusions. The failure planes in the uniaxial compression 

tests tend to occur along the plane with the highest concentration of soft inclusions. Figure 

3.22 is a microphotograph of the inclusions and pores in a tuff sample. 

Figure 3.22. Inclusion and pores in 01iginal rock. A-inclusion: B-pores. 

These four kinds of flaws (i.c. pores. clca\ agc nacks. grain Nllllldaries. inclusions) 

arc found regularly in A pache Leap tuff salllpJc~. and ha\'e a ~ignificant influence on the 

physical and mechanical propenies of the Hlo.:k. A ... ~Ire~ses an: applied tn the original 

specimen. micronacking will initiale from those flaw~ Ihal satisfy Ihe \:rilerioll for fraclun: 



growth. As the load is increased. the microcracks will propagate and coalesce to form a 

macroscopic fracture or a localized microcrack zone that will ultimately lead to specimer. 

failure. 

Figure 3.23. Cra(.'ks emanated from the sharp corners of pore located in the middle of 
mineral grain. 

B. Fracwring mcc/wnismJ under loadillg 

Micn)(:r;lckin~ from pores 

Similar to the pore cracking in Topopah Spring tuff. microcracks emanating from pores 
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have ocen found in Apache Leap iliff. Also. these microcracks were generated as the re~ult 

of localll:nsilc S1re~s concentratiol~s that arc tangemialto the boundary of the pore or 

microc;t\ ity. P0res arc al"o widdy distrihutl'd in the original Apache Leap tuff ~pecimcl1. 

Fracture~ generated fWIll pores under compressive stress have ocl'n ohsel"\ed in the SE:-'l 

analysis. Figure ~.2~ (AP2) ~hows lllicrocr;lch generated fWIll the sharp comers of a r 
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boundary. It is seen that microcrac:ks from the pore funher penetrate through mineral grain 

and intenlct with the grain boundary in Figure 3.23. The cylindrical pore model is a 

commonly u~ed model for the generation of extensile cracks in compression (Sammis and 

Ashby, 1986; Kemeny and Cook. 1991). 

Figure 3.24. Two sliding cracks' interJction and coalescence. 

Inler:H;Iion and linking (If cr;lck" 

Under compressive stresses. microcracks will start from grain boundaries or cleavages and 

propagate approximately parallel to the maximum stress din:ction until interacting with 

other ~:racks. Transfranular crack-. with a nomlal length of several grain diameters are very 

common in the pre-failure spel:imcn (AP3). Figure 3.24 shows pan of a macroscopic crack 

fonned bv the l'oalc~cence of t\\O ~Iiding cracks. The stre~s direction is venical. and the 

crack is approximately p;lrallellO the ~tress direction. The coml11only u,-ed 'sliding crack 
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model' postulates that sliding along grain boundaries or other preexisting cracks results in 

tension zones near their tips, causing wing cracks to extend parallel to <J) and leading to 

dilatancy. Regardless of the original crack orientation, wing cracks tend to propagate sub

parallel to the maximum stress direction until the crack interacts and coalesces with other 

cracks. 

Pore collapse 

Ductile pore collapse has been studied more extensively than the corresponding brittle pore 

failure (Nemat-Nasser and Horii, 1987; Dyskin Cl al., 1990). However, the presence of 

pores is also very important in the behavior of brittle materials. Scholz (1968) has shown 

that the pore structure in rock affects the constitutive response and failure strength. He 

observes that void collapse can result in overall failure, even for low porosity rocks. Lajtai 

and Lajtai (1975), based on a study of macrocavity collapse under compressive stresses, 

proposed that the collapse of cavities is related to confining pressure. At low confining 

pressure, tensile stress dominates with collapse coinciding with the sudden and explosive 

appearance of secondary tensile fractures. Under high pressure, the tensile mode is 

suppressed and collapse is preceded by large defonnations involving progressive catalysis 

(cmshing) localized at the site of compressive stress concentrations. 

Pore collapse was observed in post-failure specimens of Apache Leap tuff ncar 

localization zones. Figure 3.25 shows a crushed pore in sampk AP·l. The whole grain in 

Figure 3.25 has been cnlshed into pieces due to the collapse of a pore in the center of the 

grain. The zone around the pore has been fragmented into a number of 'jointed 

microblocks'. Broken panicks ncar the pore boundary arc further pushed into the pore 

space, along with a reduction in pore size. The 'joint blocks' have been rotated which 

could possihly induce dilatancy in the rock. Also the fracture zone around the pore exhibits 
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axial symmetry. Pore collapse is considered as a major ckfomlation phenomenon leading to 

localization in Apache Leap iliff. 
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(a) 

Figllrt: 3.25. Cru~hl.'d pore in thL' Cl.'lltl.'r nf a grain. 
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Figure: .~.2(,. Shear faulting in pnq·failure: ~recimcn. 
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Shear localintion and faulting 

When rock is loaded under low to medium confinement, tht! post-peak softening range is 

nonnally accompanied by a localization of defonnation into a single or a few discrete fault 

zones. The process commonly called "faulting" has ocen extensively studied and a 

comprehensive review has ocen given by Paterson (1978) and others. The 

micromechanical processes leading to the fomlation of a through-going fault include a 

number of mechanisms dependent on mineralogy and grain orientation. The process of 

localization in Apacht! Leap lUff diffcrs from that in Topopah Spring tuff and Wcstcrly 

granite. Local instability such as port! collapse and its related rotation of microblocks. are 

considercd the major mcchanisms leading to shcar localization in Apache leap tuff. 

Microbuckling of slender columns is secn to a lesscr extcnt. Kinking has not been found. 

since soft minerals such as biotite dOl.:sn't cxist in Apache Leap iliff. Figure 3.26 shows a 

major shear fault in a post-failure specimen of Apache Leap tuff. It is seen that the mineral 

grains located in the zone have becn crushed and separated along the shear direction. The 

irreversible nature of thc translatcd panicles in the fault zonc is evidence for pcnmlllcnt 

dilatancy of thc rock. 

3.3 Microlllechanics in Tuffaceous Rocks 

From the above micromcchanical studics, wc have found some similar mechanisms in both 

Topopah Spring and Apachc Leap tuffs. First. pores arc vcry important rnicrostmcturcs in 

both tuffs. Second. microcracking will start from porcs under compressive stresses. Third. 

whcn subjected 10 confining stress pores will become crushed which will eventually lead to 

a shear localization. Based on the microscopic ohservations presented in the previous 

section. the following sequence of ddonllation and fracturing occurs when Topopah 

Spring and Apache Leap tuffs arc suhjectcd to compressivl' stresses: 
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(1). Pores arc the potential origins of microcracking in IlIffs. FracllIres under loading 

tend 10 foml in the locations with the highest concentration of pores. The non·unifom1 

distribution of these pores accounts for the heterogeneous fracturing pattern. In addition to 

pores, cleavage cracks, grain boundaries and inclusions are the potential origins of 

microcracking in Apache Leap tuff. Pores arc the most important microstnlctures in 

Topopah Spring tuff. Both pores and inclusions arc important flaws in Apache Leap tuff. 

Inclusions, including white soft ones and pink hard ones, arc typical characteristics found 

in Apache Leap tuff. The failure plane under compression tends to foml along the plane 

with highest concentration of soft inclusions. The non-unifonn distribution of these 

inclusions willlcad to heterogeneities in rock. In the initial stages of loading (up to 20% of 

the peak stress), the defonnation of these defects is elastic and reversible. This results in a 

non-linear stress-strain behavior with upward concavity of the stress-strain curve. This 

stage of defonnation is stable in Topopah Spring (Uff. 

(2). With higher loads (20-S0% of peak stress), the deformation is thought to involve 

predominantly the clastic deformation of grains and other rnicrostnlclllres. This process is 

also reversible and shows a linear-elastic macroscopic effect. In Topopah Spring tuff, this 

stage can persist up to XO% of the peak stress. Until the criterion for microcracking of 

pores is met, pore deformation will he elastic. Pore deformation under these loads is also 

reversible and results in a linear-elastic macroscopic stress-strain response. 

(3). Under increasing axial stress (greater than SO% ot" the peak stress. for Topopah 

Spring iliff greater than X00;' of the peak stress), the defonnation of pores and microcracks 

have reached their limit and microcrackinl! will initiate from those pores which first satisfy 

the criterion for growth. These microcracks will propagate approximately parallel to the 

maximum stress direction (krl(lwn as low angle cracks) and funha interact and coalesce 

with cach other to formlllacrn cracks. This is a relatively st;lhk microcracking period and 



produces strain hardening stress-strain behavior. Microcracking from pores is the basic 

model to describe the behavior of the pre-failure specimens. 
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(4). The inter.lction and coalescence of microcr.lcks will lead to a process of shear 

localization. The localization process will induce the failure of the rock specimen and 

shows strain softening and dilatancy accompanying unstable cracking. The primary 

mechanism for shear localization in Topopah Spring tuff is microbuckling of microcrack 

induced slender columns. Pore collapse and its related rotation of microblocks are the 

imponant mechanisms of shear locali7.ation in Apache Leap tuff. The rotation of 

microblocks around crushed pores and separated grain panicles in shear faulting arc the 

major reasons for pcnnanent defonnation and dilatancy. 



CHAPTER 4 

MICROl\lECHANICAL MODELING OF 

TUFFACEOUS ROCKS 
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As discussed in the previous chapters, microcrack growth in tuffs subjected to compression 

occurs by several different mechanisms. In the past few years, mechanical models have 

been developed for some of these mechanisms (Rooke and Cart\\Tight, 1976; Cotterell and 

Rice, 1980; HOITi and Nelllat-Nasser, 1986; Sammis and Ashby, 1986; Zhang CI al., 1990; 

Kemeny and Cook, 1987a, 1987b. 1991, Wang and Kemeny. 1992, 1993a). In this 

section these models arc extended to more accurately simulate extensile cracking from 

isolated pores. pore collapse. and the interaction and coalescence of pores by extensile 

crack growth. Also, a generic pore cracking model is developed that combines the extensilc 

pore cracking model and pore linking model. By changing the parameters of this model, the 

traditional cylindrical pore model and the pore linking model can he seen as end memhers. 

4.1 Pore Cracking and Pore Collapse Models 

Consider a two-dimensional cylindrical pore subjected to biaxial compressive stresses al 

and a2 as shown in rigure 4.1. When azjal < I /.\ tension will occur at the boundary of the 

pore in the direction of maximum principal stress. resulting in extensilc crack growth as the 

load is increased. i'vlicromechanical models for extensilc cracking from pores have been 

developed by many investigators (Rooke and Cartwright. 1976; Sammis and Ashby, 1986; 

Kemeny and Cook, 1991). These models are based on fracture mechanics theory. and the 

quantity of interest is the mode I stress intensity factor. K( (Lawn and \Vilshaw. 1975). 

These models prt'dict that KI initially increast:s with increasing crack length. rcaches a 

maximum. and tht:reafter decreast:s with inLTeasing crack length (Kemt:ny and Cook. 
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1991). Experimental studies of acoustic emission during compressive rock defomlation 

(Sondergeld and Estey. 1982). however. indicate that many of the emission sources cannot 

be adequately represented by a tensile crack and suggest that shear slip is involved. Our 

experimental studies reveal several micromechanisms in tuff that involve shear 

deformation. and one of the most important mechanisms is pore collapse (Wang and 

Kemeny. 1992. 1993). This phenomenon has also observed by other researchers (Lajtai 

and Lajtai. 1975). A model is now introduced to predict both extensile crack growth from 

pores and porc collapse. 

Consider a single pore with two inclined radial cracks at an angle a to maximum stress 

direction. as shown in Figure 4.1. The modes I and II stress intensity factors arc calculated 

for this model using the weight function method (Wu and Carlsson. 1991). which gives: 

(4. I) 

(4.2) 

where f is crack length and fms arc dimensionless factors that vary with the number of 

cracks N and the ratio of crack length to pore radius. fIR. Numerical values for fm at fIR at 

different crack length arc given by Wu and Carlsson (1991 ). Equations (4.1) and (4.2) 

show how the stress intensity factors depend on the confining prcssure and crack inclined 

angle a. Figurc 4.2 shows the relationships of frns \'S fIR for the pore with two radial 

cracks. The two specific cases of a=():l and a=45° arc considered in details as below. 

Case I: a:::{):l. When a=O. the crackline is parallel to maximum principal stress 01. and 

the equations (4.1) and (4.2) for KI. KJ] rcdu('(! to: 

(·U) 
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1 
Figure 4.1. Single pore cracking model under biaxial compression. 
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Figure 4.2. Non-dimensional stress intensity factors fms for N=2 radial cracks. 

K" = () (4.4) 

Thus for a:::()". K, is maximized and KII is identically zero. Therefore. the mo(k! 
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predicts maximum tensile cracking at a=O° and the direction of the tensile cracks will be 

parallel to the maximum stress a). This result is consistent with the rraditional "cylindrical 

pore modd" (Sammis and Ashby. 1986; Kemeny and Cook. 1991). When the crack length 

is small compared with the pore radius. and using the fm values given in Figure 4.2. 

equation (4.3) further reduces to: 

fIR = 0.001. KJ = 1.12(a)-3a2),rra . 

fIR = l.O. KJ :::: O.31(al-5.7a2)5f . 

(4.5) 

(-l.6) 

Equation (4.5) agrees with the solution given by Rooke and Cartwright (1976) for 

small cracks. This equation predicts initial tensile cracking only when a'})a) is less than 

1/3. The predicted crack growth is unstable since KJ continues to increase with crack 

growth. Crack growth can be terminated if the lateral pressure a2 is greater than 1/3 of a). 

\Vith the growth of cracks. the confining pressure needed to shut off the extensile cracking 

is even lower. For example. when IIR:::: 1.0. a2=O.1 RaJ is high enough to completely 

terminate extensile crack growth. 

The relationships of KJ/a) and KlI/a) with crack angle arc shown in Figure 4.3. As 

expected. the maximum K, is at a=O° and the maximum K" is at a=45°. Curves of KJ/a) 

with crack length IIR at different confining stresses for the more general case given in 

equation (4.1) arc presented in Figure 4.4a. KJ/aJ initially increases with increasing fiR. 

reaches a maximum. and thereafter decreases with increasing IIR. The maximum in each 

curve represents the transition from stable to un stahle crack growth. Figure 4Aa also 

shows that the tr;lIlsition occurs at a crack length less than the pore radius. and the 

transition decreases with increasing <J2. Figure .1.4a shows that K, decreases with crack 

Icn1~'h al"tt:r the maxil11ulllto the point where KJ:::: n. Crack ~rowth beyond this point is not 



possible regardless of how much compressive load is applied. The curves presented in 

Figure 4.4a agree with the results of Sammis and Ashby (1986). 
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Figure 4.3. Variation of K,/crl and KII/crl with inclined angle a. 
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Figure 4.4a. K,/cr, V'\. crack length under different confining pressures. 
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Case 2: a=45°. When a=45°. KI becomes negative and KII is maximized. A negative 

KI indicates that the cracks are closed. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) are then reduced to: 

KI<O 

1 
KII-2(fr{) + 2fr2 -3fr4)(crl-cr2)~ 

When the crack length is small compared with the pore radius. corresponding to 

equations (4.5) and (4.6). equation (4.8) further reduce to: 

1.(' r 

1.2T 
Ku/ aIO.8 -- ... 

(-Jm) 

0.4 

0.4 0.8 

I I I I 

o 

·0.4 

~ __ ....-~-O.8 

1.2 

II R 
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(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

Figure 4.4b. KlI/aI vs. crack length for the case of two radial cracks under different 
confining pressures. 

Curves of KII/(jI with crack length IIR at different confining stn:sscs calculated fmm 

equation (·L8) arc presented in Figure ·L4h. In contrasllo the results for <t.=()" in Figure 
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4.4a, KII continues to increase with crack length. Thus even for high values of confining 

pressure 02, KII docs not become zero, which allows mode II crack growth at high 

confining pressures. 

i 
Figure 4.5. Pore collapse model for four radial cracks with equal angle. 
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Figure 4.6. Non-dil1lcn~i(lIlal stn:s~ intensity factors frns for N:::·l radial cracks. 

This modd can he lIsed to simulate the process of p0re collapse. t\ pore collapse model 
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with four shear cracks (which has axial symmetry) is shown in Figure 4.5. If a shear crack 

growth criteria is used (KIIC or Ge• see Kemeny and Cook. 1992). the extension of the 

shear cmcks is an approximation to the actual mechanics of pore collapse as shown in 

Figure 4.5. Curves of KlI/a) with crack length IIR at different confining stresses arc 

presented in Figure 4.7. These curves are very similar to the two-crack model in Figure 

4.4b. 
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Figure 4.7. KIIla) \'S. crack length for N:::4 radial cracks at infinity boundary. 

The importance of the pore cracking Illodel can be appreciated by comparing Figure 

4.4a with Figures 4.4h and 4.7. For small crack lengths. K, for (l=()" is much larger than 

KII for u:::45°. favoring initial extensilc crack growth. At larger crack lengths. however. 

K) for a==O" becomes small and KIJ for u=45D continues to increase. favoring a transition 

to shear crack growth as dcfonl1ation increases. Also. for high values of confining pressure 

cr2, eXh.::nsile crai;k growth is effectively shut down. ,Igain favoring the growth of she,lr 

cracking. This is in agreement with experimental results. 
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Furthemlore, from experimental observations (Lajtai and Lajtai. 1975: Kemeny and 

Wang, 1992), shear cracking is sometimes conjugate and symmetric with the maximum 

principal stress direction, especially in the case of high confining pressures. The pore 

collapse mechanism shown in Figure 3.25 is a typical fracture pattern of this kind of 

failure. The modd shown in Figure -l.5 with four equal angle radial cracks is used for this 

kind of failure. The expressions for the stress intensity factors at the fracture tips are given 

by equations (4.1) and (4.2). The results for this case are given in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. 

The value of the stress intensity factor for a particular crack length is lower in this I1lcxld 

than for the model with only two radial cracks. 

Moreover, the boundary inlluence to cracking was also studied. A modd of a single 

pore in a rectangular body is showll in Figure 4.X. The curves for the stress intensity 

factors vs. crack length at a=()" and -l5° are given in Figures 4.9a and 4.9b, respectively. 

Comparing Figure 4.9a with Figure -lAa. it is seen that the houndary results in a higher 

value for the stress intensity factor. Similar conclusions can be made when comparing 

Figure 4.9b with Figure -lAb. 
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Figure 4.R. Pore collapse model in a rectangular body. 
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Figure 4.9a. K )/cr) \'s. crack length at finite boundary condition 11/13=2. B/R=2. a::.:O, 
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Figure 4.9b. Kula, \'J. crack length at finite boundary condition H/B=2. B/R=2. a=45D
• 
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4.2 Pore Interaction and Linking ~Iodcl 

The fomlation of macroscopic fractures in tuff occurs by crack interaction and coalescence. 

Micromechanical models that take into account crack interaction and coalescence are able to 

predict rock strength. strain-hardening and strain-softening. and creep rupture (Costin. 

1985; Kemeny and Cook. 1987a. 1987b. 1991). i\lany of thc crack interaction modcls arc 

based on the sliding crack modd. which is not appropriate for tuffaceous rock. The results 

in the previous section indicate that for an isolatcd porc. extcnsile crack growth is initially 

unstable and then stabilizcs whcn the crack length grows to abollt 20'7to of the pore size (this 

ignores the effect of inertia). The effect of a neighboring pon: is to callsc the tensile crack to 

become unstable again and to coalescence with the neighboring pore. This process is 

repeated. resulting the fonnation of a macroscopic fracture penetrating a series of porcs. A 

model for this process is now prcsented. 

v -l (J .. -411 
x 

1-4 2C ~ 

Figure .t.1 O. A model of two porcs linking from Zaitscv and Wittman (1974). 2C--Distance 
of two pore centcrs. 

Considcr an infinite txxly containing two cylindrical pores and four pore cracks as 

shown in Figure 4.10. The stress direction is parallel to the centerline of the holes. The two 

holes will he linked as a resllit of the interaction and coalescence of the inner cracks. When 

the two pores arc of equal size. a c1P\ed form solution for the stress intensity factors for the 

inner and outer ([.lcks unda uniaxial compression has heen developed by /''';Iitscv and 
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Wittman (197.t): 

Following their work, the stress in the vicinity of crack's tip can be expressed as: 

ay(x,O)=ao(x,O)Hi) (x,O) (4.11 ) 

where, ao(x,O) is the stress in a plate with 'In elliptical hole (without cracks) caused by a 

compressive stress a; al (x,O) is the stress in a plate with a crack along the x axis, a~x~b, 

when both sides of the crack are subjected to the pressure Pn(x)=ao(x,O), a~x~ and 

( 4.12) 

(kx<a 

OI(X,O)= (4.13) 

x>h 

b b 

~ 
') ') 1{2 J' ') ') 1/2 h h-·t- z-·a- I 

cl- I; [--,---,J 2tp(t)dt [,..----,J ~dz 
11: t-·a- h-·z- t-·z-

(.t.14) 

a a 

(4.15) 

a a 

{ "iI( I.n) if ()~I~c·r 

p(t)= () if c·r<t<c+r 

(lo(t,O) if I>-C+r 
(4.16) 

(4.17) 
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The stress intensity factors K~a) and K~) can be expressed by equations (4.18) and 

(4.19). 

b 

.~,] K(a)- 2 (b2-a2) f te(t)dt ,-
rra(b2-a2) ~_t2)(t2_a2) 

a 

(4.18) 

b 

K(bL 2 (b2_a2) J te(t)dt ,<1] +-, -
rra(b2-a2) ~ (t2-a2)(b2-t2) 

., 
a 

(4.19) 

By substituting c 1 and C2 into equations (4.18) and (4.19), the complete expressions of 

the stress intensity factors K~a) and K~h) are given by equations (4.20) and (4.21). 

(4.20) 

{ 

cor cor 

K(lb)=,--_'_--" ()(h2-a2 r2j' ___ ~tdt_-==::...: 3r
4.S ___ - Idl __ 

") ") 2 ")_~") ") ") ") 2 ,_I., ") .., ., 
rra(h-'a-) (t-c )-"\' (b--I-)( I-'a-) (I -c) .. V (b-· t-)( I--a-) 

a a 

+ ., rrc I} (4.21 ) 
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Figure -l.II. KI/CJI \·s. crack length for pore interaction and linking model. 
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It is seen that the closed form solutions for crack interaction hctween pores arc 

extremely <.:omplicated. Curves K~a) and K~b) vs. crack length for two special cases(CfR=2, 

10) arc sll(lwn in Figure·U la, h. respcctively. In these figures, the curvcs labeled No. I 
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are the interaction between the two inner cracks. Curves labeled 1\:0. 2 are for the stress 

intensity factor for the outer cracks :Ifter the inner cracks have coalesced. For the 

parameters used in this example. the growth of the inner cracks is unstable and the growth 

of the outer cracks is stable. 

4.3 Generic Model of Pore Cracking 

Both the pore cracking model and the model of interaction between pores have many 

similarities. These similarities arc summarized below: 

1. Crack growth is predominately in the maximum principal stress direction oJ; 

2. The stress intensity faclOr K, is proponional to the pore size: 

3. Crack growth is unstable at small crack length and stable after a panicular length; 

4. Crack growth is unstable again when two cracks interact: 

5. The stress intensity faclOr K, is very sensitive 10 confining pressure. 

Crack interaction between pores is a very complicated process. The mathematical 

expression for this process is very diflicult. Even though the solution for two equal sized 

pores is available. the expression is too complex to be used on a practical basis. For 

application purposes, concise and simple expressions for the stress intensity factors are 

preferred. Funhennore. the two equal-size pore interaction model considers uniaxial 

compressive loading only. and the effects of confining pressure should be added to extend 

its applicability. Because of the similarities of all the pore models. it is possible to develop a 

"generic" model that takes into account all the above phenomena. 
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i 
Figure 4.12. Generic model of pore cracking under confining pressure, L -- Distance of 
two pore centers, C) -- Distance of interaction to first pore center. C2 -- Distance of 
interaction to second pore center. 

A generic mcxlcl has been developed for the stress intensity factors for two unequal 

sized pores with radii R I and R2 and subjected to both an axial stress 01 and a lateral stress 

02 as shown in Figure 4.12. This model was developed utilizing equations (4.1) and 

(4.20). The stress intensity factor solutions arc given by: 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

where ),=02/01. R I and R2 arc the radii of the two pores. II and /2 arc the crack lengths 



from pores I and 2, L is center distance between ihe two pores, and C) and C2 are the 

distances as shown in Figure 4.12 where, C)=R)LI(R)+R2) and C2=R2L1(R)+R2). 

The solutions arc expressed in terms of simple functions, which is an improvement 

over equations (4.1) and (4.20). By changing the parameters in equations (4.22) and 

(4.27), many pore cracking problems of interest can be solved. 
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(a). When the center distance between the pores is infinite, LlR= 00, and the tangent 

function teml in equations (4.22) and (4.23) equals zero. This eliminatt~s the interaction 

effect and reduces the solution to that of the single isolated porco The K(/cr) vs. crack kngth 

curves at different confining pressures arc presented in Figure 4.13. The points in the 

figurc arc calculated from the weight funclion method solution given in equation (4.1). It is 

seen that the solution of the generic modd agrees well with that of the weight function 

method. 

(b). For the case of two equal size pores suhjected to a uniaxial compressive stress as 

shown in Figure 4.10, curves of K (/cr) al IWO different pore center distances (C=2, 10) 

havc ocen calculated and presented in Figures ..t.14a and ..t.14h, respectively. It is seen that 

the curves from equation (4.20) agree very well with thc plotted points from the solution 

given by Zaitscv and Wiltman (197..t). Figure 4.15 presents K [/cr) curves at different pore 

distances (C!R=2 to 20). The accuracy of the generic model is demonstrated by the c1o~e 

comparison wilh the closed fonll solutions. 
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Figure 4.13. Predicted K,la, curves at different confining pressure by generic pore 
cracking model, the points are from weight function method in Figure 3.31;1. 
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Figure 4.14. Predicted two pore linking K,/al curves at uniaxial compressive stress case, 
the points arc from Zaitsev and Wittman (1974). 

(c). When two equal size pores at different pore distances (C= 1.5,2,3) arc subjected 

to a triaxial stress condition the K'/()I curves arc presented in Figures 4.16a, band c, 

n:spectivcly. These figures show that the that the effect of confining pressun: is to reduce 

the stress intensity factor, and also the cases with a smaller pore shows a stronger 

interaction effect. The confining pressure can terminate crack propagation when the 

distance between the pores is large. 

(d). When two unequal size pores arc suhjected to a biaxial compressive stresses, the 

K,/a, curves at different parameters arc presented in Figures 4.17a, band c. The 

interaction point hetween the two unequal size pores is closer to the smaller one. Under 

same the stresses, cracks from the bigger pore arc longer than the cracks from the smaller 

pore. 
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Figure 4.15. Predicted two pore linking Ki/ol curves at uniaxial compressive stress case at 
different pore center distances by the generic pore cracking model, when R I =R2. 
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Figurc 4.16. Predicted KJ/()J curvcs at different confining prcssures by ,l!eneric pore 
cracking model. when two pores arc equal sizes R J =R2. 
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Figure 4.17. Predicted KI/al curves at different confining pressures by generic pore 
cracking modd, when two porcs arc different sizes. 

4.4 Micromcchanical ivlodeling of Rock Dcfonnation and Failure 
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Here the nonlinear rock dcfonnation and failure of tuffaceous rock is modded utilizing the 

micromechanical modds from the previous section. The first step is to calculate the strain 

due to an assemblage of eracks and pores. The strain due to a body containing cracks and 

pores includes the elastic strains due to the body without the pores and cracks, the additional 

strains duc to the porcs, and the additional strains due to the growing cracks. The crack 

strains arc calculated using the stress intensity factor solutions along with an energy theorem 

such as Castigliano's theorem. Nonlinear rock deformation occurs due to the fact that cracks 

arc growing and giving additional crack strain as the load is applied. The stress at which 

crack growth rx:curs is calculated using the stress intensity factor solutions along with the 

fracture toughness for the material. i':onlinear stress-strain curves arc finally derived by 

using the equations for strain along with the conditions for crack growth. 
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2h 

t 
Figure 4.1 X. A rectangular body of wichh 2w. height 2h and unit thickness cOl1laining a singh: 
porco 

Consider a body of width 2w. height 2h. and unit thickness. containing a single pore. 

and subjected to the principal stresses 01 and 02 as shown in Figure 4.1 X. The clastic strains 

in the axial (fc) and lateral (['c) direction under the assumption of plane strain arc as follows: 

I { \' ] E·= - 01 - 0-,--(; E - 1-\' 
(·L~4) 

. I { \' ] Ec= -I; (12 - (11-
. I-v 

(4.25) 

where E'=E/( l-u2). E is Young's ~lodulus and v is Poisson's ratio. II is assumed that this 

strain includes the strain due to the pore. The additional displacell1elll due to the two cracks 

from the pore can he calculated utilizing Castigliano's theon:m (Kemeny and Cook, I!)!) I) 

along with the appropriate stress intensity factor s(llutions: 
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(4.26) 

where Oc is the additional displacement due to tht: cracks at the point and direction where an 

applied force P is applicd. and the integral is over the length of the crack. Crack strains arc 

calculated by dividing the crack displacements by the appropriate dimension (2h for axial 

strains and 2w for lateral strains as shown in Figure 4.19). 

For the crack strain in the axial (venical) direction. consider a load P where (J\ =P/2w. 

Substituting cquations (4.1) and (4.2) into (4.26) gives: 

(4.27) 

1 I 
I: n(J) f -, -,. -, ncr, f ' ,") .., . ") 
Uc = ') 'E; 1/(A-Bcos20.)-+C-slll-2uldl +~E~' I/A--B-cos-2u-C-slll-2uldl 

_\\ ( _\\ '0 
(4.28) 

where A=frO + fr~. B = frt) + 3fr-l. C=frtl+2fr2-3fr-l. frt). fr2 and fr-l are functions of crack 

length I. The derivative with n:spect to P can be pcrfonllcd fiN. and thus the axial strain due 

to crack growth is giwn by: 

ncr) f .., .." ncr., f ., .,., .,., 
fc = 4whE'( 1/(A-Bcos2a)-+C-sin-2uld/+ 4whl:'OI/A--B-cos-2a-C-sin-2a1dl (4.29) 

The (Otal axial strain is the crack strain plus the clastic strain. Also. the crack strain due 10 

2N cracks (from ;\ pores) will he N times the crack strain for the two cracks from a single 

pore (crack intcractl(lI1 is 110t included here). The total ;I';.ial str;lin for a hody containing N 
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pores is then given by: 

0') V N 1t ') ') ') ., . ., { I} - E:- ~- 4WhJ/IA--B-coS-2a.-C-SIll-2a.1dl (4.30) 

The crack strains from equation (4.30) arc calculated using nUlllerical integration. To 

calculate the lateral strain E" consider a lateral load Q where 02 = Q/2h. Following the 

procedures outlined above for the axial strain, the lateral strain for the body containing N 

pores can be expressed as: 

,02 N1t ., ., . ., { I} £ =E' I + 4Whc!/I(A-BCOS2a.)-+C-SIll-2U.1dl 

0) v N 1t .,.,., ., . ., 

{ I} - E' ~ - 4WhJ/IA--B-COS-2a.-C-SIll-2a.1dl (4.31) 

The next step is to calculate the stress necessary for crack growth for any give crack 

length. For extcnsile crack growth ([.(=()"), the criterion KI =: KIC is appropriate, where the 

K) solution in Equation (4.3) is used and where KIC is the fracture toughness for tuff. This 

gIves: 

(4.32) 

A KIC value of 1.6 i-.1Pa{ili has been measured for Apache Leap tuff. Equation (4.32) is 

then solved for cr, which gives the stress necessary for extensile crack growth for a given set 

of conditions (I, KIC, R, E', etc.). For shear crack growth ([.(=_15°), the criterion G=:G( is 

-., 
appropriate, where G = KI(/I:' (when KI=(I), KII from equation (-l.X) is used, and (I( is the 



shear fracture energy for tuff. This gives: 

~Gc E' == ~(frl) + 2fr2 -3fr4)(Jl-(J2)~ 
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(4.33) 

Gc values typically range from lO3 to lO5 10ules/m2 for laboratory size samples (Wong. 

1982). Based on the laboratory results by Wang and Kemeny (1993a) and the method given 

by Kemeny and Cook (1987). a Gc value of approximately Sx 1 05 11m2 was detemlined for 

Topopah Spring tuff. Again the resulting equation is solved for (J and gives the stress 

necessary for shear crack growth for a given set of conditions. 

Nonlinear stress-strain curves arc derived by combining the equations for strain 

(equations 4.30 and 4.31) with the conditions for crack growth (equation 4.32 for extensile 

crack growth and equation 4.:n for shear crack growth). Details of this procedure arc: given 

by Kemeny and Cook, 1991. For extensile crack growth and using the material parameters 

given in Table 4.1. nonlinear stress-strain curves arc presented in Figure 4.20. Figure 4.20 

shows that extensile crack growth from pores without crack interaction results in initial 

linear stress-strain behavior followed by strain-hardening as the extensile cracks grow. A 

rock strength cannot be predicted from these curves since the stress continue:. to increase 

with strain. For shear crack growth and using the material parameters given in Table 4.1, 

nonlinear stress-strain curves are presented in Figure 4.20. Figure -l.20 shows that shear 

crack growth from pores results in initial linear stress-strain behavior followed by strain

softening as the shear cracks grow. The peak stress for a given value of (J2 is the stress at 

which shear cracks begin to grow. This is consistent with laboratory results which 

indicates strain-softening after ;1 shear fault has been formed. 
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Figure .t.20. Pn.:dicted stress-strain curves (strain softening) by lIsing pure shear cracking 

model at different confinint! pressures, 11.=0, and 0.1 
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2h 

i 
Figure 4.21. A rectangular body of width 2w, height 2h with unit thickness containing two 
pores. 

Crack interaction and coalescence will affect the stress-strain response due to crack 

growth. Consider a body of width 2w, height 2h and unit thickness containing two pores and 

subjected to principal stresses (J I and (J2, as shown in Figure 4.21. Following the procedure 

outlined .. bove for deriving the strain for extensile cracking from isolated pores (equations 

4.24 to 4.30), the axial and lateral strains for the two pore interaction model are calculatnl. 

As before, N pairs of pores can be considered. which will give N times the crack strain of a 

single pair (the crack interaction between the different pairs is not taken into account). This 

gives: 
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(4.34) 

(4.35) 

where K~l) and K?) are given in equations (4.22) and (4.23), respectively. The stress at 

which the cracks will grow is detennined by setting KI = KIC. For instance, for the cracks 

from pore 1, the condition is: 

(4.36) 

:::: r-!u! 'I'~+,-l !, 'i '-{~Ob6 :-:'+ 
400 -f-.. .. . ...... + 

r A==O.03 t" ~~~~~ 300 T ......···7 ... ". """". . 
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Figure 4.22. Predicted compIcte stress-strain curve by using pore linking model. 

A similar equation holds for nack growth from pore 2. Taken together. equations ·1.3·l 

to 4.36can be llsed 10 calculate the nonlinear stress-strain hdlavinr due to the linking of 
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two pores via an extensiJe crack. Nonlinear stress-strain curves calculated for different 

values of A (0, 0.03, 0.06) are presented in Figure 4.22. The material properties used are 

listed in Table 4.1. Figure 4.22 indicates that crack linking of pores is a process of initial 

str.lin hardening followed by strain softening as the two inner cracks interact and coalesce. 

'Ine overall stress-strain behavior for this model agrees with experimental results on the 

development of a splitting crack in Topopah Spring tuff subjected low confinement (0 to 10 

MPa). The model predicts the large increase in strength with very small increases in 

confining stress. Also, Figure 4.22 shows a predicted uniaxial compressive strength of 

179.6 MPa which agrees with the experimental result of I X3.1 MPa. The model does not 

take into account the shear cracking and therefore does not predict the transition to shear 

faulting that occurs at higher values of confining stress. 

a c I T bl 4 I i\1 . I P atena ropertles se III tle j ex e s U d· M II 

Material Propcnies For Fi!!. 4.19 For Fi!!. 4.20 For Fig. 4.22 

Young's Modulus, E 4.0xlOlO Pa 4.0x10 lO Pa 4.0xlO lO Pa 

Poisson's Ratio, u D.22 0.22 0.22 

Average Pore Radius I.Ox I 0. 5 m I.Ox )()·5 m 1.0x JO.) 111 

Distance between Pores ---- -- -- 4.0x JOool III 

Initial Crack Length O.2x 1( 0

) III O.2x 1( 0

) m O.2x 1(0

) III 

Crack Angle (u) 0 4 -0 ) 0 

Sample Size 2w O.D:,) 111 (J.O:') 111 0.0:') III 

Sample Size 2h 0.1 III o. I III 0.1 III 

Number of Pores 1000 1000 2000 

Gc I.Ox I 01 J/m 2 I.Ox I 01 J/m 2 -- --

KJ(' ---- --- - 1.6 MPa{in 



CHAPTER 5 

FRACTURING AND DEFORMATION U~DER COl\lPLlCATED 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
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The experimental studies in Chapter 3 arc based on nonnaluniaxial and triaxial 

compression tests. Also. the micromechanical models proposed in Chapter 4 are subjected 

to either uniaxial or biaxial compression. Uniaxial, biaxial and triaxial conditions arc simple 

boundary conditions, often referred to as "singk element" boundary conditions. Under 

such simple boundary conditions. the stress distrihution is unifoml throughout the 

experimental specimen or model. A rotation of the stress field docs not occur during 

loading (of course, this is not exactly true due to friction at the end of platens in laboratory 

experiments.). In actual field situations when: rock defoonation and failure arc occurring in 

rock masses, stress gradients playa very important role in controlling fracturing and rock 

mass stability. In pillars supporting underground openings. for instance. fractures often 

foml parallel to the contours of the maximum principal stress or the maximum shear stres:o.. 

Also, the stahility of fracture fomlation in the field can be much different from that found in 

"single clement" laboratory tests. In a standard laboratory test. stability is strongly 

influenced by the unloading characteristics (i.e. stiffness) of the loading frame. On the 

other hand in a rock mass subjected to stress gradients. the stresses in a failing region can 

transfer to unfailed regions. 

Another limitation of the triaxial test is that tht: direction of the principal stresst:s is fixed 

throughout the loading and unloading cycles (axial and confining directions). In a rock 

mass surrounding an ullllerground opt:ning. the principal stress direction at a point may 

change duc to the damage that is occurring around that p(lint. If a numcrical damage l11(xkl 



is developed based on crack growth, the individual clements must be able to take into 

account a rotation of the principal stresses. 
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In this chapter, the results of a series of tests referred to as 'stress rotation tests' are 

presented. Special hexagonal and octagonal shaped specimens arc prepared. Each specimen 

is first loaded in one direction to induce microcracking in the rock. The sample is unloaded 

prior to final fracturing of the specimen. After unloading, the specimen is reloaded in other 

direction which is at an angle to the original loading direction. The damage sustained from 

the original loading will tend to influence the fracturing anc! strength of the rock specimen 

during the second loading. The test is designed to further understand the defonnation and 

of rock failure under complicated loading conditions. 

In addition to the stress rotation test, the hollow cylinder test is also discussed in this 

chapter. This tcst emphasizes the effect of stress gradients on rock defonnation and failure. 

and can bc conducted in a standard triaxial testing cell. In the hollow cylinder test, pressures 

can be applied separately to both the outer and inner radii nf the specimen. By increasing the 

pressure on the oult.:r radius. damage will be induced alnng the inner radius where stress 

concentrations exist. Complex fracture pallerns can develop from the hollow cylinder test. 

The hollow cylinder test does not have the problem of instability due to the interaction with 

the stiffness of the testing frame. As cracks coalesce along the inner radius. stress is 

transferred away from the failing portion and towards the ullfailcd regions. Changes in the 

mode of fracturing at the boundary of the hollow cylinder can he induced by applying a 

pressure to the inner radius of the hollow cylinder. At high pressures. semi-brilllc behavior 

can be induced at the inner radius of the cylinders. 

5.1 Stress Rotation Test 

Special hexagon and o(:tagon shapcd specimens have becn lIsed to perform 6() and ·15 
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degree rotation tests. Other rotation tests usc special Brazilian disk specimens with two sets 

of parallel flat loading surfaces. Brazilian disk specimens arc used for 40. 37. 35 and 30 

degree rotation tests. All specimens are made from 6" (152.4 lllm) diameter cylindrical 

cores of Apache Leap tuff. The thickness of each plate is I" (25.4 mm) and the length of 

the flat loading surfaces are Jess than the core diameter. Specimen preparation includes 

cutting a cylindrical core into the plates and grinding the flat surfaces to the required 

slllooth ness. 
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Figun: 5.1 Stress-strain curves in 3]0 stress rotation test. 

The test follows thc gcncral proccdure of a uniaxial compression test. t\ specimen is 

installed in a tcsting machine slich that the Spccillll'n is centcrcd and a unifonll displacelllcnt 
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rate is applied. A constant displacement rate of7.62xlO-3 mm/s is applied by an SBEL cr-

500 load frame that is controlled by an SBEL 447 servo controller. The load vs. 

displacement curve under cyclic loading is plotted using a loading cell and a linear vertical 

displacement transducer (L VDT). Thc electrical signals afC outputted using a micro

measurement system 21(X) signal conditioning unit. Experimental stress-strain curves for 

the first and second direction loading in a 37° rotation test are shown in Figure 5.1. The 

strength for the first direction 0IC is 52.5 MPa and for the second direction 0IlC is 46.5 

MPa. 

In the laooratory testing. a special technique. thefluorcsccl/t pCl/erramtcstil/g system. 

is used to detect the fracture patterns on the specimen surfaces. Fluorescent materials used 

included three components. namely. "clcllner," "pcl/ctrant." and "dcveloper," that arc 

stored in pressurized cans. Before the test. cleoller is used 10 clean the specimen slllfaces 

and remove any oily substances. The specimen surfaces should be clean hefore using 

pCl/ctram. As soon as the test starts. pCllctralll is used to cover the specimen surfaces and 

penetrate into the cracks. Dc\'(:/o/Jer is then used to cover the surface to force the pCl/crrant 

into finer cracks. After dcveloper is used. the surface is cleaned with tissue paper and a 

fluorescent light is used to inspect the specimen surface. Due to fluorescent material in the 

cracks. the cracks will illuminate under ultraviolet light. while the mineral grains and matrix 

will remain dark. Therefore. the cracks stand out clearly under the fluorescent light. During 

unloading the penctrallt is squeezed out of the crack, and this makes the cracks highly 

visible under ultraviolet light. 

5.2 Fracturing and Strength Chan!!e dlll': :0 Principal Stress Rotation 

5.2.1 Secondary fracturing due 10 princip;t1 stress rotation 
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During the stress rotation test. a unifonn displacement is applied along each loading 

direction of the specimen. As the displacement is increased. microcracks will initiate along 

the loading direction and further propagate towards the loading surfaces of the specimen. 

To explain the experimental results. several temlS are defined in this section. "Original 

flaws" refer to the preexisting Griffith's defects such as pores. grain boundaries. 

preexisting cracks and soft inclusions. Under compressive stress. fractures will initiate 

from some of these four kinds of flaws (Wang and Kemeny, 1992). Fractures induced 

during the first loading are called "primary fractures." After the specimen is rotated to the 

second direction. fractures from the second loading arc called "secondary fractures." 

Secondary fraclllres can start from either original flaws or primary fractures. 

Bascd on careful analysis and observation, the fracturing process in the stress rotation 

test is described as follows: 

(a). First of all. under compressive loading in the lirst loading direction. primary 

cracking will start from original flaws contained in the Apache Leap tuff. It is the result of 

local tensile stress concentrations in the neighhorhood of the flaws. Nonllally. the tensile 

cracks propagate in the loading direction until they interact and coalesce with other fractures 

or other flaws. The primary cracks will grow and coalesce to fonll a through-going fracture 

in the middle of the specimen. l'vlacroscopically. it may look like a single fracture zone. but 

careful microscopic observation under thc microscope indicates that it is composed of a 

number of co-linear and cn cchelon cracks. There arc many crack tips in the fracture zonc. 

If thc loading in thc first direction were to continuc. thc ultimatc failurc modc \\ould be 

axial splilling. This kind of fracture has hccn nbscrwd hy many investigators (Wawersik 

and Fairhust. I(no: Dey and Wang. P)X I: i\el11at-i'asscr and Ilorii. I<JS2: Wang and 

Kemeny. 1<)<)2). 
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(b). When the sample is unloaded. rotated. and reloaded in the second direction. 

secondary cracks are fonned that grow along the sccond loading direction. Microscopic 

observation shows that secondary fractures stan from crack tips within the primary fracture 

zone. The secondary fractures usually consist of two distinct cracks that are symmetric to 

the loading axis. Some ,Illlhors refer to such cracks as. "mirror cracks." The lengths of the 

secondary fractures arc generally less than the primary fractures. 

(c). Further loading in the second direction leads to the final failure of the specimen. 

The failure plane is through the secondary fractures and the central pan of the primary 

fracture zone. 

The fracturing process of a 3()" stress rotation test is demonstrated in Figures 5.2(a, h 

and c). The primary fractun: consists of a number of co-linear and CII ccheloll cracks that 

arc paraIIeI to the loading direction. Macroscopically. the primary fracture zone in Figure 

5.2a looks like a through-going fracture through the center of the specimen. Loading in the 

first direction is lI:nninated hcfon: the final failure of the specimen. The specimen is rotated 

and loading in the second direction is applied to the otlll:r two paraIIel flat load surfaces. 

The rotation angle lx:tween the two loading directions is 3()". The influence of the primary 

fractures on the secondary fracturing strongly depends on the rotation angle. Figure 5.2h 

shows the fracwring pattern after the secondary loading. A pair of mirror cracks have 

fonncd from the houndary points of the primary fracture zone. The orientations of the 

secondary cracks arc atxJl1t 3()" from venical and in the direction of the secondary loading. 

Continued loading in the ..;econd loading direction wiII lead to the final failure of thc 

specimen. It is shown in Figurl' 5.2c that the failure plane is along the two secondary 

cracks and the pan of the primary fracture zone Ix:tween them. The direction of sliding 

along the fractures has 11l'en noted in Figure 5.2r. 
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Figure 5.2 hacllIre growth in second loading directi(ln 30" rotation test. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5A Pholographs of SIrI:ss T0lalion lesls in 37° leSI: (a). Afler first loading: (oi. Afler 
second loading. 
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In addition to the rotation test at :mo, six other rotation tests have been conducted at 

angles of 60°,45° 40°, 37°, 35°, 22.5° according to the above experimental procedure. 

Figures 5,3a to 5.3f show the fracture patterns traced from photographs of the six rotation 

tests. In these figures, the secondary loading direction is always shown vertical and the 

other inclined direction is parallel to the first loading direction. Figure 5.3a shows the 

fracture traces of the 60° tested specimen. It is seen that two sets of CII cchelor! cracks 

parallel to secondary loading direction have passed through the primary fracture zone. 

Careful observation with a microscope indicates that the secondary fracturing is 

indepemient of the primary fractures. Rather than from crack tips within the primary 

fr,\ctme zone, they start from the original Griffith's flaws in Apache Leap tllff (Wang and 

Kemeny, 1992). Thus primary fracturing doesn't afkct secondary fracturing in the 60° 

rotation tr.:st. This result is consistent with similar experiments hy Wu and Pollard (1992) 

using brittle PM;'vlA and tensile loading in two directions. For the case of 60° case, the 

stress intensity factors at the original flaws are higher than those within the primary crack 

zone. Thercforr.:, fracturing will initiate frolll original flaws ratha than primary crack tips. 

In the 45° rotation test, two roughly symmetric cracks very close together arc fonned from 

the middle of the primary fracture zone and propagate towards the ends of loading di~cs. 

The bottom crack is ahout 50t;; longer than the top one. In this case, secondary fracturing 

starts from crack tips within the primary fracture zone rather than original flaws in the iliff. 

Thus, primary fracturing affects the secondary fracturing in the 45° rotation test. Similar 

fracturing mechanisms were ohserved in 40° and 37° rotation tests and the distance 

between the two secondary cracks increases with the decrease of rotation angle. It is shown 

in Figures 5.:k and 5.~d that the secondary fractures fonn a pair of perfectly symmetric 

sets. Secondary fractures arc still parallel to the loading direction. The hig inclined fracture 

ncar the specimen houndary in Figure 5.:k is a pn:existing cr;lck in the specimen. It dor.:s 
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afft:ct the secondary fracturing and the strength in second loading direction. Figures 504 a 

and b show photographs of the 37CJ test before and after the second loading. Rotation tests 

at 35° and 30° gave slightly different fracturing patterns and failurt: modes. First of all. the 

distance between the secondary fractures is so large that the secondary fractures are very 

close to the boundary. Secondly. the orientations of the secondary fractures art: no longer 

vertical and propagate away from loading direction. The secondary fracturt:s in tht: 35° and 

30° tests art: ahoUl 15° and 3D" away from vertical. respectively. FurthemlOrt:. continuous 

loading in second loading direction for these two tests has kad to specimt:n final failure. 

111e failure plane and the associated sliding direction in the 30" test has been marked in 

Figure 5.2. Two parameters. namely the horizontal distance between the twO cracks and 

average length of the secondary fractures have been used to (kscritx: the secondary 

fracturing characteristics in the six rotation tests. Table 5.1 lists all the results of secondary 

fr,lcturing in the stress rotation tests. Figure 5.5 presents curves of rotation angle vs. 

various parameters of the secondary fractures. These figures show that the distance 

between secondary fractures (kcn:ases with increasing rotation angle while the length of 

secondary cracks increases with increasing rotation angle. 

a C). :x penment T hI - I r R I S eSli ts eCOfl( arv r 'ractures 

Specimen No. Rotation :\ngle (") Distance of two A vcrage length of 

cracks (mm) cracks (mm) 

I 60 0 102.6 

2 .t5 3.2 60.4 

3 .to 10.6 42.2 

4 37 25.6 39.2 

5 35 .t5.3 34.7 

() 3() SS. <) 22.6 

7 22.5 42.5 l·tO 
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Figure 5.7. Variation of strength ratio OIlC/OIC with rotation angle. 

5.2.2 Rock strength change due to stress rotation 

The strengths alC and aile from all the rotation tests are tahulated in Table 5.2. Based on 

this data. the trends have been ploued in Figure 5.6 and 5.7. Figure 5.6 is a plot of OIlC 

and OIC vs. rotation angle. alC is only 35 to 60r,(, of the uniaxial compressive strength Oc 

measured in standard cylindrical core tests (see Chapter 2). The rock strength in the rotation 

test is much lower than that in a standard cylindrical test. due to differences in specimen 

size and shape. Also. alC decreases with increasing rotation angle. One possible reason for 

this is that the loading area of specimen is increasing with increasing rotation angle. For 

example, the loading area for the 3()J test is 'JJ1X crn:! while the loading area for the (lCF test 

is about I 'J.35 cm2. Also. a larger loading area Illay lead 10 a worse contact between the 

specimen loading surfaces and the loading di~cs. A had contact will induce stress 

concentrations at points in th:.: contact surface and hence n:duce the ~trength of the rock 

material (Patcrsoll, 1'J7X). The magnitude of aile in Figun.' S.(l shows a clear tendency of 
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increasing aile with increasing rotation angle. This means that a larga rotation angle 

reduces the effects of the primary fracturing. This result can ~ funher explained by using 

the relationship of strength ratio. audale. with rotation angle. Figure 5.7 shows the plot 

of strength ratio with rotation angle. The curve shows an increasing ratio with increasing 

rotation angle. The strength in the second direction should not be larger than that in the first 

dIrection. A value of aile to Ole greater than 1.0 can be interpreted as meaning that the 

primary fracturing is not influencing the sccondary fracturing. So a rotation angle 

corresponding 10 a ratio of 1.0 should he some son of critical valuc. This critical angle for 

Apache Leap tuff is between 40" and 45 D
• 

T hi - '") E a e )._. . xpenmenta I R I S esu ts I CI tren!.!tl lan!.!e ( ue to s tress R otal1on 

Specimen Rotation ole ale aile aile aIle 
-(%) - (lk,) -- (';c) 

No. Anglen Uv!Pa) ae (~!Pa) ae ale 

I 60 tlO.2 40.9 95.1 M.tl 160.0 
'") 45 57.2 3~Ui 7 I. I 48.3 124.~ 

3 40 63.8 43.~ "''") '") .)_.- 21.9 50.5 

4 37 52.5 35.tl 46.5 31.tl 88.6 

5 r .) 70.6 47.9 33.4 22.7 47.3 

6 30 85.7 58.2 28.4 19.3 33.2 

7 22.5 n.o 66.5 17.6 12.0 18.0 

8 15 135.9 92.3 - . - . .. 

"ae is the uniaxial compressive stn;ngth of Apache Leap lUff. 

5.3 Fracturing Growth under Rotating Principal Stresses 

In a slIlllmary. a new laooratory test has heen developed to investigate the effects of 

principal stress direction change on rock fracturing. SOl11e conclusions arc presented as 

foIlo\\': 

(I ). Primary fracturing always initiates from original flaws in the Apache Leap tuff. and 
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grows and coalesces parallclto the first loading direction. 

(2). Secondary fracturing is strongly influenced by the rotation angle. The relationship 

between the major parameters Stich as the distance and length of the secondary cracks with 

rotation angle have been explained. Secondary fractures can either stan from original flaws 

or from crack tips within the primary fracture zone depending on the principal stress 

rotation angle. There is a critical angle that can deten11ine how the initiation of secondary 

fracturing will occur. When the rotation angle is larger than the critical angle, the secondary 

fractures will start from the original !laws. Otherwise. the secondary fracture will initiate 

from the primary fracture zone. 

(3). The rotation angle has a significant effect on rock strength. The strength change as 

a function of the rotation angle has been described. The critical angle in this test for Apache 

Le~lp tuff is 40" to 45°. 

5.4 Thick-walled Hollow Cylinder Test 

5.4.1 Background and theon:tical analysis 

Hollow rock cylinders suhjected to axial loading and an internal (or extemal) fluid pressure 

provide the most flexible method of studying rock strength under true triaxial stress 

conditions. Hollow cylinders under a comhination of axial loading and external pressure 

have been tested hy many investigators including tests on hard rocks by Adams (1912), 

King (1912), Brigman ( 19 I X), Rohemon (J 955), and Obert and Stephenson (1965); on 

coal specimens by Hobbs (1962) and Pomeroy and Hobbs (1962): on concrete by Bellamy 

(1960) and on soil materials by \\'1I Cl al. (19(l3) and Broms I'l al. (1965). Thin-walled and 

thick-walled tubular specimens of ceramics, graphite, and variolls metals with s()me 

comhinations of eithn internal or nternai prcs\\lrl" ;ll1d axial tension, torsion, or 
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compression have been extensively studied to detemline their behavior under combined 

stresses. Much of this work has been summarized by Nadai (1950). In thin-walled 

cylinders or tubes. the stresses are almost h·:mlogeneous. and this is one of the standard 

methods for studying the strength of metals under combined. usually biaxial but sometimes 

polyaxial stresses (Lode. 1926: 0:adai. 1950: Druchcr. 19(2). Hollow cylinders havc often 

been used to test the strength of rock under true polyaxial states of stress (Jaeger and 

Hoskins. 1966; Hoskins. J 9(9). Under thc normal circumstance for the hollo\ .... cylinder 

test. the axial loading provides the maximulll principal stress and the tangential stress is the 

inten11ediate principal stress. If no internal pressure is applied. then the minimum principal 

stress will be zero at the boundary of the inner hole. It provides a simple method to study 

the effect of the intenm:diate principal stress on rock failure. Thick-walled hollow cylinders 

of rock subjected to axis-symllletric loading on the external diameter. and sometimes a 

small amoulll of axial loading as wcll. have been frequently used to model boreholes or 

tunnels (Daelllen and Fairhurst. 1971; Santarelli and Brown. 19X7: Ewy and Cook, 1991; 

Hock. CI al. 1992). In this case. external pn:ssure provides the maximum principal stress 

and axial stress becomes intennediate stress or least principal stress. The rock failure is 

caused by the increasing external pressure. Hollow cylinders with Ix)th circular and non

circular holes have been used by Gay (1973) 10 study the fracture growth around 

underground openings. The application of equal and unequal external stress to large 

rectangular blocks with pre-dri lied circular holes has been invcstigated by Matin (I9X-l). 

Haimson and Herrick (19X5) and Kaiser clal (19X5). Similar tests on large blocks with 

holes of large eccentricity subjected to uniaxial and biaxial compression has been perfonned 

by Gay (1976). Circular holes have been drilled illlo externally stressed blocks of anificial 

rocklike materials by Bandis d ell (1I)X7) and Kaiser CI al ( 19X7l. 

t\ theoretical analysis of the stress distrihutions in the hollow cylinder based on plane 
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strain have been given by Jaeger and Cook (1976). Let the internal radius be T) and the 

external radius Q, and the internal pressure PI and external pressure P2 are applied by 

hydr.llIlic stresses whiie axial load P is applied by a loading frame. The radial and tangential 

stresses a r and ao at any radius and the axial stress az based on elastic theory are given by: 

(5.1 ) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 
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Figure 5X Variation of Or and 00 with r. at different external to internal radii. when loaded 
under outer Slress p tlllly. 

If the internal pressure PI =() and nnly the external pressure p is applied on the hollow 

cylinder. Ihen equations (S.I) and (5.2) reduce to: 

(5.-1 ) 
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(5.5) 

(5.6) 

Figure 5.9. The plot of maximum stress 00 at inner hole boundary with the ratio r:.lf). 

The distriblilions of Gr and Go for three different r:.lf! ratios. when loaded under an 

extemal stress p. arc presented in Figure S.X. When r:.lf! =2. the stresses at the internal hole 

boundary arc 0r=O and Go=2.67p. and at the external hole boundary arc Gr=P and 

GO=I.67p: when r:.lrl=3. the stresses at the internal hole boundary arc Gr=O and GO=2.25p. 

and at the external hole boundary arc Gr=p and Go= 1.25p; when r:.lf)~. the stresses at the 

internal hole boundary arc 0r=() and Go=2.13p. and at the external hole bounda!)' an: Gr=p 

and 00= I.13p. These results show that Gr is always () while 00 is maximum (r=rJ) at the 

intl:fl1al hole houndary when no internal pressure is applied. The stress concentration of at 

the internal boundary depends on the thickne:o--. of hollow cylinder and the value of r2lft. 
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From equation (5.5), au at the intemal boundary can be expressed by: 

(5.7) 

A graphical representation of equation (5.7) is presented in Figure 5.9. It shows that 

the stress concentration at the internal boundary decreases with the thickness of the hollow 

cylinder or the value of r']jf]. ao approaches a constant value of 2 with increasing wall 

thickness. 

From clastic theory. two different stre~s conditions can be arranged in the hollow 

cylinder tests. 

Case I: a z > aO > (lr. the axial stress at. is the maximum principal stress and the 

tangential stress ao is the intennediate principal stress while the radial stress Or is the least 

principal stress. To perfonn this test. apply a constant confining pressure and then apply an 

increasing axial load until specimen failure. This kind of test is used to detemline the effect 

of the intennediate principal stress on rock failure and the rock failure characteristics under 

true triaxial stress conditions. These tests have been performed on welded Apache Leap tuff 

specimens and the results arc discussed in Chapter 6. 

Case 2: (10 > O/. > Gr. the tangential stress ao is the maximulll principal stress and the 

axial stress O/. is the intennediate principal stress while the radial stress Or is still the least 

principal stress. The test is perfonned by keeping a constant axial load and increasing the 

extemal fluid pressure until the specimen fails. This test is used to simulate rock 

defonnation and fracturing around underground openings or borehole breakout. These tests 

have been perfonned in unwclded t\padle Leap tuff. The purpose of these tests is to 

ohserve carefully and anal;.7l' the defonnation. fracturing. and failure around openings in 

rock. 
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5.1.2 Experimental setup and procedure of hollow cylinder test 

Hollow cylinders of the white unit of unwelded Apache Leap tuff have been prepan:d. As 

described in Chapter 2. tuff is a kind of volcanic ash that has been compressed under high 

temperature during deposition. The mechanical propcnies depend strongly on the degree of 

welding. Based on the degree of welding. Apache Leap tuff has been divided into five 

different units (from top to bottom): white. gray. brown. vitrophyre and basal tuff. The 

white unit has the lowest degree of welding. The unwelded Apache Leap tuff consists 

mainly of quanz and Plagioclase (about SOCk,) in phenocryst and groundmass fom)s. The 

physical and mechanical propenies of unwelded white unit Apache Leap tuff are quite 

different from that of densely welded tuff. The uniaxial compressive strength of the 

unwclded tuff is 41.13 iv1Pa which is only 1/3 of the strength of the brown unit welded 

Apache Leap tuff. Cylinders with a 50 111m external diameter were drilled with three 

different inner holes diameters. 25 mm. 16 mill and 13 mill. This gives three different r:Jq 

ratios: 2.0. 3.1 and 3.X. Special drill guides arc used to center the inner hole and maintain a 

uniform wall thickness. All specimens were drilled from the same large block. The 

unwelded tuff specimens an: used for the stress condition in which a hydraulic external 

pressure is applied to simulate borehole breakout and fracturing around underground 

openings. 

The experimental setup for the Iwllow cylinder test is shown diagrammatically in Figure 

5.10. It utilizes a triaxial pressure cell that can apply a separate pore pn .. ssure. There is a 

piston that is hollow to allow the internal pressun: to tx: applied and controlled 

independently. Rock specimens used in the setup were 50 mm external diameter. with three 

different sizes internal holes (25 mm. 16 mm and 13 111m) and with a length of I (X) to 120 

111m. Alltl1e 1I1l\\dded Apache Leap iliff specimens for the horehnk hreakout tests are 

coated with a thin layer of epoxy resin \)()th Internally and C'\ternally. This protects agaimt 
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pressure oil leakage. Oil leakage during a test will greatly decrease the strength of the rock 

and affect the mechanisms of rock failure. Used in conjunction with shrink tubing. coating 

gives the best test results. Extemal pressure was applied by a hydraulic pump. The illlemal 

hole is filled with hydraulic oil and is not pressurized. A small amount of axial pressure is 

applied on the specimen through the loading frame to contine the axial movement as the 

rock defonns. The defonnation and failure of the hollow cylinder specimens occurs by the 

increasing external hydraulic pressure. The volume strain on the inside of the specimen was 

me.lsured by flooding the opening and measuring the amount of fluid expelled as the hole 

contracted under the hydrostatic load. This was done by connecting the fluid to a 

manometer tulx at the outlet of the cell. The internal hole volume change with increasing 

external pressure is measured from the fluid level of oillllOc. Cur.'es of pressure vs. 

volume change for all the tests on unwelded Apache Leap tuff have been made. 

Rubber 
Jacket 

Ilydraulic 
Oil 

Specimen 

Steel 
Plate 

Figure 5.10. Expl'rimental setup f<lr hollow cylinder tt'st. 
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5.5 The Failure of Hollow Cylinders 

5.5. I Rock defonnability in hollow cylinders 

Hollow cylinder tests are perfomled on unwelded Apache Leap tuff. A small amount of 

axial load is applied by a loading frame to confine the movement of the specimen at the 

moment of failure. External pressure is applied by a hydraulic pump during the test. As the 

external pressure is increased. the internal hole defonns and fracturing occurs around the 

inner hole. The inner hole volullle contraction has been measured hy using a manometer 

that is connected with the hydr •• ulic oil of the inner hole. The volume change due to the 

external pressure is detennincd hy reading the fluid level change on the manometer. 

Measurements of internal hoh.: volume vs. external pressure have heen made for all the 

unwclded tuff hollow cylinder tests. The external pressure is continually increased until 

specimen failure. The test results for specimens with different f?/fJ ratios are listed in Table 

5.3. Tahles 5.3 also lists the stresses at which the internal and external boundaries fails. 

Volullle Change (0;-.) 

Figure 5.11. The variation of inner hole volul11e change with external pressure of specimen 
NAP-12. the r~/rl:::2. the pennanent ckforl11ation is ~Uir;{. 
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Figure 5.12. The variation of internal hole volume contract with external pressure of 
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Figure 5.1·1. Plots of failure stress of unwclded Apache Leap tuff hollow cylinder. 

Curves of volume vs. pressure arc presented in Figures 5.11 to 5.13. Figure 5.11 

shows the test result of specimen NAP-12, which has an r2ff) ratio of 2. The volume 

dcfonnation of this unwclded tuff specimen under external pressure is non-linear with a 

downward curvature and is lJuasi-linear during the initial loading. This is due to the low 
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strength of the unwelded Apache Leap tuff. The uniaxial compressive strength is only 1/3 

of the valuc of the welded Apache Leap tuff specimens. The clastic limit pressure is about 

30 MPa in this test. When the extcrnal pressure is over this value, the deformation 

increases at a much faster rate. After a period of 'strain harch:ning: the specimen reaches 

the maximum pressure. At the point of failure, the specimen wall collapses and the external 

hydraulic oil mixes with the internal oil. resulting in a very high manometer fluid level. Of 

course, this can not represcnt the true internal hoh: volume change. Penllancnt defonnation 

in the hollow cylindcr is measured after the tcst hy using the method of "sand tilling" to 

detcnninc the internal hole contraction. The unrcco\'erahh: defnnl1ation for this specimcn is 

abollt (Y;;. Figurc 5.12 and 5.13 show thc test n;sults of specilllcn :-':AP·IO and NAP-19. 
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with r'if] ratios of 3.1 and 3.X. respectively. It is seen that similar deformation curves are 

obtained. except that the failure pressures for both of these tests arc higher than that of 

NAP-12. The pernlanent deformation for ;-\AP-lO (r'ifJ=3.1) is 25 17c,. and for NAP-19 

(Q/q=3.8) is 6%. The unrecoverable defom1alion for NAP-1O is so large that 1/3 of the 

hole length was lost due to the external pressure. Table 5.3 shows that the failure tangential 

stresses both at the internal surface and the external surface arc much higher than 

dctemlined from standard uniaxial compression tests. The ratios of internal tangential stress 

over uniaxial compressive stn!ngth at different rYf] are presented in Figure 5.14. The ratio 

increases with the thickness of the hollow cylinder wall. Ewy and Cook (1990) suggest 

that this is the result of the intermediate principal stress. In the test a small amount of axial 

stress is applied by the loading frame to constrain the specimen failure which may he 

affecting the rock strength. The intenllediate principal stress effect will be further discussed 

in Chapter 6. 

5.5.2 Fracture growth in hollow cylil1(kr 

The fracturing and failure patterns inlhe ullweided Apache Leap iliff hollow cylinders arc 

carefully observed after the tests. Failure modes strongly depend on specimen geometry. 

and more specifically. on the specimen wall thickness. Two kinds of ohvious failure modes 

"collapse" and "breakout" were obse,,·ed. Collapse or "trap door failure" as named by 

Robertson (1955). is a typical hollow cylinder failure. and is found in thinner wall 

specimens (r'if] =2) as shown in Figures ).1) of specimen NAP- 12. All five of the 

specimens with a wall thickness of rYfI=2 failed with this kind of form. and nearly 1/2 to 

2/3 of the length of the wall is crushed. No powdered spalling particles arc found after 

these tests. This is because the resin coating that is applied both inside and olltside. the 

specimcn prcwnts the shearing and crushing of the rock materials. Spalling is a very 

important fracturing process and will he dl~l"ussed further in Chaptcr (1. Figure 5.I)a is a 
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cross section showing the failure and dcfornlation mechanism of the inner hole. The figure 

shows that the specimen wall was crushed into several pieces and pushed into the hole 

space by the external pressure. Figure 5.15b shows the external surface failure of the 

specimen. It is seen that 1/2 the length of the wall has been cmshed. 

T bl - 1 R a e )._ esu ts 0 fH 11 C r d T 0 ow Yin er ests 0 fN lon-we Id d A I L T ff e _pac le eap u 

Intemal External 

Specimen f'2,/r1 crt. Boundary Stresses Boundary Stresses Failure 

No. (MPa) (Jo (MPa) (Jr (MPa) (Jr (MPa) ao(MPa) i\todes 

NAP-2 
..., 

43.89 82.75 0 31.03 51.82 Collapse 

NAP-) 2 40.93 73.55 0 27.58 46.06 Collapse 

NAP-12 2 43.83 110.32 0 41.37 69.09 Collapse 

NAP-13 2 46.82 91.93 0 34.-18 57.58 Collapse 

NAP-14 2 43.89 110.32 0 41.37 69.09 Collapse 

NAP-7 3.1 77.83 148.24 0 66.88 82.26 Breakout 

NAP-IO 3.1 72.97 122.26 0 55.16 67.85 Collapse 

NAP-II 3.1 60.81 99.34 0 44.1\2 55.13 Collapse 

NAP-17 3.8 n.04 147.09 0 68.95 79.29 Breakout 

NAP-18 3.8 75.81 142.68 0 66.88 76.91 Breakout 

NAP-19 3.8 71.35 147.09 0 68.95 79.29 Breakout 

* ac is the uniaxial compressive strength of non-welded Apache Leap iliff. the value is 
41.13 MPa. 

The other important failure 1110de. "hreakout" is found in the thicker wall (r2lq=3.8) 

hollow cylinder tests. One example of such a test is shown in Figures 5.16 of specimen 

NAP-17. The failure (If this specimen occurred in two steps. First a pair of opposite failure 

zones occurred at the internal houndary as illustrated in Figure 5.16a. Second the wall rH:ar 

the internal boundary breaks out due to the external pressure. Figure 5.l6b shows two 

opposite failure znrws in the specimen. Hock Cl al (1992) further divided the "hreakout" 

into two type of failure 1110des: "cusp" and "dog's cars." The laooratory equipmems med 

has a limit on the extl'rnal pn:sslIrl' of 70 i\lPa. This is not high enough to induce thl' 



thicker wall specimen failure. So, the failure zone in these cases do not extended to the 

specimen surfaces. 

In 

Another failure mode that is a combination of the collapse and breakout modes was 

found in the hollow cylinder test with r"2!q =3.1. Figure 5.17 shows this kind of failure on 

specimen NAP-IO. The failure is not center hole symmetric and the failure zone appears 

only on one side of the wall. A possible reason of this failure is the inner hole eccentricity. 

Depending on the rock homogeneity and inner hole eccentricity, both collapse and breakout 

failure modes can occur in r"2!q =3.1 specimens. Specimens with r:lf] v<llues larger than 

3.1 do not fail by the collapse mode in this investigation. 

Hollow cylinder tests were perfonned on unwekkd Apache Leap tuff. The results 

allow the understanding to rock failure and defonnation under complicated boundary 

conditions in tuffaceous rocks. Two conclusions from the work arc as follows: 

I. The unwe\ded Apache Leap tuff hollow cylinders under hydraulic pressure shows 

non-linear hole volume vs. external pressurc relationships. The fracturing arollnd the inner 

hole may be the possible reason for this non-linearity. 

2. The failure of unwelded tuff hollow cylinders strongly depends on the specimen 

geometry. When the thickness of the wall r"2!rt is less than 3.1, inward "collapse" failure is 

very common, which is a complete failure of the hollow cylinder walls. Thicker hollow 

cylinders (for example r:lr) "'-'.X) have a quite different failure Illpde. The failure is more 

like a horehole hreakollt in that a pair of opposed fracture zolles occurs at the internal 

boundary and no significant failure on the external sllrf;\Cl~ occurs. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.15 Collap~l' failt::-.: of hollow cylindt:r ~rcciml.:n :-'::\1'-12. 
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(a) 

(b) 
Figure 5.16 Bn:;I~(\ul failure palltTllS ill hollow cylindl.'r ~pccimen :"AP-17. 
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Figure 5.17 A failure patterns in hollow cylinder specimen ~AP-I o. 
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CHAPTER 6 

AN Ei\lPIRICAL FAILURE CRITERION FOR ROCK UNDER POLYAXIAL 

COi\IPRESSIVE STRESSES 

An empirical failure criterion for rock under polyaxial compressive stresses is proposed in 

this chapter. To verify the applicability of this criterion, hollow cylinder and normal tria.xial 

compression tests on Apache Leap tuff havc been performed. The stress conditions in 

hollow cylinders arc tnle triaxial in that three different principal compressive stresses are 

applied. The failun.: of hollow cylinders under compressive stresses has been found to 

occur in two steps: initial spalling of the internal hole surface and the macroscopic failure of 

the specimen walls. Spalling is a kind of failure where powered materials arc crushed at the 

internal surface. Spalling is found to be strongly dependent on the internlcdiate principal 

stress (J2 which is the tangential stress in the hollow cylinder test. In particular. the degree 

of spalling depends on the relative magnitudc of 02. The failure of hollow cylinders of 

Apache Leap tuff starts from the internal surface and progresses to the external surface. The 

failure criterion is first calibrated by conducting regression analyses in nonnaltriaxial 

compression tests to detennine the empirical constants. Using the same empirical constants. 

the failure of the hollow cylinder tests arc then pn:dictcd. The results indicate that the 

prediction by this criterion is in close agreement with experimental results of hollow 

cylinder tests. 

6.1 Introduction 

Many strength criteria have been derived to describe the failure of geological materials. 

c.g .• Coulomb (1773), Griffith (1924), \Vichals and Cook ( 196H). Franklin (1971). 

Bieniawsh.i ( 197 -n, I lock and Brown ( [9l\O), Y udhir et al. ( 19l\3), "im and Lade ( 19l\-l). 
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Johnston (1984), Sheorey et 01. (1989) and Fuenkajorn and Daemen (1992). Some of these 

criteria have been modified by later investigators to improve their predictive capability. i.e. 

to allow them to describe failure for various rock types and under a wide range of stress 

states (from two-dimensional to three-dimensional, and from brittle to ductile), or to 

incorporate the effect of rock discontinuities and anisotropy. For example, the two

dimensional Griffith criterion was extended to three-dimensions by rvlurrell (1963) and 

Jaeger (1966). TIle major adv<llltage of the extension is able to prcdict rock failure under 

polyaxial stress condition. However. most of these criteria predict that the intenllcdiate 

principal stress has no effect on the rock strength, whereas. the three-dimensional Griffith 

and the Von Mises criteria show that v2 does affect rock strength. It is, of course. a matter 

of very great practical imponance that this question should be settled. Many experimental 

works (Jaeger and Hoskins. 1966: MundI, 1966; Handin et 1I1 .• 1967; Hoskins, 1969) 

show that the intemlediate principal stress docs have an important effect. From the 

comparison of tension and compression tests, Brace (1964) proposes that the influence of 

the intennediate principal stress on the strength is probably negligible. because in some 

cases the same values of stress were found at failure for conditions of vl>O, VZ=03=O as 

were found when 01==02>0. 03==0. However, the nature of fracturing in an extension test is 

different from that in the uniaxial and triaxial compression tes\. It has been shown for some 

rocks that failure ill compression stans as splilling (or cleavage) parallcl to the direction of 

the major principal stress (Jaeger and Cook. 1979. Wang and Kemeny. I 992a). In triaxial 

compression and extension tests, the major principal stresses are applied with different 

geometric conditions. Jaeger and Hoskins (1966) have observed diametrical extension 

fracture in confined Brazilian tests under conditions where all three principal stresses at 

failure are compressive. This failure occurred at values of the major principal stress abollt 

10% greater than those for failure of the sam: rock in a triaxial test. suggesting that the 

intennediate principal ~trl'\S affects the rock strength. Prl'slIlllahly the ultimate failure under 
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conditions of compressive stress in these experiments occurs by extension fracture because 

shear frdcture is not geometrically advantageous to the collapse of the test systems. as it is 

the triaxial compression test. Some investigators on materials such as ceramics that can be 

obtained in the foml of thin-walled hollow cyli~ders have been able to compare the various 

criteria for failure by studying failure under a wide range of homogenous stresses (Handin. 

Heard and Magouirk. 1967). It seems likely that more sophisticated criteria for failure. 

based on the actual mechanism of fractur..:. have yet to be developed (Jaeger and Cook, 

1979). Rock failure under triaxial compression has Ix:en investigated extensively, mainly 

because of the experimental simplicity. Rock failure under polyaxial compression has been 

studied less despite its great imponance. The immediate purpose of this chapter is to find an 

empirical failure criterion to predict rock failure under polyaxial compressive stresses. Such 

a criterion is fonnulated by tilting with experimental data, and without a theoretical basis. It 

is able to meet the practical requirements of adequate prediction, simplicity of use, and 

speed of application. 

In next section of this chapter, an empirical criterion will be proposed to predict rock 

failure under polyaxial compressive stresses. Hollow cylinder tests will be conducted to 

understand the behavior of the intermediate principal stress (J2 on rock failure in the third 

section. Validation of the criterion will be given in section four by using the experimental 

results of hollow cylinder and normal triaxial compression tests. 

6.2 Proposed Empirical f-ailure Criterion 

The general expression for the empirical failure criterion linda polyaxial compressive 

stresses is: 

(6.1 ) 
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where (JI. (J2 and (J3 are the principal stresses applied on the rock: (Jc is the uniaxial 

compressive strength of the rock; Band f are empirical constants. 

The effects of the intem1ediate principal stress (J2 and the least principal stress (J3 on 

rock failure arc predicted by equation (6.1). By changing the magnitude of the least 

principal stress (J3. two special experimental cases are considered. For the nom1al triaxial 

compression test. (J2=(J3. and equation (6.1) hecomes: 

(JI {(J3} I-fe 
-= 1 + Be-
(Jc (Jc 

(6.2) 

In a hollow cylinder test with an applied external confining pressure (no pressure 

applied to the internal hole), the stress state varies with radial distance. At the internal hole 

boundary (JJ=O. and equation (6.1) becomes: 

I-f 
(JI = 1 + B{(J2} 
(Jc (Jc 

(6.3) 

Note that equation (6.2) is quite similar to the Bicniawski empirical failure criterion 

(Bieniawski. 1974) for nonnal triaxial compression tests. Equation (6.1) can be thought of 

as an extension of the Bieniawski failure criterion from nonnal triaxial to polyaxial 

. ""j .. I hi' . U (J1,/(J"I I I .. (J~/(J"I.. k compressIve stresses. Ie extensIon IS ma( e y su )StJlutlllg e' ~ am -Ie Y ~ lor . 

and A in original expression of the Bieniawski critaioll (Rieniawski, 1974). The extension 

has the following physical attributes: first, increasing (J3 increases the slope of the rock 

failure envelope (rock strength is increased): second. the failure envelope curvature 

increases with increasing <1.'\ (rock will hecome ductile at high confining pressures). II is 

seen from equations «().2) and (6.;\) that as Ci-:,/Ci2 increases from () to I, the slope of failure 

envelope Be 03/0 2 i nc:reases f wm n to nc and t he power index 1-f e OJ/(J2 decreases from I-

fc to I-r. 
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The rock failure envelope for different combinations of 0"2 and 0"3 are plotted in Figure 

6.1 based on calculations from equation (6.1). Each solid curve is calculated by fixing the 

0"3/0"2 ratio to some value between 0 to I. Each dashed curve is calculated by fixing the 

O":JO"c ratio to some value betwccn 0 and 1. The solid line for O"Y0"2= 1 is for the stancbrd 

triaxial test. The solid line for 0"3/0"2=0 is for the rock at the inner hole boundary in a 

hollow cylinder test with no internal pressure. Also, it is seen that the slope of the dashed 

curves decreases with increasing 0"3 (0~0"3/O"c~I). This indicates the dependence of the 

intermediate principal stn:ss 0"2 with increasing of 0"). Thus 0"2 has the greatest effect when 

0"3'=0. All rock failure is predicted 10 occur within the region defined by the bOllom line 

This criterion will he verified by using nomlal triaxial compression and hollow cylinder 

tests. Moreover, it will he compared with the classical Von ~vtises theory and the three-

dimensional Griffith criterion. 

12 -r-t-'- .--1 +-~-'-+-I-+--;-t-I-t--t---t-i---t----t--t-- 1 -r-i-t-L 

10-\- . .. . "3'''2 "I ... tj 
, n.8 

:11:"3'''"00 .. .._' _ ...• ;::~ J . () - - .. - .~ .' - ~ 0.2 i 
4-L • (l~~(~ -t 

l ~ ... ,, _____ ~ . -1 
.,f(~~· . ·1 --~ ........... : ............. : .................. -1-

() -i-t~t -I-I-!-+-I-+-+-!-I-I-t-I-l-I-I- t -I-!-t-t-t·-t- -

o 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 

u2/uc 

Figure (1.1. Failure predictioll hy using the proposed failure criterion. 
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6.3 The Failure of Rock under Polyaxial Compression 

6.3.1 Hollow Cylinder Test 

The hollow cylinder test with axial loading and internal or extemal fluid pressure provides 

the most flexible methcxi of studying rock fracturing and failure under a wide variety of 

unequal principal stresses. Thick-walled hollow cylinders subjected to a combination of 

axial loading and external pressures can give a variety of polyaxial compressive stress state. 

This test is often used to study the rock failure under polyaxial compressive stresses and 

detennine the effect of the inten11t:diate principal stress on r(x:k failure. Thick-walled 

hollow cylinders have been tested on rocks by many investigators (Adams, 1912; King, 

1912; Brigman, 191 X; Robertson, 1955; Obert and Stephenson. 19(5); on coal specimens 

by Hobbs (1962) and Pomeroy and Hobbs (1962); on concrete by Bellamy (1960) and on 

soil materials by Wu cr (11. (1963) and Brol11s CI (11. (1965). 

In this section, the brown unit of the welded Apache Leap tuff has been used for 

hollow cylinder tests. Apache Leap Illff hollow cylinder speciIllens arc prepared from 

cylindrical core SO 111111 in external diameter and 125 mm in length. The cylinders an: drilled 

with three different size inner holes, 25 Illm, 16 mill and 13111111. This gives hollow 

cylinder specimens with thn:e ratios of external to intemal radii, 2.0, 3.1 and 3.X. 

The experimental setup for the hollow cylinder test is shown in Figure 5.10. It consists 

of a loading piston and a nonnal triaxial cell for the application of fluid pressure. The piston 

has a center hole to allow the internal pressure to be aprlied and controlled independently. 

External pressure is applied by a hydraulic pUlllp. The intanal hole is filled with hydraulic 

oil and pressure is applied with a separate hydraulic pUIllp. Both the Internal and external 

pressures arc held constant during the test. An axial I(lad is applied to fail the specimen. 



The experimental procedure is similar to that of the nonnaltriaxialtests, except for the 

difference in the specimen geometry. A constant displacement rate of 7 .62x 10-3 mm/s is 

applied by an SBEL Cf-500 load frame that is controlled by an SBEL 447 servo controller. 

I 
I 
I 
I~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 

'c---:; ---

t 

Figure 6.2. Slress distribution in hollow cylinder test. 

6.3.2 The f-ailure of Thick-walled Hollow Cylinders under Compressive Stresses 

Hollow cylinder tests were perfonm:d following the procedure described ahove. The failure 

of the hollow cylinders under extemal confining pressure is composed of IwO steps: initial 

spalling and macroscopic failure. Thl" failurl" starts from the intl"rnal houndary as a kind of 

"~palling" where the inner surface is cmshl"d into p(lwdered TPck dust. After Ihe test, this 

pow(kn:d rock tn;ltl"rial can he found in the intl"nlal Iwle of thl" spl"cimen. The powdl"rl"(1 
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rock dust is due to shear frac!llring. The degree of spalling is related to tht:: extemal 

pressure and the specimen geometry. The spalling of the hollow cylinder under high 

confining pressures is stronger than that under low confining pressures. The specimen 

geometry also influences the internal spalling of the hollow cylinders. From experimental 

observations, the spalling in specimens with ryrt =2 is lIsually stronger than that in 

specimens with ryrt =3.8 under the same confining pressure. Therefore, under the same 

confining pressure, the spt::cimens with the larger inner hole (these also have a thinnt::r wall 

since tht:: outer diameter is fixed) rt::sult in more severe spalling. 

c.. 
Vl 

External pressure (~IPa) 

Figure 6.3. The internal hole spalling changing with external pressure, the value of spalling 
is the spalling volume divi(;ed hy inner hok original volullle. 

In order to anaIY71~ the dependence of the spalling volullle on hath confining pressure 

and specimen geollletry, the spalling volume of each spe~'il1len has been measured hy filling 

the inller hole with sand before and after the test. The hok volume change after the test is 

assumed to he due only to spalling. The relative spalling volul1le. which is the ratio of the 

spalling volume to the internal hole volume is used for the analysis. The relative spalling 
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volume of each test is plotted against both the external confining pressure and the tangential 

stress (az) at the internal hole boundary. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 are plots of spalling vs. 

confining pressure and spalling vs. tangential stress (a2). respectively. These figures show 

that the spalling strongly depends on the magnitude of az. with an increasing spalling 

volume with increasing tangential stress (az). This gives a satisfactory explanation for 

spalling in the hollow cylinder tests. Increasing of the external confining pressure increases 

the magnitude of the tangential stress (az). so spalling will be more severe at high 

confining pressures. The geometry of the specimen also influences the distribution of the 

tangential stress. For specimens with the same external diameter. specimens with a smaller 

inner hole will have a lower tangential stn:ss at the inner hole boundary while a larger 

internal hole will have a higher ()2 under equal confining pressures. Therefore. for 

specimens with the same external diameter. a larger inner hole or a higher confining 

pressure will increase the magnitude of the tangential stress (az) and therefore give stronger 

spalling. 
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Figun: (lA. The internal hole spalling with i:ll1gential stress. 
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Figure 6.5. The failure process of hollow cylinders under compressive stresses. (a). 
Internal spalling: (b). Macroscopic f,Jilure. 
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As the axial load is increased. shear localization stam from the locations of spalling and 

progresses to the external surface of the hollow cylinder. ~ormally. a paraholoid failure 

plane with an orientation of 45° 10 the axial loading directioll will be fonned. This shear 

10caliz;llioll willlcad to the macroscopic failure of the !>pecimell wall. It is similar to the 

localization pr<xess in 1I0nnaltriaxial compression tests. except it stans at the locations of 

the inner hole boundary spalling. Therefore. all imponant attrihute of the hollow cylinder 

test is that failure starts fWI11 the internal hole and progresses towards the external 

boundary. The failure procc~s is illustrated ill Figure 6.5 showing these two important 

steps. 
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a e T bl 61 R csu ts 0 o ow cv In f h II r d er tests wit out Interna pressure 

Specimen No. (Jz (MPa) Internal Boundary Internal Boundary (Jr 

(JO (MPa) (MPa) 

2-1 190.09 18.39 0 

2-2 227K~ 36.77 0 

2-3 241.09 55.16 0 

2-4 2R6.02 73.55 0 

2-5 325.RR 110.32 0 

3-1 341.30 92.26 0 

3-2 333.6R 79.95 0 

3-3 272.60 61.50 0 

3-4 276.65 5CUO 0 

3-5 21 R,C)() 30.75 0 

3-6 I SO.RO 15.3R 0 

4-1 164.73 14.R2 0 

4-2 221,43 29.65 0 

4-3 247.07 44.4R 0 

4-4 2R6.57 59.30 0 

4-5 349.62 RR.95 0 

Table 6.2 Results of hollow cvlinder tests with internal pressure 

Specimen No. (Jz (1\'1 Pa) Internal130llndary Internal130llndary 

oS (MPa) or (MPa) 

IT-5-1 170.1 8.63 3.45 

IT-5·2 223.9 17.24 6.S9 

1'1'-5-3 200.2 25.75 10.31 
. ---

11'-5-4 255.6 34.48 13.79 

11'-5-5 241.9 43.10 17.24 

IT-5·6 2S9.3 51.73 20.69 
----~~--..,~. ----- .--. 

IT-5-7 373.9 60.33 24.13 

IT·5-S 419.1 68.95 27.58 
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Table 6.3 Results of hollow cvlincier tests with internal pressure 

Specimen No. Gz (l\lPa) Internal Boundary Internal Boundary 

as (MPa) Gr (MPa) 

IT-6-1 170.9 8.62 6.89 .. ---.-- _ .. _ ... _ .. _ ..... ----_._--_._- _._----_ .. -.. _-----_.---.- _ .. --
IT-6-2 242.3 12.93 10.34 

IT-6-3 201.7 17.24 13.79 

IT-6-4 260.1 21.55 17.24 

IT-6-5 244.8 25.86 20.69 
__ ...... ~ ____ •••••••• _. ___ • _____ .... _ •••••••• u ...................................... _ ••••• 0& ................... 0&_ .... "" ........ ___ .. __ ... _ ._ ... ____ ... _______ ....... _ .. ______ . ____ _ 

IT-6-b 328.8 30.17 24.13 

IT-6-7 295.9 34A8 27.58 

IT-6-S 340.3 38.78 31.03 

T bl 64 D a e l. ata 0 f . . I d . . I h L UlllaXI<I an tnaxla compressIon tests III Apac c eap tll ff 

S~ecimen No. 1J3 (MPa) a) (MPa) Specimen No. G3 (MPa) a) (MPa) 

1 () 141.90 14 13.79 248.90 

2 () 141. 90 15 13.79 250.03 

3 0 155.17 16 17.24 265.33 

4 () 152.RR 17 20.69 242.28 

5 0 169.49 IR 24.13 308.40 

6 0 120.5R 19 n.5R 329.80 

7 () 145.55 20 31.03 356.67 

8 0 131.34 21 34.48 360.22 

9 0 152.64 77 37.92 396.46 

10 () 161.50 23 41.37 419.48 

II 3.45 18UH> 24 44.82 456.09 

12 6.89 I 97.0() 25 48.27 434.08 

13 )().3·1 240.42 26 55.16 464.92 

The failure stresses frol11 the 32 hollow cylinder tests arc listed in Tables 6.1 to 6.3. 

"nle calculation of tan!!ential stress at the internal hole boundary is based on clastic theory 

(Jaeger and Conk, 1979). For the tests with 110 internal pressure the radial stress (ir at the 
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internal surface is always zero. The internal pressure was applied in the tests listed in 

Tables 6.2 and 6.3. The internal to external pressure ratios for the tests listed in Tables 6.2 

and 6.3 are 0.4 and 0.8. respectively. In the hollow cylinder tests. the axial stress is the 

maximum principal stress at and the tangential stress is the internlediate principal stress a2. 

The experimental results of the hollow cylinder tests are plotted in Figure 6.6 to study 

the influence of a2 on rock failure. The strong relationship between a) and a2 in Figure 

6.6 is evidence for the intennediate principal stress a2 affecting rock failure. 

a) 

(MPa) 

500 T·-,~~r t->--t+t-t--t+ i
- t~~:-'T 

40°1 ................... ... ° T 

:~~r · o·'ot 

1I::t_H_I_h. I I I I IHI-.-.-•. I-.+} 
o 20 40 60 RO 100 120 

a2 (~tPa) 

Figure 6.6. The effl:ct of intermediate principal stress a2 to roc~k strength. 

A number of standard uniaxial and triaxial compression tests were also perfonned 10 

verify the criterion. The tests follow the same general procedure as in the hollow cylinder 

test. All the specimens were 50 mm in diameter and prepared following the guidelines of 

the International Society of Rock Mechanics. The experimental results arc listed in Table 

6.4. The data in Tanks 6.1 to ().·t will be used for the validation of this criterion. 

6'-'. Evaluation of the Applicahility (If the Criterion 
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6.4.1. Detemlination of Parameters Band f 

The criterion will first be used along with a regression analysis on the standard triaxial 

compression tests. A best-fit curve will be obtained from the regression analysis. The 

curve represents the rock failure envelope for oy02= I. The empirical constants Band f can 

be detemlined from this regression analysis of the standard triaxial compression tests. B 

and f are material constants and they should remain constant for a panicular rock type. 

Different rock type are expected to give different Band f values. Once the empirical 

constants have !xen detennined. they can be used to predict rock failure under different 

polyaxial stress conditions. In panicular. they can be used to predict rock failure in the 

hollow cylinder tests. This will verify the failure criterion. 

Equation (6.2) was used for the regression analysis of the test n:sults from Table 6A. 

The best-fit curve for Apache Leap iliff under triaxial compression has been obtained and 

the coefficient of correlation R is O.9R66. The regression results arc listed in Table 6.5. 

The best-fit curve and the triaxial experimcntal data are ploned together in Figure 6.7a. The 

empirical constants Band f for Apache Leap tuff arc 1.9X and (>.()44. respcctively. The 

detennined constants arc substilllted into equation (6.3) to predict failure in the hollow 

cylinder tests. To verify the predictive capabilities of the failure criterion. the hollow 

cylinder test results from Tables 6. I to 6.3 are plotted together with fai lure curves from 

equation (6.3). These curves are shown in Figures 6.7 b. c and d. The comparison 

between data and the failure criterion in all tlm~e cases is excellent. When the internal 

pressure is zero. the coefficient of correlation hetween data and failure criterion is 0.9516. 

For the cases with external to internal pressure ratios of 0.·1 and (l.X. the coefficient s of 

correlation are 0.9405 and O.933.t. respectively. The accuracy of the failure criterion is 

more than sufficient for engineering applications. 
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Figure 6.7. The empiril..'all..'riterion: (a). Regression analysis on nonnaltriaxialtcsts. 

Ci2=Ci1. B= 1.9X. f==(l.().l·l and R=O.9X66; (h). Predil..'tioll of hollow cylinder failure. Ci]==O. 

R==O.95I (I; (1..'). Prediction of hollow cylinder failure. (11/(12=O..l. R=().9.l05; (d). 

Prediction of hollow cylinder failure. (i'./(;2=O.R. R=O.9:rn 
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6.4.2. Comparison with Other Polyaxial Failure Criteria 

Two classical criteria that predict the effect of the intermediate principal stress on rock 

failure, the Von Mises and the three-dimensional Griftith criteria. These two criteria an: 

applied to the experimental results listed in Tables 6.1 to 6..l as a comparison with the new 

empirical criterion. 

A. Von Mises criterio/l 

One of the most important criteria that considers ()2 is the Von ivlises yield criterion (also 

called the distortional energy criterion) for ductile metals. Extensive investigations have 

shown the high applicability of the Von Mises criterion for the yielding of ductile metals 

(Nadai, 1955). This theory is based on the assumption that the total clastic strain 

distortional energy stored in materials should remain constant. The strain energy of 

distortion is obtained after subtractin!! the clastic energy of volullle dilatation from the total 

clastic energy stored in the material. The expression of this criterion in tenns of thn:e 

principal stresses can be written as: 

where ()e is the uniaxial compressive strength. This theory predicts the effect of the 

illlemlediate principal stress ()2 on rock failure. By considering two polyaxial stress 

conditions, the theory can be compared with experiments on Apache leap tuff. 

(6..l ) 

For the standard triaxial compression test, ()2=0,. and equation (6..1) simplifies to: 

(6.5) 

This equatioll has hecn used 1"(lr rcgression analysis Oil the triaxial test data of t\pachc 
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Leap tuff. The regression results an: listed in Table 6.3 and the predicted failure curve and 

the experimental data are plolted together in Figure 6.8a. The regression analysis gives a 

uniaxial compressive strength (jc:::289.57 MPa, and a coefficient of correlation R:::O.5459. 

This represents a poor fit with the Apache Leap tuff data under triaxial compression. The 

uniaxial compressive strength 0c from the regression analysis is 2 times as high as the 

experimental result. 

The other special case of the Yon Mises theory of interest is when (jFO, and the 

expression of equation (6.4) becollles 

«(1.6) 

This is the stress condition at the inner holt: boundary of tht.: hollow cylinder tests. By 

using the (j(~ from the regression analysis on the triaxial compression tt.:sts. this equation 

should be able to prt.:dict tht.: failmt.: of tht.: hollow cylinders. The failure envdope and 

expt.:rimt.:ntal data from hollow cylindt.:r tt.:S1S art.: plolted togetht.:r in Figure 6.gb. It is seen 

that the predictt.:d failure curve dot.:s not match the experimental data. Tht.:refore, the Yon 

Mises criterion can not be used to analyze the failure of Apache Leap tuff under polyaxial 

compression. 
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Figure 6.X. Von :'\lises criterion: (a). Regression analysis on normal triaxial tests. 02=03. 

R=0.5459: (b). Prediction of hollow cylinder failure. (iFO. 
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Tablc 6.5 Failure Critcria Companson undcr Polvaxial CompressIon 

Criteria Rc!!rcssion Results Correlation Coefficicnt R 

Thc New 

Empirical 

I. Nonnal triaxialtcst, a2=a3, 

al/ac= I + Be(a2lac>(I·fC), B= 1.98, f=0.044 

2. Hollow cylinder test, a31a2=OA 

al/ac=1 + B(eOA)(oyac)(I-fcOA) 

3. Hollow cylinder tcst, a3/(j2=0.R 

al/oc= I + B( eO.X)( oyoC>( l-feO.:'> 

4. Hollow cylinder test, a:;=O 

al/o(;=1 + B(02lacl(l-fJ 

I. Nomlal triaxial test, 0F(j3. 

Von Miscs OI=Oc + 03, a c=289.57 MPa 

Critcrion 2. Hollow cylinder tcst, a3=0 

Threc- 1. Normal triaxial tcst. 02=(j:l. 

dimcnsional (01-0)2 - 12al ( a\ + 2a:l)=O. a l = 18.29 ivlPa: 

Griffith 2. Hollow cylinder test. 0)=0 

(j\2+(j22-()\02 - 12(j1(01+<J2)=O 

B. Three-dimensi(lnal Griffith criteriofl 

0.9866 

0.9405 

0.9334 

0.9516 

0.5459 

0.8451 

Griffith proposed a failurc theory bascd upon the idea that the fracture of hrittle materials 

initiates at tensile stress concentrations at the tips of microcracks distrihuted throughout the 

materials. The widely used two-dimensional criterion was derived from the study of flat 

elliptical cracks (Jaeger and Cook. 1(79). t\ logical extension to three-dimensions from 

two-dimensions has heen given hy ~lurrell (1963) and Jaeger (1966). In the three-

dimensional Griffith criterion. the failure surface should he a portion of a paratXlloid of 

revolution whose axis is the line 01=()~=(j3 and passing through the origin. In tenns of the 

principal stresses tk equation of thi~ surfacc is expresscd as 
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(6.7) 

where 0t is the uniaxial tensile strength. 

The theory predicts that the uniaxial compressive strength, 0c, is -12ot. This is a great 

improvement of two-dimensional expression, since the predicted uniaxial compressive 

strength 0c (=Rot) in two-dimensional equation is too low. However, the main advantage 

of the three-dimensional theory is that it provides a simple criterion for studying the effects 

of polyaxial stresses. The intersection of this surface with any given stress plane can easily 

be found. For the standard triaxial compression test, o2=a]. and equation (6.7) becomes: 

(6.X) 

Regression analysis of this equation with the Apache Leap tuff test results gives a 

uniaxial tensile strength at= I R.29 MPa and a correlation ccx:fficiellt of R=O.8451. The 

regression results are listed in Table 6.~. 

The intersection of the surface with the plane representing the condition a3=O is the 

ellipse: 

(6.9) 

Using the uniaxial tensile strength at from the regression analysis on the triaxial 

compression tests. this equation is then used to predict the failure of hollow cylinders. The 

predicted failure envelope and the experimental data from hollow cylinder tests arc plotted 

together in Figure 0.9b. It is seen that the failure curve is well ahove the experimental data. 

Therefore. the three-dimensional Griffith criterion doesn't fit the failure of Apache Leap 

tuff ill polyaxial compression. 
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Figure 6.9. Threc-dimcnsional Griffith critcrion: (a). Rcgn:ssion analysis on normal triaxial 

tcsts, 02=03, R=0.X451; (b). Prediction of hollow cylinder failure, 0FO. 
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Figure 6.1 n. Prediction of the failun: of lithographic limestone (data fwm Hoskins. 1(69): 

(a). Regression result on nonnal triaxial tests. <J2=<J3. B=0.7543. f=O.II77. R=O.9946; 

(b). To predict the failure of hollow cylinder tests. O,FO. R=O.9249. 
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Figure 6.11. Prediction of the failure of quam dolomite (data from Hoskins. 19(9): (a). 

Regression analysis on normal triaxial tests. (J2=(J:\. B= 1.256. f=().1 X 12. R=:O.9895; (b). 

To predict the failure of hollow cylinder tests. 0:\=0. R=O,7902. 
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6.4.3. Further validation from previous work 

The empirical criterion can ~ further verified by using experimental results from rock types 

other than Apache Leap tuff. Standard triaxial compression and hollow cylinder tests have 

been performed by Hoskins (1969) on lithographic limestone and quartz-dolomite. The 

results for triaxial compression and hollow cylinder tests arc used for the validation. 

Following the same procedure as given above. a regression analysis with the criterion was 

first used on standard triaxial test results to detennine the material constants Band f. Using 

these Band f values, the criterion is then used to predict the failure of the hollow cylinder 

tests. Figures 6.1 Oa and h show the plots of the experimental results along with the 

predicted failure curves for lithographic limestone. The regression gives Band f values of 

0.7543 and 0.1177, respectively. Figures 6.lla and b show the plots for quartz-dolomite, 

giving Band f values of 1.256 and 0.1812, respectively. The coefficient of correlation for 

the prediction of hollow cylinder failure on lithographic limestone is 0.9149, and for 

quartz-dolomite is 0.7902. The coefficients of correlation for both rock types are good. 

indicating the usefulness of the empirical failure criterion. 

6.5. Discussion 

An empirical failure criterion has heen developed for the prediction of rock failure unckr 

polyaxial compressive stresses. The criterion has been verified by using the nomlal triaxial 

compression and hollow cylinckr tests 011 Apache Leap tuff. lithographic limestone and 

quartz-dolomite. The results indica!t.: a close agreement hetwet.:n the failure criterion and 

experimental data. The Von :'>.tises and three-dimensional Griffith criteria were also used for 

the validation analysis and neither of them is capable of predicting the rock failure behavior 

under polyaxial compression. The results have demonstrated the applicability and reliability 

of the empirical criterion in predicting rock strl~llgth under polyaxial compressive stresses. 



CHAPTER 7 

A STUDY OF THE COUPLING BETWEEN l\1ECIIANICAL LOADING 

AND FLOW PROPERTIES IN TUFFACEOUS ROCK 

A three-dimensional micromechanical model based on fracture mechanics has been 

developed to analyze the coupling between mechanical loading and tlow properties in rock. 

The model is able to predict both axial and lateral penneabilities under different 

compressive stresses. It shows that pcm1cability is a function of compressive stresses 

including axial stress and confining pressure. The lateral pem1eabilities arc always larger 

than the axial penneabilities under both uniaxial and triaxial compressive stresses. The 

effect of confining pressure is to reduce the magnitude of both the axial and lateral 

penneabilitics. The model also indicates that under true triaxial stress conditions, the 

pcnneability in the intennediate principal stn:ss din:ctinn is the largest. and in the maximum 

principal stress direction is the smallest. 

Coupled mechanical!tlow tests were perfonned on a number of samples of unwelded 

Apaclu: Leap iliff to validate the m(xkl. Both the axial and lateral penneabilities were 

measured while specimens were suhjected to uniaxial loading. The test shows very 

interesting relationships hct\wen Illechanicalloading and hydraulic conductivity. In the 

linear elastic region of stress-strain curve, the axial penneability decreases with axial 

loading. On unloading. the penneahility retains to the originallcvel. In the strain-hardening 

and strain-softening n:gions. the axial permeahility increa~es dlll: to the f0n11ation and 

growth of microcracks. The axial penneahility of posi-failure specimen~ is about 20 times 

higher than that of the {)rigillalllllstres~ed samples. The \atl.'ral penneahility (perpendicular 
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to the direction of uniaxial loading) shows some significant differenct:s with the axial flow 

results. In the linear-elastic ponion of the strt:ss-strain curve, the lateral pemleability 

increases due to the propping open of cracks and pores perpendicular to the dirt:ction of 

maximum compression. Also, the lateral pemleability is noticeably higher than the axial 

pemleability in the strain-hardening and strain softening regions. 

7.1 Coupling of Mechanical Loading and Flow Propenies in Rock 

As alrt:ady discussed in tht: above chaptt:rs. rock is a wry hett:rogent:ous gt:ological 

material, containing natural discontinuitit:s and weaknesses at all scales. These include 
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grain boundaries. port:s, and prt:-existing cracks on the small scale. and joints, faults, and 

bedding planes on the largt: scale. When rock is subjected to mechanical loading, these pre

existing discontinuities and weaknesses can close, open. slide, or induce crack growth, 

which can in tum change the structure of the rock and alter the fluid flow propt:nies of the 

rock. In panicular. apenures of pn:-existing fractures and pores may be reduced due to an 

increased normal stress pt:rpendicular to the fractures. Apertures along pre-existing 

fractures and pores may be increased due to slip along the fractures or a n:duced nomlal 

stress perpendicular to fractures, and cracks may grow and interact with prt:-existing 

fractures to fonn high apenure fractmt: nt:tworks. I n the regions where pre-existing cracks 

and pores close. the hydraulic conductivity will be n:duced, and in the art:as where cracks 

and pore apenures arc increased or fracture networks are created, the hydraulic conductivity 

will bt: increased. Also. these effects will be directional and result in anisotropic flow 

propenies. 

These stres~··induced changes in flow properties could afieet the underground storage 

of nuclear waste in many ways. First of all, in the HX.'k illllllediately around the waste 

canistl'rs. it has tx:en shown that crack initiation and growth arc possihle. potentially 



creating a highly pt:nneabk "damage zone" around the canisters (Kemeny and Cook. 

1991). At the same time. comprt:ssive tangential stresses in the rock around the canisters 

may cause the permeability of pre-existing fractures to be reduced. On the large scale. the 

combination of themlal and mechanical stresses around the emplacement drifts may cause 

cenain flow paths to be shut down and others to be enhanced. resulting in significant 

changes in the far-field flow field. 
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A three dimensional micromechanicalmcxlel based on fracture mechanics has been 

developed to simulate the coupkd mechanicallflow propenies. The model is able to take 

into account crack growth and opening under compressive stresses. An initial distribution 

of panially open cracks is also considered. The mcxlel has been successfully used 10 predict 

the anisotropic pemleabilities under polyaxial stress states. 

To validate the mcxlel. laboratory tests were perfomled 10 measure the axial and lateral 

penneabilities of Apache Leap tuff specimens subjected to mechanical loading. These 

include measurements in the initial linear ponion of the stress-strain curve. during 

unloading and reloading cycles. and 11I0st imponantly. measurements in the strain

hardening and strain-softening portions of the stress-strain curve where crack propagation 

and fracture fonnation is occurring. Special experimental facilities have been developed for 

the coupled Illechanicallflow tests. 'Ille experimental facilities for the axial penneability 

measurements utilize cylindrical specimens and the penneability is measured through 

specially d~slgned porous metal disks. The experimental facilities for the lateral 

penneability tests use specially prepared rectangular rock specimens. Plexiglass plates arc 

glued to two sides of the spl.'cimen. and the I;tleral penneabi lity is Illl.':tsured through tubes 

connected to the plcxiglass plates. Roth the axial and lateral penm:abilitics can be measured 

while spt~cimens are suhjected to hoth axial and wnfining stresses. 



7.2 Crack Aperture under Loading and Penneability Calculation in Fractured Rock 

When a body containing a single crack is subjected to compressive stn.:sses, the crack will 

either be closed or open depending on the applied stresses. If the crack opens under the 

applied load, its aperture wiII be increased and the hydraulic conductivity through the crack 

wiII be increased. In this section, by starting from a single sliding crack, the relationship 

between mechanical stress and crack aperture and penneability will be discussed. 

7.2.1. Crack aperture calculation under loading 

Consider a rectangular body of height 2H, width 2W and thickness 2D containing a single 

crack that is inclined at an angle P to the horizontal direction. The body is subjected to 
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compressive stresses as shown in Figures 7.1 a and b. The maximulll principal stress 01 is 

in the Z direction and the minimum principal stress 02 is in the Y direction. Crack growth 

occurs by the fonnation of two wing cracks that propagate from the tips of the original 

crack and eventually grow in the Z direction. 
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(a). Three-dimensional view of a sliding crack. 
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y 

(b). Cross-section view of the crack. 

Figure 7.1. Single sliding crack model. 

According to fracture mechanics theory (Kemeny and Cook. 19(0). the shear stress t* 

along the crack over and above that due to friction is given by: 

(7.1 ) 

where. Il is the coefficient of friction on rock surface. A == sin2~ - Il - Ilcos2P, B = sin2p + 

Il - J.lcos2~. 

The stress intensity factors at the lip of each wing crack when the wing crack length is 

large compared with the original crack (/»a). can be expressed as: 

P 
K, == - - CJ2-fitl 

fiI 
(7.2) 

This solution is based on a single crack of length 2/ oriented in the direction of s 1 and 

subjected to an opening force P at the center of the crack. where P is the load on the middle 

point of crack. P = 2at*cos~. 

The fractllre apenure Xi at the middle point of the crack when: P is applied can be 

calculated by using Castigliano\ theorem (Sokolnikoff. 1(56). From Castigliano's 

theorem the displacement that occurs under a load P. when cracked clastic body is subjected 



to loads PI, P:! .... Pn is given by: 

aUe 
Xi = xo + aPi (7.3) 

where, Xi is the total displacement. xo is the displacement at the point due to the body 

without the cracks and De is the elastic strain energy of the solid body due to the crack. The 
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second tem1 on the right hand site of equation (7.3) is the additional displacement due to the 

crack, Xc. 

The fracture aperture Xc due to the sliding crack IIIcxkl can l~ expn:ssed as: 

(7.4 ) 

Where the relationship between Uc and Kl has been used (see Chapter -1). Also, for the 

crack aperture xo:={) since there will he no displacement if the crack is nOl there. 

Therefore. the IOtal fracture aperture Xi can Ix: calculated by: 

4 J 2a-r*cosp (' } 
Xi = E1 TC In a }cr:!U-a) (7.5) 

Crack growth occurs when Kl=KIC St:lling KI'=KlC and solution for s I gives: 

(7.6) 

Ci\ ~rr-I 
Which can be nonnalized as: Go = --K--~ : where t.=GYCi\: Go is the stress need for crack 

IC 

growth for given values of '. A. KIC. etc. 

The normalized crack apertun: can be obtained by cornhining equations (7.2). (7.5) and 

(7.6). 



x xo 4aoKo { '} - = - + -- Acospln(//a)-ABcospln(l!a)-An(l!a-l) a a n 

where, Ko is nonnalized fracture toughness, KO- K~ 
Evna 

7.2.2 Lateral and axial penneabilitks in fractured rock 

The solution given above is the two dimensional and assumes that the cracks passes 

(7.7) 

through the body in venical direction. if the fracture is open then flow is able to pass 
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through the body in the X direction. Similarly. flow can also penetrate in the Z direction if a 

connected crack path connects from the top to the boltom of the sample. When the apenure 

is small comparing with its length. the crack can ~ assuml'd to be elliptical in shape. The 

hydraulic conductivity through an elliptical shape crack, according to Chen and Kemeny 

(1993), can be expressed as: 

, 1112/2 (x/2)'2{2 
K;\:= .,., :=----.,-")-

. 4(m-+/-) 4[ (x/2)-+1-I 

where, x is the crack aperture at its center, 2m is minor axis of ellipse, l11=x/2, and 2/ is 

crack length that is identical to major axis of ellipse. K, is a function of crack apenure x 

and crack length t. Both x and t is changing with stress. so the relationship between K;\ and 

stress can ~ easily detennined. 

When the crack grows in axial direction. the axial permeability will be changed as well. 

A cross section in the XY plane is illustrah:d in Figure 7.1 b. It is shown that the crack 

aperture is x' and the length is 2D. If x' is small comparing 10 2D. the crack can also be 

assllmed as elliptical shape. Then the axial penneahility KI, in Z direction is: 

(7.9) 
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where x' is the crack a~rture at the cross section. it always leSj than x that is the maximum 

crack aperture at center; 2n is minor axis of ellipse. n=x'/2; ¢ is a weight function. 

It is assumed that the axial pemleability is a result of the connected containing pores and 

pre-existing cracks. The weight function is an important coefficient. When the crack length 

is small compared with body height H. Q is small due to the limited connections between 

pores and pre-existing cracks. As the crack lengths increase due to mechanical loading. 

more cracks and pores arc connected to limn !low paths in the axial direction. Also the 

a~rture of the flow paths will be increased. The axial penneability willtherdore be 

increased. The maximum Q is 1.0. when the crack length equals to H. Since the cross 

section crack aperture x' is always less than its center aperture x. the effective aperture x/2 

is used as a simplification. 

If a number of cracks with a crack density crack density X is considered. the effective 

lateral penneability K!:x at X din:ction through the cross scction of the body is: 

'1' 1 " ~/~ K _ m- - mn l"a- rn- - nl11/" 
ex - , I~ --,----- = 4( , [' -,-- X 

4(m-+ -) a- 2Wx2H . m-+ -) a-
(7.10) 

N ' 
where. N is the number of cracks in the bodv. and"' is the crack densitv. ", = _ I a-

o I. .,.. 2Wx2H 

If the effective penneability is normalized by 1txa2• thcn a dimensionless 110n11al ized 

lateral penm:ahility at X direction Knx as: 

K 
_ Kcx (l11/a)'(//a)3 

nx - - ~., 

1tXa2 41 (l11/a)-+(//a)-1 
0.11 ) 

Similarly. the effective axial pen11cability K!:1. at Z direction can also be calculated by: 



i\:a2 n202 rrnO 
= '1 0")-'1-1. 2Wx20 4(n-+ - a-

(7.12) 

If Kcz is norn1alized, then the nonnalized axial penneability at Z direction Knz is: 

(7.13) 

So, the relationships between penneabilities and stress have been detennined by 

equations (7.7), (7.12) and (7.13). By assullling initial conditions. the axial and lateral 

permeabilities can be determined. Let. 11=0.5. B=45D
• b=O.OI m. a=O.OOI m. KIC=O.5 

MPa~. E=20 GPa. xo== LOx I ().) m. O=().OI Ill. then the relationships of Kx. Kz, stress 

and crack length I arc shown in Figures 7.2 to 7.6. 

The relationships between crack length. crack aperture and stress arc shown in Figures 

7.2-7.3. The effect of confining pressure is to reduce the crack aperture and increase the 

stress needed for a particular crack kngth. The curves of lateral and axial penm:abilities 

with normalized stress arc presented in Figures 7.4 and 7.5. It is seen that both 

pcnncabilities increase with incn:asing stn:ss. The effect of confining pressure is to reduce 

the permeability. f.igure 7.6 is the combination of Figures 7.4 and 7.5. It indicates that 

both lateral and axial permeabilities arc function of nonnalized stress. However. lateral 

penneability is always an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding axial 

pcnneability. 
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figure 7.2. Crack length vs. aperture from single sliding crack model. 
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Figure 7.:'. Crack length vs. normalized stress from single sliding crack I1llXlcl. 
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7.3 Micromechanical Modeling of Coupling hetw~en ~tcchanical Loading and Rock 

Penneabilities 

The single sliding crack I11ndelusecl in section 7.2 is a dl.'monstration of the relationships 

among crack aperture, normalized stress and pcnneahilitil.'s. The model itself is too simple, 

and in this section. a collinear crack interaction model is implemented to estimate the 

pcnneabilities. 

7.3.1 Collinear crack interacti(Jn model in thin thickness body 

A rectangular body of size 211x2Wx2D containing a number of cracks is considered. 

Again, the hody thickness is assumcd very thin comparing to its height and width. The 

collinear crack interaction model is used here as shown in Figures 7.7 a and b. The hody is 

subjected to hiaxial cOlllpn:ssin' stresses 0"1 in the axial dircction and 0"2 in the lateral 



direction. No stress is applied to the body in the thickness direction. The available 

parameters of the cracks are shown in three-dimensional view Figure in 7.7a. As the 

stresses are applied, wing cracks are at initiated from the ends of each crack. The wing 

cracks interact with each other in the axial direction. The body thickness is assumed to ~ 

very small, so the cracks are through-going in the X direction. The crack interaction in the 

Z direction will result in additional crack apenures and hence increase the penneability. 

The stress intensity factor for the collinear crack interaction model shown in Figure 

7.7a is based on fracture mechanics theory (Kemeny and Cook, 1990) and is given by: 

KJ =,j p - o..,-J2btan(11I!2b) 
bsin(l1//b) -

(7.15) 

where, P = 2a1>i<cos~, 1* = ~(AOJ-Bo:!); 2b is the center distance of the cracks, and 21 is 

the crack length. 

/ 

2a \ ' 

--6 21 , '\-
2h I , 

~ 
'~~----

\ 2W , 
I 
I 

211 

I 

r 
(a). Thrl'l'-dilllensional view of cr<ld; intlTaction model. 
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(b). Cross-section view of the model. 

Figure 7.7. Collinear crack interaction mcxkl. 

Following the same procedure from equation (7.3) to equation (7.5) in section 7.2. the 

crack apenure Xc ,\I its center due to the applied stress ~comes: 

(7.16) 

h C I f tan(7r1!20)} D I {1+sin(7r1/20) l-sin(7raJ2b) l were - 11' - n . 
• - Itan(7ra/2o)' - I-sin(7r1!2h) 1+sin(7ra/2h)j" 

If the initial crack apenure is X(), the total crack opening x is: 

(7.17) 

when.' crt is the maximum principal stress nccded for crack growth. 

If the total crack apenure x is nonllalizcd hy the initial crack length a. then equation 

(7. 1 7) hccollln: 



x XO 2KOOO{ C P' P 'Db1 
-=-4--- A cos - ARCcos - 211. -I 
a a 1t aJ 

(7.1 S) 

where 00 is the nomlalized stress. and Ko is the nomlalized fracture toughness, 00 = 

oI.J1ta KO = KIC 
KIC' Em' 

The nomlalized stress 00 for crack growth is detennined by using the KI = KIC 

criterion: 

a (A 01-B 0") )cos P ,r-=-:-----c~= 
K( = ,. - - o:!"\' 2btan(rrl!2b) = KIC 

"\' bSII1(1t//b) 
(7.19) 

00 is thus given by: 

OJ fu ~ (1ta/b)sin(1tI/b) 
00= -,-= 

KIC (A-I.J3)(a/b)cosp - 2/.sin(1t1/2b) 
(7.20) 

where I. is the confining coefficient. 1.=0-Y01. 

Following the same procedure from equation O.R) to 0.13), the normalized effectivc 

pemlcabilitics in both the X and Z directions can Ix; expressed as: 

K _ (m/a»)(//a») 
I1X - .ll (m/a):!+(//a)21 

(7.21 ) 

K _ Q (n/a) '(D/a)3 
111. - 4/ (n/a):!+(D/a):! I (7.22) 

where Q is the weight function. 0= I O(l/h·t). 

Using the initial conditions. ~1=().5. B=-l5°. h:::O.OI 111. a=O.OOI 111. K(C=O.5 MPa-rm. 

E=20 GPa. X(l= I.Ox ]().) Ill. and D=(l.Ol 111. the relationships hctween crack length. Kx. 

Ky and nonllalizcd stn:ss an: shown in Figurc~ 7.S to 7.15. 
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Figure 7.S shows tht: relationship of crack length and nomlalized strt:ss. The effect of 

confining pressure is to increase the strt:ss needed for crack growth. Figures 7.9 to 7. \0 

show the relationships of lateral pemleability Kx with nOmlalized stress under different 

confining pressures. It is seen that the lateral pemleability Kx increases with nOmlalized 

stress in the strain hardening rt:gion. The effect of confining prt:ssure is always to reduce 

the pcnneability for a specific valut: of loading. When the stress is unloaded in the strain 

hardening region. the penneability decreases. The permeability docs not return to the 

originallcve1 due to irreversibk crack growth. Cur\'t:s of axial penneability Kz with 

nonnalized stress under different confining prt:ssures are shown in Figures 7.12 to 7.1 S. 

These curves have similar shapes to those of the lateral penneability Kx. Figure 7.15 is a 

combination of Figures 7.9 and 7.12. It shows how both Kx and K, change wi:h 

normalized strt:ss Ull(kr different confining pressures. Also. the axial penneability Kz is 

always kss than lateral permeability Kx . 
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Figure 7 .X. Crad; length \'~. nonnali/ed stress fwm coIline;tr crack interaction model. 
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7.3.2. A three-dimensional modclunder polyaxial compressive stresses 

The model in section 7.3.1 is a simplified three-dimensional model. In particular, the body 

thickness is assumed very thin. In this section. a more general model is proposed. 

Assume a cubic clement with a dimension of 2Wx2Hx2D. The initial crack length is 

2a. and cracks arc evenly distributed in three different directions. The crack inclined angle 

is P. the crack density is X. and the initial crack aperture is X(), as shown in Figure 7.16. 

There arc three different principal stresses applied to the bexly. ° I. 02. and 03. For 

demonstration, let 01 =O in the Z direction; 0:?=A0 in the Y din:ction. 11.< 1.0; and 03=V0 in 

the X direction. v<A. Cracks will grow primarily in the maximulll stress 01 direction. This 

includes cracks in both the XZ and YZ planes as shown in Figure 7.16. The pre-existing 

cracks in plane XY will not grow since the lateral confining pressures in the X and Y 

directions are different. the crack apertures will not be the same. The lateral pem1eabilitics 

in X and Y directions will also be different. 

A. Lateral permcahility at X directiOIl Kt 

/\ccording to the applied stresses. the maximum principal stress is in the Z direction. It 

follows that crack growth will occur in the VI direction. The crack aperture Xx in the X 

direction due 10 the applied stresses is: 

x, X[) 2vOKo{ 1 h 1 
~. = -.~ + -- ACcosl3 - I\BCcosP - 2AD-\ 
a a IT aJ 

r;-

(7.23) 

I . I I' I v I \ ita K I I' f W H;re 00 IS t 1e norma Ize( stress, VO =-K-.----; () is t1e nonna Ized racture toughness. Ie ~ 

The stress needed for crack growth vo is given by: 
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a)..J1ia '" (italb)sin(itl/b) 
aO=-,-= 

K)C (A-AB)(a/b)cosP - 2Asin(itl/2b) 
(7.24) 

The hydraulic conductivity in the X direction is primarily due to crack growth in the YZ 

plane. The fracture growth in other directions will have almost no effect on the pemleability 

in the X direction. The effective pemleability in the X direction is: 

K 
_ (xx/2a)3(//a)3 

nx - ..,.., 
. 4[(xx/2a)-+{l/aH 

B. Lateral permcability at }' dircction Ky 

The crack aperture in the Y direction Xy is: 

Xv X() 2aoKo{ b - = - + -- ACcosP - vBCcosB - 2vD-a a it a 

where aO is the applied nonnalized stress as given by equation (7.24). 

(7.25) 

(7.26) 

The total hydraulic conductivity in the Y direction is cornpo:;ed of two parts. The major 

part is because of crack growth in the XZ plane. Also. the cracks in the XY plane will have 

some effect on the penneability in the Y direction. The hydraulic conductivity in the XZ 

plane is: 

K 
_ (xy/2a)3(//a)3 

ny - .., ') 
41 (xy/2a)-+(//a)- J 

(7.27) 

The effective pcnneability Kzy from fraclllre growth in the XY plane is: 

(7.28) 

whac ¢ is the weight function. 0= I O(lill.I). 

Thncfon:. the total penlleahility in the Y direction is: 
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Ky = Kny + Kzy (7.29) 

Since the nuximum principal stress is in the Z direction. most fractures will grow 

primarily in the (J\ direction. The cracks in the XY plane will remain the same. Therefore. 

the Kzy part is very small compared to the Kny part. 

C. Ar:ial permeahility at Z directiOIl K: 

As already discussed. in the XY plane. only two confining pressures (J2 and 03 are 

relevant. Nonnally. cracks will not grow in this plane. and the crack apenure will remain 

the same as the initial opening. 

XI. = XO (7.30) 

Fracture growth in other directions docs affect the pemleability in the Z direction. The 

total penneability in the Z direction should be composed of three pans: the pemleability due 

to the initial cracks at the XY plane. and the other two pans coming from crack growth and 

interaction in the XZ and YZ planes. The part in the XY plane is: 

K . _ (x,/2a)3(//a)3 
111. - 41 (x;/2a)2+(//a)21 

(7.31 ) 

The effective penneabilities due to crack interaction in the XZ and YZ planes are: 

K - A (x'x/2a)'(D/;t)' __ 
u - y 41 (x'x/2a)2+(D/a)21 

K _ ¢ _ (x')'/2a) '(II/a)' 
yz - 41 (x'y/2a)2+(1I/a)21 

So, the total effective penncahility in the Z dircction is: 

KI.=K I1/.+K'I.+Ky, 

(7.32) 

(7,33) 

(7.34) 
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Using the initial conditions, p=O.5, P=45°, b=O.OI m, a=O.OOl m, K(C=O.5 MPa-Jrn, 

E=20 GPa, xU=l.OxIO-5 m, and W=H=D=O.I m, the relationships between the 

permeabilities and the applied stresses are shown in Figures 7.17 to 7.20. 

Figure 7.17 shows the relationships of the applied stress with the axial and lateral 

pcrmeabilities under uniaxial compressive stress. It is secn that the lateral pemleability in 

the X and Y directions are the same. Figures 7.1 Hand 7.19 arc the stress - penneability 

curves under polyaxial stress states. These tigures indicatc that the permeability in the 

intenlltxliate stress direction is always the largest; and the pcnneability in the maximum 

principal stress dircction is thc smallcst. Figure 7.20 shows the stress-permeability curves 

under equal confining pressurcs. It is shown that both of the lateral permeabilities are the 

same. 
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7A L1boratory Coupled MechanicallFlow Test 

7 A.l Experimental facilities and procedure 

A. Rock rype and specimen preparation 

The rock type used in this chapter is unwclded white unit Apache Leap tuff. The dry 

uniaxial compressive strength of the white unit tuff is 41 MPa. In this section, all 

specimens for the penneability measurement are tested fully saturated. The fully saturated 

wet uniaxial compressive strength of unwelded white unit mff is 12 - 24 MPa (12 MPa 

tested from rectangular specimens, 24 MPa from standard cylindrical specimens) which is 

roughly 30 - ()O% of the standard dry strength. 

Two kinds of specimens wac prepared for the tests. Cylindrical specimens of 50 mm 

in diameter and 125 mm in length (length to diameter ratio 2.5), similar to specimens used 

for standard triaxial tests. for the axial permeahility tests were prepared. Special rectangular 

specimens with dimensions 25X-10X 125 mm3 were prepared for the lateral penneability 

tests. Two I/X inch thick .lOX 125 111m2 pkxiglass plates were attached to each rectangular 

specimen along with two I/X inch thick rubher gaskets, as shown in Figure 7.21. Tubes 

arc connected to both of the plexiglass plates and two water reservoirs arc therefore fonned 

on both sicks of the specimen. By applying water pressure to one side of the reservoir. 

water penetrates through the specimen to the other reservoir. By measuring the input and 

output flow rate from one side of the specimen to the other. the lateral penneability is 

calculated. Care is taken in applying the correct water pressure. High pressures will induce 

tension between the rock and ruhher gasket. which could cause leaking during the test. 

During lateral permeahility tests. the maximum water pressun: used was 5 psi. The 

specimens can abo he tested under triaxial stress conditions. The lateral confinement under 



triaxial stress conditions is expected to reduce the problem of leakage between the rock and 

rubber gasket. 

B. Experimel/tal facilities alld test procedure 

Axial 
Loading 

Injection 
Pump 

/ 

/ 

Flow ivleter 

Figure 7.22. Experilllental setup for axial penm:ability te~;ting. 

The experimental system for the axial penneability measurement is shown in Figure 

7.22. The system includes a triaxial cell and a water injection pump. The detailed stmctun; 

of the triaxial cell and specimen installation is iIlustrated in Figure 7.23. The cdl has a 

piston that is hoIlow to allow intemal pressure to be applied and controlled independently. 

The hollow piston allows water under pressure to axially !low through the specimen whilc 

subjected to both axial loading and a confining pressure. Shrinkage tubing is used to seal 

the samplc. Two specially desiglled porous metal disks arc placed at both ends of the rock 

specimen to allow the water to be evenly distributed across the sample. The water injection 

pump utilizes pressun.:d nitrogen to provide the water head. and the water Ilow from the 

IIljection pUlllp has thl." same pressun: with the applil."d gas. III order ((J avoid leakage 
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between the specimen and shrinkage tube. the water pressure is carefully controlled. For 

the uniaxial test results presented in this paper, the applied pressure is less than 30 psi. A 

constant room temperature is maintained throughout the experiment. 

Shrinkage 
Tube 

Spl'Cimen 

Figure 7.23. Specimen installation for axial penm:ahility test in triaxial cell. 
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Figure 7.2-1. General experimental setup for lateral pcnncability measurement undn 

axial loading. 



The procedure for conducting the coupled mechanicalltlow test is similar to the 

procedure for a nomlaltriaxial compression test. The specimen with shrink llIbing is placed 

in the testing frame. A small amount of axial load is applied before applying water pressure 

to the specimen. Axial load is applied with an SBEL Cf-500 loading frame controlled by 

an SBEL 447 servo controller. A load cell and a linear vertical displacement transducer 

(LVDT) arc uscd to rccord the displacemcnt-Ioad curve during cach test. A constant water 

pressure is applied with an injection pump. 1lle axial loading rate is set to about 10<70 of the 

rate nomlally used in a standard uniaxial compression test. Under the lower loading rate. 

additional time is available for the sample to reach hydraulic equilibrium. Scveralload

unload cycles are conducted to measure the penneabilities at differt'n\ magnitudes of load. 

When axial load is applied, flow input and output rates from the specimen can be measured 

by using the flow meter and the scale in the injection pump. The penneability at different 

loads arc thcn calculated using the flow rate and the cross sectional area of specimen. A test 

is completed when the sample fails in the strain-softening portion of the stress-strain curve, 

and this can be detected from either the rapid drop in the load-displacement curve or a 

dramatic increase in the flow meter reading. 

The lateral penneahility test system is shown in Figure 7.2.1. The major facilities arc 

similar to that of the axial system. including the triaxial cdl (optional) and the injection 

pump. The system can be used to 1:1\;asun.: the lateral penneability under triaxial 

compressive stresses, even though only the results from uniaxial loading. are reported here. 

Prior to conducting the lateral penneability test the sample with plexiglass plates is checked 

for leaks. A special plexiglass pressure chambl.!r was designed for spl.!ciml.!n leakagl.! 

checking. Thl.! specimen is first plaCl:d in the ckar plexiglas\ chamber containing clear 

water. The plexiglass chamlx:r C(lIH4lIllS valves that allow a flow test with colored water to 

Ix: conducted through the s:tlllpk with plcxiglass plates. A kak C;1I] easily Ix: detected 
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through the clear water and is then fixed hefore conducting the coupled mechanicallflow 

test. The lateral pemleability test is conducted as follows. First, the specimen is placed in 

the loading frame and a unifonn displacement rate is applied axially to the specimen. A 

constant water flow head is applied during the measurement. The pressure head depends on 

the quality of the scaling, and a maximum pressure of 5 psi is lIsed in a1l the tests reported 

in this paper. Cyclic loading is then applied to the specimen lIntil its failure. By knowing 

the flow rate and cross sectional area, the lateral pemleability corresponding to the 

particular load can be (ktemlined along various portions of the stress-strain curve. Lateral 

pemleability measurements are made in the linear-elastic portion of the stress-strain curve, 

during unloading cycles, in the strain-hardening portion of the stress-strain curve, and in 

the strain-softening region after specimen failure. The mbbcr gasket between the sample 

and plexiglass plates fails at the time that the specimen fails. The penneability of the failed 

sample is measured by repairing the gasket and making a penneability measurement of the 

failed specimen with zero axial load. 

7.4.2 Experill1l:ntal results 

A. Axial pcrl1lcahility test resllits 

Axial penllcahil it)' tcsts were perfonned on cylindrical specimens according to thc 

procedure:- de~u ibeJ ill last section. For each test, a compktc stress-strain curve was 

recorded to hclp in interpreting the experimcntal results. All s~cimens were fully saturated 

before the tests. The original axial penlleability was measured as a reference before 

applying any load to specimen. 
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Figure 7.26. Complete :-.trcss-slrain curve of specimen AP-L-3 under uniaxial cyclic 
loading. 

Figure 7.25 sh~)\\'s a complele stress-slraHl curn: (If specimen ,\P-,\-I under uniaxial 



cyclic loading. The original pernleability Ko for this sample is 4.1 x I 0.6 m/s. A unifornl 

displacement rate was applied in the axial direction, and a permeability K I of 0.11 x I 0-6 

m/s was measured at a load of 32'IC of the uniaxial compressive strength. This pernleability 

is only 3% of the original value. This dramatic decrease in the axial pcrnlcability is due to 

the axial compression of pores and pre-existing fractures. The specimen was then 

unloaded, and a permeability K I' of 2.4x 10-6 mls was measured, which is 60% of the 

original unstressed pernlcability. The K I measurement is still in the linear p01ion of the 

stress-strain curve for the sample. and new fractures are unlikely to have formed at this 

stage. The specimen was then reloaded to 7Yi'c. of the uniaxial compressive strength. The 

pernleability K2 measured at this load was 5.6x 10.6 m/s. which is about 130% of the 

original value. New fractures have probably been created at this value of load. ;lI1d this 

accounts for the increased perJneability. After unloading. the penl1eability K2' is 6.8xIO·6 

mIs, which is larger than the value under the loading. This is probably due to the reopening 
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of fractures that were closed at the high value of load. The specimen was finally loaded to 

failure. A post-failure penneahility Kr for specimen AP-A-I of 89x10·6 m/s was measured. 

which is about 20 times the permeability of the original measurement before loading. 

Table 7.1. Axial Permeabilitv Test Results 

~~~ __ ~~~:~ .. J... ~. IL .. ~~ ... ..1. ..... ~~.· .. I .. ~ .. _ .. L_ .. ~:~ .... J ... ~.~ ..... L ..... ~.:~ .. --.. !-_.b.X J ...... X~ ... _._ 
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Five axial permeability tests wcre perfonned, and the results arc presented in Table 7.1. 

The average initial permeability Ko is 4.32x 10.6 mIs, and the average post-failure Kf of 

126x 1 0.6 m/s is ahoU! 30 times higher. Other test results corresponding 10 various ponions 

of the stress-strain curve are also listed in Table 7.1. The results indicate a strong coupling 

between mechanical loading and axial now (now in the direction of the maximum 

compression) in Apache Leap lUff. The penncability is found to decrease in the elastic 

region (applied load less than 5()t;~ of the uniaxial compressive strength), increase slightly 

in the strain hardening region ( > 70'lr. of ad, and then increase significantly in the strain-

softening region. This correlates with the axial compression of pores and nacks in the 

linear-elastic region. the growth of isolated fractures in the strain-hardening region, and the 

fomlation of connected fracture networks and macroscopic fractures in the strain-softening 

regIOn. 

2-10 

The axial permeability modeling results arc shown in Figures 7.12-7.15. In panicular, 

Figure 7.13 shows the relationship of axial penneability with normalized stress under 

cyclic loading. The penneabilities in the model arc due to crack growth under loading. So, 

the curve in Figure 7.12 starts from the strain hardening region where the stress is 5670 of 

the peak stress. The penneability in the strain hardening region always increases with 

loading. Two cycles were made, the first one stans from 94% of the strength in the strain

hardening region and the second on with the same stress but in the strain-softening region. 

When the specimen is unloaded, the penneability decreases. This is different the lab testing 

results. The differences betwt:en the modeling and lab testing is probably due 10 the closing 

of pre-existing cracks alld port:s in the real rock thaI wasn'l accoulllt:d for in the model. 

1J. Lateral pamcaIJ;/ity tC.1l re.m/ts 

Lalcral pt:nncahilily It:sts wcn.: paf(lnllCd on specially prepared rcctangular ullwcldcd 



Apache Leap tuff specimens. All specimens were fully saturated before testing and gasket 

sealing was checked for leakage. Tests were perfomlcd under the same loading system as 

described in thc axial test section. Experimental results for all five tests are listed in Table 

7.2. The average initial lateral pemleability KO is 4.34x 1 0-6 m/s. which is similar to the 

initial pemleability for the axial measurements. This suggests isotropy for the unstressed 

hydraulic conductivity for Apache Leap tuff. The procedure for the lateral pemlcability test 

follows the one described in last section. 

As an example of the lateral pemleability results, consider sample AP-L-3. Figure 7.26 

shows the complete stress-strain curve for this specimen under cyclic uniaxial loading. The 

original pemleability KO is 3.7xlO-6 mis, which is slightly less than the average value_ 

During the first loading cycle, the specimen was loaded to 56<;(, of the peak stress. The 

pemleability K) :It that value of load is 6.1 x 10-6 m/s. which is l5()<;(' of the initial value. 
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This result differs from the axial pemleahility measurement. and indicates that some lateral 

opening of pre-existing pores or cracks has occurred. This agrees with theoretical results 

that predict that cracks can he propped open in the direction perpendicular to the direction of 

maximum compression, and also with experimental results showing lateral dilatation. 

When the load is removed. the penneability K)' retUnlS to the original value (4. 1 x 10-6 

m/s). A second cyclic loading was then applied to 93% of the peak stress. The pemleability 

K2 is lO.3x 10-6 mis, which is 3 times the initial value. The stress in the strain hardening 

region is expected to propagate cracks in the direction of the maximum compression and 

prop them open in the lateral direction. After unloading. the penneability K2' decreased to 

X.3x 1 0-6 m/s which is still 2 times the original value. This indicates that permanent damage 

was created in the specimen. and this damage contrihuted to the higher hydraulic 

conductivity. The lower penneahility valucs after hoth unloading cycles again supports the 

idea that cracks are propped olJl:n perpendicular 10 the direction of maximum compression. 



and relax when the load is removed. The test W'IS temlinated at the point of specimen 

failure. The gasket sealing was then repaired. and a post-failure penneability Kr of 196x 10-

6 m/s was measured. which is 50 times the initial value. 

Figures 7.9-7.11 show the lateral pemleabiIity modeling results under mechanical 

loading. Figure 7.11 is the curve of lateral pemleability with nomlalized stress under 

uniaxial cyclic loading. Two unloading cycles were made that have bt:en discllssed before. 

It is seen that the lateral penncability always increases with axial loading in the strain 

hardening region as shown in Figure 7.11. The unloading in both the strain hardening and 

strain softening regions reduces the penneability. This agrees well with our lab testing 

results. If the load is increased. the penneability goes up again. All lateral penneability 

modeling results have been validated by lab testing. 

Figure 7.27. Post-failure specimen AI'-L-3 

The post-failure lateral penneability was increased dramatically and is much higher than 

the corresponding axial pcnneability. The reason for the dramatic increase in the post

failure lateral permeability is illustrated in Figure 7.27. Two macroscopic fracture zones 

hav.: h.:.:n fonlled. which provide p;lthways for significant wata !low. Th.: lateral 
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penneability tests indicate that the pemlcahility perpendicular to the direction of maximum 

compression can be enhanced in all portions of the stress-strain curve. In the linear-elastic 

region of the stress-strain curve. it is found that the applied uniaxial stress opens pores or 

pre-existing cracks in the direction perpcndicular to the load. In the strain hardening region. 

new fractures are fomled and the lateral pemleabilities are greatly enhanced. The new 

fractures pemlanently damagc the sample. so that the pem1cability is enhanced even when 

the load is removed. All specimens failed by axial splitting similar to the illustration in 

Figure 7.27. This mode of failure is expccted to give significant increases in penneability 

since thcse are macroscopic tensile fractures. Unda triaxial loading, shear fractures will 

most likely be fonned, and the increase in permeability may he less pronollnced. 

Spct:imcn 
No. 

AP-L·I 

AP-L-2 

Table 7.2. Lateral Penncabilitv Test Results 

12.1 I -::'.7 1 78 4.1 -::'.R I 91 

K, I K2' I Kr 
IO·/i Ill/s 10.6 m/s 10.6 m/s 

!i.9 6.8 224 

7.7 12.4 4.2 i 61 4.0 ·U I 76 
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7.5. Discllssions 

Coupled mcchanical/llow tests were pafonned on a numba of samples of Apache Leap 

tuff. Both the axial and lateral permeahilities wcre measurcd while spccimens were 

subjectcd to uniaxial loading. il.leasurclllcnts were made in the linear portion of the stress-

strain curve, during unloading. in the strain-hardening region near the peak stress, .mel in 

the strain-softening region after macroscopic fractures had fonlled. The axial and lateral 
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2-l4 

penneability tests show very interesting relationships between mechanical loading and 

hydraulic conductivity. The axial pemleability ( in the direction of uniaxial loading) 

decreases dramatically with mcchanicalloading in the linear-clastic portion of the stress

strain curve. due to the axial closing of cracks and pores. On unloading the penneability 

returns to near the original level. In the strain-hardening region. the axial penneability 

increases due to the fomlation of microcracks. and in the strain-softening region. the axial 

pemleability of post-failure specimens is 30 times higher than that of the original unstressed 

samples. The lateral pemleability (penneability perpendicular to the direction of uniaxial 

loading) shows some significant differences with the axial !low results. In the linear-clastic 

portion of the stress-strain curve. the lateral penneability increases due to the propping 

open of cracks and pores perpendicular to the direction of maximum compression. Also. 

the lateral penneability is noticeably higher than the axial penncability in the strain

hardening and strain softening regions. 

Careful comparison has been mack between lab testing and micromechanical modeling. 

There is a good agreement in the lateral penlleability results. In particular. the mood 

predicts the penlleahility increase in the strain hardening and softening regions. Unloading 

reduces the penncability due to the closing of cracks that were propped open during 

loading. Also. the model predicts that the lateral penneahility is always larger than the axial 

one which agrees with the lab testing. However. t~cause the rock is complicated geological 

material, the detaikd micHlr11l.:chanical prrx.:cdure under mcchanicalloading is rwt 

completely understood. So. there is a minor difference Octwecn lah testing and modeling in 

the axial permeability. The difference is largely due to a lack of knowledge of rock 

micromechanical procedure during loading and unloading. Future investigation including 

further micromedranical study and continued effort of nlrx.kling. 

In summary. a SIgnificant coupling exists hctwcen mcchanic;tlioadlllg and flow 



propenies in Apache Leap tuff. This includes stress-induced anisotropy in the flow 

properties. and regions of both diminished and enhanced flow depending on whether the 

rock is in the linear-elastic. strain-hardening. or strain-softening ponions of the stress

strain curve. This coupling should be taken into account in the design of the proposed 

underground waste facility at Yucca ;Vlountain. 
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CHAPTER 8 

A NEW METHOD TO DETERl\lINE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS Klc 

UNDER COl\lPRESSIVE LOADING 

246 

A new laboratory test. the Modified Brazilian Oisk (MBO) test. has been developed for 

determining the mode I fracture toughness of rock. Together with the Chevron Bending 

and Short Rod tests, two tests suggested by the International Society of Rock Mechanics 

(lSRM. 19S8). the MBO test is able to dctemline the anisotropic fracture toughness in three 

directions by using only one orientation of core. The MBO specimen is a thin hollow 

cylinder plate with two flat loading surfaces. Before the test. two pre-notched cracks from 

the inner hole arc cut in order to produce initially stahle cracking at the tips. It is very 

imponant to create initially stable cracking nccause of the difficulties in initiating sharp 

cracks by fatigue loading. Numerical analysis of the ivlBD specimen using the displacement 

discontinuity code devdoped hy Crouch ;i!H! Starficld (1983) has also been performcd. The 

specimen dimensions arc an external and internal radii of 75 111m and 12.5 mill. and a 

thickness of 25 Illlll. Based on the numerical analysis results. two SO 111m flat loading 

surfaces and two 3 mm pre-notched cracks arc cut in the specimen in order to create stable 

initial crack growth. Cyclic loading tests were perfonlled with a Versa-Tester compression 

machine. To facilitate the observation of crack growth during the tests. a Fluoresccl1l 

Penetrant Testing System was used along with an ultraviolet light source. 

S.I Introduction to Fracture TOllghness Test 

hom previolls studies. it is known that micro~rack growth occurs at stresses close to the 

strength of the rocK (Jaeger and CooK. 1979: Wong. 19S2: Zhcng. 1981): Wang and 
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Kemeny. 1992). Even though failure in rocks often occurs under compressive stresses. 

many studies have shown tl131 rock damage initiates by extensile crack growth (Zheng. 

1989; Wang and Kemeny. 1992). A basic parameter to evaluate extensile crack growth is 

the mode I fracture toughness KIC. which is the critical value of the mode I stress intensity 

factor KI at the onset of crack growth. Closely ielated to the fracture toughness is sub

critical crack growth. which is time-dependent crack growth that occurs at values of KI 

below the fracture toughness KIC (Atkinson. 1984). Subcritical crack growth is particularly 

important for the long-teml underground storage of nuclear waste. In addition to describing 

fracture growth in rock. the fracture toughness KIC is also a useful index property for 

rocks. It can be used as a parameter for the classification of rock material. an index of 

fragmentation processes such as tunnel boring and model scale blasting. and a material 

property in the modeling of rock fragmentation such as hydraulic fracturing. gas driven 

fracturing. explosive fraclllring. and crater blasting (Sun and Ouchterlony. 1986). 

To date. the Chevron Bending and Short Rod tests have been recommended by the 

International Society of Rock Mechanics (ISR~I. 19!H~) as the suggested methods for 

detennining the rock fracture toughness KIC. Both methods need pre-notched cracks. and 

the ligament of the notched section has the form of a 'Y' or chevron. This shape is able to 

generate a relatively long period of stable crack growth under increasing load before the 

point where the fracture toughness is evaluated. In this way a sharp na!llral crack is 

automatically fonnt:d in tht: spt:cil1len and the crack resistance of the matt:rial can becomc 

fuIIy developed with thc initial crack growth. Both methods utilize core spet:imens whieh is 

particularly atlractive since they require less spt:cimen preparation than tests such as the 

cCll11pacttension tt·st. Also. the Cht:vron Bending and Short Rod tests can provide the 

fr;!cture toughness in difkrent directions to describe tht: anisotropy in fracture toughness. 

Ilowe\'er. the Cht:vwn Iknding and Short Rod te:-.ts t~)getht:r do not initiatt: crack growth 
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in all possible directions. In particular, crack growth in a radial direction from the axis of 

the core is not obtained from either of these two tests. This crack direction would coincide 

with the initial (radial) crack fommion direction in an idealized hydraulic iracturing 

situation or in a Brazilian test (lSR\1, 1988). Therefore, in order to completc1y describc the 

anisotropy in fracture toughness, crack propagation taken in a radial direction to the axis of 

the core is needed as well (Roejiers and Zhao, 1991). 

The main purpose of this chapter is to develop a new testing method that can be used 

along with the Chevron Bending and Shan Rod tests to detennine the rock fracture 

toughness K(C in three difkn:nt dirl.'ctions. A test under compressive loading is preferred 

because the equipment for compressive loading is much man: popular than that for tensi\c 

loading in a regular rock mechanics laboratory. The traditional Brazilian test is one method 

that could be considered. However. the results of numerical analysis of the stress 

distribution in Brazilian specimens indicates that the traditional Brazilian test is not ab\c to 

produce stable crack growth due to concentrated loads that arc applied o\'er small narrow 

regions on both side:s of the: spe:cimen. To o\'e[(:ome the difficulties in the Brazilian test. 

The 'Modified Brazilian Test' is proposed. The l\1odified Brazilian Disk (MHO) is prepared 

by drilling a center hole and flattening the two ends of the specimen. By applying a unifonn 

loading over the two flat end surfaces, the l\mD test can produce stable cracking. To 

demonstrate the test rock samp\cs of the brown unit of densely welded A pachc Lcap iliff 

have been prepared and tested. 

1'.2 Octennining MBD Geometry by Using i\ulm:rical I\kthod 

The !\1BD is a thin circular plate with a center holt: and two parallel flat loading 

surfaccs. as shown in figure ~.I. The function of the (enter hole is to create tensi\c stress 

conccntration in the spt'Cilllcn. Also. the holt: allows pn:-notched cracks tt) be easily Cllt at 
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the center. The length of the flat loading surfaces is designed so that the tensile stress at the 

specimen center is minimized and to produce stable crack growth. The geometry of the 

MBD specimen is given by the intemal and extemal radii r ,lIld R. the length of flat loading 

surface L. the pre-notched crack length 10 and the specimen thickness. The specimen used 

in this study has an extemal and intemal radii of 75 mm and 12.5 mm. respectively. and a 

thickness of 25 mill. The specimen preparation and the test procedure will be discussed in 

the following. 

.' .////////. :' 

Figun: KI. The geometry of :'-.todilicd Brazilian Disk. 

The geometry of i\lBD spccimt:n and the hOllndary conditions applied art: too 

complicatt:d 10 he able to obtain dmcd·fonn stress soilitions. The displacement 
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discontinuity ll1~thod will b~ us~d to calculate th~ stress distribution in the MBO specimen 

and in p:micular the mode I stress intensity factor. K,. In the displacement discontinuity 

method. N displacement discontinuities of unknown magnitude are placed along the 

boundary of the region to be analyzed. A system of algebraic equations is solven to find the 

discontinuity values that produce presaibed boundary tractions or displacements. The 

stress distribution and the stress intensity factor K) in the MBO is calculated by using the 

displacement discontinuity program developed by Crouch and Starficld (1983). 

The stress distribution under uniform compressive loading in the MBO without pre

notched cracks was first calculated. The nonnaliud stresses (J.u/(J and (Jyy/(J along the x 

and y axes arc presented in Figures X.2a and b. For those specimens with external and 

internal radii of 75 mm and 12.5 mm. I XO boundary clements v,,'ere used in the numerical 

model. From the (Jxx/(J stress distribution curve along the y axes as shown in Figure 8.2b. 

it is seen that there arc three characteristic stress regions. The first region is close to the 

inner hole boundary and consists of a high tensile stress perpendicular to the y axis. Tensile 

cracking will initiate in this high tensile stress region and propagate towards specimen 

bound:uy, The second region is a low tensile stress region that is similar to the stress 

distribution in a Brazilian disk that is compressed across its diameter. Compressive stresses 

occllr in the third region because of the presence of the flat loading surfaces. 'nle magnitude 

of the stress in the third region becomes increasingly compressive when it approaches the 

contact loading boundaries. Based on this stress distribution, tensile cracks will initiate in 

the inner hole boundary and propagate along the y axis of the specimen. 
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Figun.: X.2. i\ormalizl'd stresses distribution: (a) in x axis: (b). in yaxis. 

The stahility of crack propagation along th.: y axis can he <ktennincd by calculating the 

strl'ss intensity factors for different length cracks. In the nlimericall1HxlcI. it is assllmed 
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that crack growth occurs in 20 equal steps. The crack starts from the inner hole boundary 

and propagates to the extemal loading boundary of the specimen. iv1echanical properties of 

Apache Leap lUff arc used according to the experimental results presented in chapter 2. TIle 

method of calculating the stress intensity factors from the boundary element results is 

described in Ingraffea and Heuze (19lHl). Calculated stress intensity factors are plotted 

against crack length in Figure 8.3. The stability of crack growth can be analyzed from this 

figure. In particular, under fixed load boundary conditions and assuming a constant KIC 

with crack length, an increasing stress intensity factor with crack length curve is unstable. 

while a decreasing stress intensity factor with crack length curve is stahle. Both fixed 

displacement boundary condi,ions (stiff testing machine) or an increasing fracture 

toughness with crack length will tend to cause additional stabilization of crack grO\\/th. 

Four different crack growth stages occur in the plot presented in Figure 8.3. The first 

stage. from J to K. produces unstable crack growth because of the high tensile stress an 

near the inner hole boundary. From K to L. the second stage shows stable crack growth. 

and the crack will grow only when the stress intensity factor exceeds KIC- A second 

unstabk period occurs from L to 1\1. referred to as the third stage. Finally. when the crack 

approaches the loading boundary there is a zone of high compressive stress and in this 

fOllrth region (M to N). stahle cracking will again occur. The 1\1BD test is designed to take 

advantage of the first stabk crack growth in the specimen. This is the reason for the pre

notched cracks. If there are no pre-notched cracks. cracks will initially propagate unstable 

and the inertia may cause the crack to jump through the stable stage all the way to the end of 

the specimen. If pre·notched cracks with propa initial lengths are cut. the stress induced 

cracks will initiate stably and propagate in the stahk region. All the tests pafonned in this 

work have pre-nutched cracks. Based on the numerical calculation. the 1\1BD specimens 

should he prl'pared with two 50 111111 flat loading surfaces and two -' mill pre-notched cracks 



in order to ensure stable initial crack growth. 
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Figure X.3. Normalized stress intensity factor with crack length. 

8.3 Specimen Preparation and Test Procedure 
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All the specimens arc prepared in the gcoll1echanics laboratory in the Dcpanmenl of Mining 

and Geological Engineering. Thin plates with a thickness of 25 Illlll arc cut from the 150 

mill diameter cylindrical core. Center holes are drilled with a diamond bit of 25 mm in 

external diameter. To center the inner hole. a drill guide is used. Pre-notched cracks arc Cllt 

with a diamond cahle win: of 0.3-004 nll11 in diameter. Flat loading surfaces arc ground to 

50 mm in length. 
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Figure SA. Fracture pattem of a tested Modified Brazilian Disk. 

An l\IBD test is similar to the pron:dure for a Brazilian test or a uniaxial compression 

test. A specimen is installed in the testing machine such that sample is centered and a 

unifonn load is applied. The loading center line of the test machine should be the same with 

the sample center line that is also in line with thc two cracks. A constant loading rate is 

applied by a Versa Tester compression machine that is controlled by a Concom CT·5(X)O 

monitor. A load cell and a LVDT were used to record the displaccment and load curve 

under cyclic loading. The micro·mcasuremcnt system 2]()() signal conditioning unit was 

used tn outplll these signals. :-\onllally, there should be at least tlm:e loading-unloading 

cycles during the test. It is very important to record the stahle crack growth period because 

it is the main period to l'valuate the initial fractllre !()ughness. From the recorded 



displacement-load curves from different cycles, both the crack length and fracture 

toughness can be calculated. 
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During MBD testing, one should be very careful to the specimen surfaces and 

displacement-load curve to detect periods of stable and unstable crack growth. Under 

nornlallight, it is difficult to tind the position of the crack tip during the test. In order to 

detect the crack growth and stop the test before a complete failure of the specimen, a special 

technique, the fluorescellt pelletrant testing system as described in Chapter 5 was used. 

Figllre R.4 shows the fracture pallern of a tcstcd spccimen under compressive stress. 
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Figure g.7. Normalized stress intensity factor with slope ratio. 

X,4 Fracture T(luglmess Calculation 
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After cach test. a displaccment-load cur'>'e LInder cyclic loading was obtained as illustra!t:d 
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in Figure 8.5. The fracture toughness is calculated from this curve. Due to crack grO\\'th in 

the MBD specimen, the effective clastic propenies of the MBD specimen decrease with the 

propagation of the cracks. From the displacement--Ioad curve during cyclic loading, it is 

seen that the slope is different between cycles. It is possible to calculate the fracture 

toughness value by knowing the displacement--Ioad slope change, as described in the 

following. The slope ratio .1S hetween two loading cycles is: 

(8. I) 

where S) is the displacement-load curve slope of the first loading cycle; and S2 is the 

displacement-Io:!d curve slope of next loading cycle. 

Because of the crack growth. S) is always larger than S2. and .1S is always less than 

1.0. Under the same load. the relationship between tiS and the displacement ratio .1D can 

be expressed as: 

(8.2) 

where P is the magnitude of loading (N): D) is the displacement of first loading cycle 

(mm); D2 is the displacement of next loading cycle (mm): and .1D is the displacement ratio 

between cycles. D2fD). 

So. the value of slope ratio L\S between different loading cycles equals the reciprocal of 

the displacement ratio ,\'D. Since the displacement ahvays increases with loading during the 

test, D2 is always larga than D t. and .1D is always larger than 1.0. From the results of the 

numerical analysis. the n:lationship bet\veen nonnalized stress intensity factor KIlo and 

relative crack length presented in Figure S.l The relationship hetween relative crack length 

and the displacement r;llio :\S is presented in Figure R.6. By superposing Figures R.Y and 
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8.6, the n:lationship between the nonllalized stress intensity factor K,/cr and the reciprocal 

of the displacement ratio of different loading cycles is presented in Figure 8.7. By knowing 

the slope ratio between two loading cycles, the fracture ioughness K,C of each crack 

growing cycle can be obtained by multiplying the nomlalized stress intensity factor K,/cr 

with the magnitude of applied stress at that cycle. 
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Figure XX Experimental fracture toughness K,C in five different specimens. 

Five ~\'IBD tests wen: perfonlled and the associated displaccmcnt--Ioad curves were 

obtained. Following the above procedure. the fracture toughness K,C at different crack 

lengths can he calcul:ited. Fracture toughness results for all the 5 tests arc listed in Tables 

X.I, along with the corresponding crack lengths. The calculated fr;tcture toughness K,C is 

plotted against crack length in Figures XX From these cur\'es, it is seen that K,C always 

increases with the inCfe;tsing cr;tck kngth. The initial fractlln: toughness K,C for the five 
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T bl 8 1 F a e racture tOUg mess test resu ts on A h L .pac e ea p tu ff s pen !II en s 

Specimen No. (/+r)/R Crack Length / (mm) KIC (MPa..Jm) 

0.206 12.45 1.104 

1 0.290 18.75 1.272 

0.740 52.5 1.851 .-

0.206 12.45 0.958 

2 0.210 12.75 0.995 

0.710 50.25 1.478 

0.900 64.5 1.493 

0.206 12.45 1.650 

3 0.241 15.08 1.860 

0.510 35.25 2.030 

0.206 12.45 0.991 

0.285 18.38 0.994 

4 0.370 24.75 1.023 

0.660 46.S0 1.318 

0.800 57.00 1.377 

0.206 12.45 I. \03 

5 0.240 15.00 1.237 

0.285 18.38 1.235 

0.480 33.00 1.541 

T; 1 I 8" I .. I f I) e .-. mila racture toug lIless f \I ora specm lcns 

Specimen No. KIC (~lPa1m) 

I 1.104 

2 0.958 

3 1.650 

4 0.991 

5 I. \03 

A vcragc 1.161 ± 0.25 
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8.5 Conclusion Remarks 

The Modified Brazilian Disk test has several advantages in detcmlining thc rock fracture 

toughness KIC- Thc core based specimen needs little machining and sample preparation. 

The MBD test is perfomled under compressivc loading, so it docsn't need special 

equipment and can be performed in a regular rock mechanics laboratory. The crack growth 

in the MBD test has a relatively long period of stable growth. Therefore, the fracture 

toughness KIC obtained from this method is reliable. 

From the fracture toughness study using Apache Leap tuff, the fracture toughness KIC 

as a function of crack length curves has been obtained. The average fracture toughness KIC 

for initial cracking is 1.16 MPa'>'m. 
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CHAPTER 9 

SUMI\IA RIES, CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

9.1 Summaries and Conclusions 

Fundamental studies of micromechanics, fracturc progression and flow propenies have 

been carried out in this dissertation. Even though the research focuses on Topopah Spring 

tuff which is the host rock of the proposed nuclear waste storage site in Yucca Mountain, 

the major discoveries and conclusions arc fundamental contributions 10 the fields of rock 

mechanics and rock fracture mechanics. The major conclusions of this study arc discussed 

by answering the questions that were first posed in the introduction to this disscnation. 

I. Whm kil/ds of "defccl.\" or "Gri/lilhflllI\'S," Iilar il/dllce microcrackillg ullder 

compressive Slre.Hes exist ill Ihe hosl rock? 

From the microlllcchanical sllldies and SEivl observations in Topopah Spring tuff 

spccimens which have been subjected to compressive stresses, it is found that pores arc the 

major microstructures in undamaged Topopah Spring tuff. Evcn though there arc some 

preexisting fracturcs in the original rock. pores dominate thc microstructure. Image 

proccssing and statistical analyses show that the elliptical shaped pores have an average 

major axis of 6 pm and a minor axis of 4 pm. The statistical distrihutions of other 

parametLTs such as area, aspect ratio and the distance between pores werc also dctennined. 

At the same time. micfOIlK'Chanical analysis was pcrfonlled on Apache Leap tuff. The 

mechanisms of fracturing in Ap;lche Leap tuff arc much more complicated than that in 

Topopah Spring lUff. There arc f{lur different kinds of 'Griffith flaws' that exist in 
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undamaged Apache Leap tuff: pores. grain boundaries. soft inclusions. and pre-existing 

cmcks. Under compressive stresses. microcracking will initiate from a subset of these 

flaws that satisfy the crack growth criterion. 

2. How do microcracks ill llIffaCeOlls rock become l1ulCrocracks mill fa lilts under 

compressive stresses? 

Under compressive stresses. several mechanisms were found in Topopah Spring tuff for 

crack growth and coalescence. including pore cracking, the linking between pores and the 

fonnation of ell eche/oll crack arrays. ~licrocracking first starts from a pore and propagates 

along the maximum principal stress direction until interacting and ultimately linking with 

another pore. Crack interaction and linking between pores is a major mechanism for large 

crack fonllation. Major macroscopic cracks tend to propagate along the path with the 

highest pore concentration. Macroscopic cracks often exist in a fonn of ell eehe/on crack 

arrays. 

A generic pore cracking model has been developed based on the mechanisms found in 

Topopah Spring tuff. The model can predict both single pore cracking and the crack 

interaction between different size pores. It has been used to ~imulate the defornlation and 

failure of Topopah Spring tuff. The predicted rock strength and stress-strain behavior fit 

the experimental results quite well. 

The failure of Topopah Spring tuff specimens under compressive stresses is a gradual 

process of degradation that starts near the peak stress and continues into the strain

softening region as localization occurs. The major mechanisms leading to rock fracturing 

and failure include pore cracking, the interaction between pores and shear localization of the 

specimen. Localization is an important process in inducing the failure of Topopah Spring 

mff specimens. The Ollset of locdi/atHln (lccurs by a Ipeal instability such as microbuckling 
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of crack induced columns. Different kinds of crack induced columns were also discussed. 

The effects of confining pressure and temperature on micromechanical process were 

discussed. Thermal loading has been found to be insignificant to microcracking in the 

temperature range that was considered in this dissertation. The influence of microcracking 

to rock anisotropy. dilatancy and permeability has been discussed. 

3. \V hac effects does the s{Jccimen bOlllldary cOllditiolls have 011 fraclIlrillJ: alld failllre? 

To investigate the effects of a change in the principal stress direction on r<x:k fracturing, a 

new laboratory test, the stress rotation test \vas developed. The observations and analysis 

indicate that primary fracturing always initiates from original fl;I\\IS that exist in Apache 

Leap tuff. and a primary fracture zone is formed in the direction of the first loading. When 

the principal stress direction is rotated, secondary fracturing is strongly influenced by the 

angle between the original loading and the rotated direction. The relationships between the 

major parameter such as the distance and length of the secondary cracks with rotation angle 

have been discussed. The secondary fractures can either start from original flaws or crack 

tips within the primary fracture zone depending on the principal stress rotation angle. There 

is a critical angle that can (ktennine the initiation of secondary fraclUring. When the rotation 

angle is larger than the critical angle. the secondary fracture will start from the original 

flaws. Otherwise. it \vill initiate from cracks within the primary fracture zone. The rotation 

angle has a significant effect on rock strength. The dependence of rock strength on rotation 

angle has been descrikd. The critical angle for Apache Leap 11Iff is 40::> to 45°. 

4. Docs thc intermediate IJrillCljm/ stress ().? IIm·c allY effect on rockfai/lIre! 

Tests of hollow cylinders under two different comhined stress conditions have been 

perfonl1l'd by using welded and unwelded Apache Leap tuff. The results have incrl'asl'd 

our un(krst;lT1din!;! of rocK failure and dd"onnati(1n uIHkr colllplicated houndary condition~ 
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in tuffaceous rocks. Several of the conclusions arc summarized below: 

The failure of densely welded Apache Leap under polyaxial compressive stresses is 

different from that under nonnal triaxial compression. Two fracturing stages were observed 

in hollow cylinder tests. spallin.!,! of the internal surface hole and shear localization of the 

cylinder wall. 

The intemlediate principal stress 0"2 has a significant effect on rock failure. even though 

not as significant as that of (J~. The spalling of the il1lernal surface is considered to bl.! a 

result of 0"2. 

An empirical failure criterion has been proposed for the prediction of rock failure under 

polyaxial compressive stresses. It has been verified by using normal triaxial compression 

and hollow cylinder tests on Apache Leap tuff. lithographic limestone and quanz-dolomite. 

The result of the failure criterion arc in a close agreement with the experimental data. The 

Von ivlises' and three-dimensional Griffith criteria were also used for the validation 

analysis and neither of these rriteria is able to predict the rock failure behavior under 

polyaxial compression. 

5. fI OI\' does cime alld c/rermalloat/illg effecc microcracki IIg (/1/(/ spccimell failurc ill 

cuffaceous rock? 

In this research. rock specimcns were heated to 25()"C. and the effects on the 

mechanical properties of such heating were found to be insignificant. Til11e-dependel1l 

behavior has nOl performed as part of this research. I n the future. the coupkd effects of 

thennalll)ading. mechanical loading and time should he investigated. Also. the effect of 

loading rate 011 rock strength and fracturing should be investigated. 

(). Docs c/re mech(/Ilical/oudillg /ran' a significallc ('tfcC[ (/11 ro(/.:jlol\' 11TOpt:rcics? //01\' 
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it affeas the rock permeahility? 

l\'1cchanical loading was found to strongly influence rock flow properties. Coupled 

mechanical/flow tests were perfonned on unwclded Apache Leap tuff specimens. The tests 

show interesting relationships hetween mechanical loading and hydraulic conductivity. In 

the linear elastic region of the stress-strain curve. the axial pemleability decreases with axial 

loading. On unloading. the permeability returns to the original level. In the strain-hardening 

and strain-softening regions. the axial penneability incn::tses due to the fomlation and 

growth of microcracks. The axial pemlcability in the post-failure specimcns is about 20 

times higher than that of the original unstressed samples. The lateral pemlcability shows 

some significant differences with the axial !low results. In the linear-clastic portion of the 

stress-strain curve. the lateral pameability increases due to the propping open of cracks and 

pores perpendicular to the direction of maximum compression. Also. the lateral 

pcnlleability is noticeably higha than the axial pemleability in the strain-hardening and 

strain softening regions. The laboratory expaiments agree well with micromechanical 

modeling. 

7. Is (here a simple method (hm ClllI he I/scd ill a rock mcclulIlics laboratory TO dctermine 

the rock mode I fmclIIrc ((ll/glll/C.H. K/c? 

Traditional Chevron Bending and Short Rod tests arc commonly used for fracture 

toughness testing. Both tests arc perfonned lInckr tensile loading and need special 

equipment that is not always availabk in a nonnal rock mechanics laboratory. A test utilizes 

compressive loading is prekrahk since equipment is readily available. A new method. the 

~:lcxlified Brazilian Disk (:\JBD) test, has been designed for detennining the mode I fracture 

toughness K(c of rock under compressive stresses. 

9.2 Concluding Rel1larb and Recolllmendations for Futllrl' Studies 
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A fundamental study has been conducted of the micromechanics and fracture propenies in 

tuffaceotls rock. The major contributions to rock mechanics and rock fracture mechanics 

are listed as follow: 

I. The developmcnt of an empirical failure criterion for rocks under polyaxial 

compressive stresses (<J1><J2><J3 case); 

2. The design of two new tests: the 'Stress Rotation Test' for studying rock fracturing 

under a rotating principal stress and the 'l\lodificd Brazilian Test' for measuring the mode I 

fracture toughness KIC 

3. The devclopment of a new technique for resin injection to study damage progression 

and microcracking in rocks; 

4. Fundamental studies of the l1licromechanics of mechanical and thenmt1loading in 

Topopah Spring tuff; 

5. The development of a generic pore cracking model for mcxlcling the dcfonnation and 

failure for the host rock at Yucca l\lountain: 

6. The design of the equipmem 10 study rtx:k axial and lateral penneahilities under 

compressive stresses (both axial and confining pn:ssure): 

7. The development of a three-dimensionall11icromcchanical model to simulatc rock 

pemleabilities in three difkrent din:ctions under polyaxial stresses. 

This dissertation describes an extensive study of the micromechanics in Topopah 

Spring and Apache Leap tuffs at Ihe lab scale. The investigation concentrates on the rock 

fracturing. dcfnmlation and penllcability changes due to microcracking from micro-scale 

!evel"naws" and "dderts." Rork failun: is the n;sult of ~Ircss-induced micnx:racking. 



coalescence and localization. The following future studies arc recommer.Jed: 

1. Time-dependent phenomena in tuffaceous rocks should be understood in order to 

simulate the long time stability of the proposed nuclear repository. In particular, the 

coupling between them1alloading, mechanical loading and time should be studied; 
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2. The micromechanical models should be built into a finite clement code to calculate 

the large scale rock mass dcfonnation and failure under complex boundary conditions; 

3. Field scale investigations should be pcrfonned to determine the fracture size 

distribution and the dominant fractufl.: scale that affects major rock propcnies. 
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r\PPE~DIX r\ -- Weight Function Method 

Stres~ intensity factor is very important parameter in fracture mechanics. It provides a 

parameter to characterize the crack tip field in a linear elastic body that certain geometrical 

requirements are met. The concept of one-parameter characterization has made it possible to 

transfer results from laboratory test specimens to cracks in real world structures by stress 

intensity factors. Obviously. knowledge of stress intensity factor is a prerequisite for any 

analysis of cracked problems. This is tme whether the analysis concerns brittle fracture. 

subcritical crack growth duc 10 cyclic loading or cnvironmcnt cffects or to some extent even 

elastic -- plastic fracture. 

The detennination of the stress intensity factor K has been a subject of extensive 

investigation and research over the past three decades. A very large number of solutions have 

been published in the literature and wllection in several books (Sih. 1973; Rooke and 

Cartwright. 1976; Tada. Paris and Irwin. 1985; Murakami. 1987). Among these 

investigations. the solutions under tension arc far more than those under compression. In 

rock engineering design. rock under compressive stress is more popular than under tension. 

So, the solution in this paper is based on compressive stresses. Recently. a versatile method 

-- weight function methex\ has been reviewed by Wu and Carlsson (1991). This method is 

especially suited whl'n, for a givell geometry. a large lIumber of stress intensity factor 

solutions for complex loading arc desired. The concept of weight function or influence 

function, or Green's function was introduced by BuccknCf (1970) hascd on analytical 

function repn.:sentation of clastic fields for isotropic m;lterials. The stress intensity factor K 

due to an arbitrary set of applied loads can be obtained hy intcgrity ovcr crack length a 

product of thcsc loads with the weight function m(a. xl of the cracked b(ldy: 
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a 

K :::: ..fW Jcr(x)m(a,x)dx (1) 

Where cr(x) is crackline stress or crack surface stress, and a and x arc the non-dimension:ll 

crdck length and coordinate. respectively. defined by a::::A/W and x::::X/W (A and X are the 

real crack length and coordinates respectively. W is a characteristic dimension.).1t is 

advantageous from a computational point of view to \ .. Tite equation (I) in a non-dimensional 

form. The stress intensity factor can be represented as a product of a non-dimensional stress 

intensity factor f and a normalized stress cr. So the stress intensity factor can be represented 

as: 

K :::: fcr~1[aW 

where the non-dimensional stress intensity factor f can be expressed as: 

a 

1':::: J'()(X) m(a,x) dx 
() W 

() 

(2) 

(3) 

So the problem of detcnnining K hecomes to find non-dimensional stress intensity factor 

f. Weight function is a universal function for a cracked body of any given geometry and 

composition. regardless of the dctailed way in which the hody is loaded. and that knowledge 

of a two-dimensional elastic crack sollllitlll as a function of crack length for any loading 

enahles olle to determine the stress intcnsity faclOr for the sallle hody under any other loading 

(Rice. 1972). Weight function can be detennined by differentiating a known clastic 

displaccment solution Ur(A,X). or ur(a.x)W with respect to crack Ien!~th: 

(4) 
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where E' = E for plane stress and E' = E/( 1- u2) for plane strain and Kr(A) is a known stress 

intensity factor for the same load case. 

Because weight functions can be obtained by differentiating thc crack surface 

displaccmcnt with respcct to crack length, cquation (4), a rational analytical approach to 

detcmlinc weight function is to seek accurate representations of the crack opening 

displacement Ur(A,X). It is obvious that crack opening behavior for edge crack 

configurations should be treated separately. Here, for pore collapse model, only edge crack 

will be considered. An edge crack that is a crack interacting a free boundary, for any 

geometry, the crack opening displacement can be represented by a series in the following 

form: 

OS x/aS I (5) 

where s is an arbitrarily chosen normalized stress. 

The detennination of the ~j(a)-functions should consider several conditions including 

crack tip relation, self-consistency, zero curvature at the crack mouth and crack opening 

displacement at the crack mouth. The <ktails has previollsly been described by Wu and 

Carlsson (1991) for special reference load case of unifonn face pressure. The representation 

of equation (5) is assullled to be valid for continuously distributed reference crack pressure, 

which can be expressed as a polynomiai fonn: 

~1 

(Jr(x) = I Srnxlll (6) 
nJCCO 

where Sill are polynomial coefficicnts. 

With the analytical crack openin~ displacemcnt expression () for edge crack, the closed 
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from \veight functions are readily detCnllined by ranial differentiation of the displacement 

functions with respect to the crack length a according to equation (4), The resulting 

expressions are: 

m(a,x) = _ ~ I {Pi(a)[ 1_~Ji-3{2} 
'I 2n::l i=1 

(7) 

where the Pi(a)-function written in shorthand form is: 

(8) 

Wilh the superscript' representing the first derivative with respect to II , with weight 

functions, the stress intensity factor for arbitrary load cracked body can be easily detenllined. 

Substituting equations (7) (8) into (3), the stress intensity factor for edge crack K is: 

K = fa'-'rraW , 

a 

I" == _1- J'a(x) I {Pi(a)[ 1_~Ji-3/2}dX 
~"2n:a a i=1 

a 

(9) 

For many crackline stress's a(x), the integration of equation (9) can often be carried out 

analytically owning to the simple stmcture of the integrals. Several basic load cases that arc 

common to edge crack configuration are defined and treated here, including (i) point load, 

(ii) power stress, (iii) linear segment stress. as shown in Figure 5. The more complex load 

conditions can be solved by superposition of some basic stress intensity factor solutions (in 

analytical fUllctions) corresponding 10 a number of basic load cases. The principal analytical 

solutions to the basic load cases of edge cracks arc summarized in the following. 

In this load case a pair of point fprn:s P per unit thickness act on til(: crack faces at X as 
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shown in FIg. 5(a), For point loads the stress intensity factor based on equation (9) can be 

written as: 

P _ II-(x/a) hI { [ Ji-2} K = .~G(a,x/a), G(x,x/a)::: '\,/-")- I PiCa) 1-; 
v1taW - ;=1 

(10) 

The function G(a, x/a) is the Green's function: it is related to the function m(a,x) given 

by equation (7), G(a,x/a) = m(a,x)~ Therefore, the weight function method is also 

referred to as the Green's function method or the intluence function method in the literature. 

(ii).Power stress: 

In this case the crack is loaded at its surfaces by a stress distribution of the power type (x 

= X/W), Fig.5(b), 

a(x)/a ::: XII O~x~a (11 ) 

The corresponding non-dimensional stress il1lensity factor fn from equation (9) and (11) 

is given by: 

(12) 

The power stress il1lensity factors fn are panicularly lIseful when the crackline stress 

distriblllion can be expressed in a polynomial form. By superposition. the non-dirm:nsional 

stress intensity factor can he written as: 

N N 

f::: I S,/n' s(x)/s ::: I Sn xn ( 13) 
n=O n~() 

(jjj).I.illt'ar seg,ment ',tn',,: 
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In this load case the crack faces are subjected to a segment of linearly varying stress in the 

interval x )SXSX2. as shown in Fig. 5(c). The stress distribution is represented by: 

cr(x)/cr = kx + b (14) 

The corresponding stress intensity factor from equations (9) and (14) is: 

(15) 

where fc corresponds to the constant part and f,to the linear part. they are expressed by: 

(16) 

{

1+1 } I x2 

_ 12 1",1 _l-Pi(a)[ l-~]i.lr:! 
fc- It 2i-l a 

xl 
( 17) 

With the fundamental knowkdgcs of weight functions and the solutions of several basic 

load cases, it is easy for us to (ktennine the stress intensity factors of edge cracks in a 

cylindrical hole boundary unda remote biaxial compression stresses. 
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APPENDIX B -- Stress Intensity Factors from Pores 

1. Single pore 

The stress in the vicinity of crack's tip can be expressed as: 

ay(x,O)=ao(x,O)+a) (x,D) (1) 

where ao(:-"'O) is the stress in a plate with an ellyptical hole (withollt cracks) caused by 

comprssive stn:ss a; a is the stress in a plate with a crack along ox - axis, -a:S;x:S;b, when 

both sides of the crack arc subjected to the pressure Pn(x)=ao(x,O), -a:S;x:S;r and r:S;x:S;b 

a) (x,O)=O, -a<x<b 0\ (x,O)""O, x:S;-a, x~h. 

b 

i fpn(CyJ (b-~)(a-t-E.) I~ 
o\(x,O) -;:=== - (C; 

.,j (x-b)(x+a) • Ix-~I 
-a 

if 
if 
if 

-a:S;x:S;-r 
-r:S;x:S;r 
r:S;x:S;b 

The stress intensity factor solution: 

b 

K(a)= .J2 __ I·p·(;)(E)~ (a-S)(b+c,)d2. 

I (1t(a+b). a-; -
-a 

b 

K(h)= __ ~L rp·(b)(C,)~ (a·c,)(b+c,) d~ 
I \tn(a+h). a-e, . 

-a 

(2) 

{ 
x:S;·a '} 
x~b 
a:S;b 

(3) 

(4 ) 

(5) 



K(a) {2(Jfl(a,b) 
I 

" n(a+b) 

K(b) {2(Jf2(a,b) 
I "n(a+b) 

fl(a,b)= AI(a, b. r) "(b+r)(a-r) 

r -vab+-V (b-r)(a+r) )2+r2 
- A I (a, b, -r) V (b+r)(a-r) - B 1 (a,b,r) In I" ') ') 

[\ ab+ (b+r)(a-r»)-+r-

1\ (0 b - {02 ~J + r~[ 15 ~ 3a
2 Jl 

rq .1, • r) - - a=t X + Xb - a3 16 + 4b - 16b2 [ 

f2(a.b)=A2(a, b, r) 1(;1~-) - A2(a, b, -r) "(a-r)(b+r) 

_ B (0 b ) I r-vab+"(a-r)(b+r»)2+r2 
') .1, ,r n I ') ') 
- [ 'J ab+v (a+r)(b-r) )-+r-

{5[2
5 bJ r

3
[15 b 3b

2 Jl A2(a. b, ±r) = - ') \) + u.- ± ~ -16 + ~4° - -~ I 
,b () ('1.1 b·' .1 16a- J 

r2..Jab .,., ." ') -., , 
B2(a. b, r) =~, [Xa-b-(a+b) -3r-(7;1-' - 3a-b + )ab- - b)) 

J2a-'b" 

when a>R, a=b 

K K (a) K(h) - {2;. 
1= I == I =o\j n--

A=l!r 

K ,=_~_fl!:!)i& 
-J n( I +phl 

21 (1 +A)2·11 

(I+A)7 
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(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

( 10) 

(11 ) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

( 15) 

(16) 



I 
)l=r/b=-

1+1. 

2. Two Pores 

TIle stress in the vicinity of crack's tip can be expressed as: 

ay(x,O)=ao(x,O)+a) (x,O) 
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( 17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21 ) 

where, ao(x.O) -- is the stress in a plate with an ellyptical hole (withollt cracks) caused by 

comprssive stress a: 

al(x,O) -- is the stress in a plate with a crack along ox -- axis. -aSxSb. when both sides 

of the crack arc subjected to the pressure Pn(x)=O'o( x,O). -aSxSr and rSxSb. a) (x,O)=O, 

-a<x<b: 0') (x,O);tO, xS-a, x~b. 

ao(x.0)=,J_r
2 

'l - 1rl ] vL 2(x-c)- 2(x-c)~ 

7 

al(x.O)=~ 

2 
7t 

(21 ) 

(22) 
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b b 

~ 
.., .., 1/2 J' .., -, 1/2 b b--t- z--a- I 

c1- F [~J 2tp(t)dt [b'" ..,J ~dz 
it t--3- --z- t--z-

(23) 

3 a 

b b 
b b--z- rt--a- 2Ip(l)d ~ 

.., .., 1/2 ~ '") '") 1/2 

- it F [z--a-J l b--tJ t--z-
c-,=- ~ dz ~ '").., t (24) 

a a 

{ "0(1,0) if O~t~c-r 

pet)=: 0 if c-r<l<c+r 

crO(I,O) if l2.'c+r 
(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

K(b)_ 2 

1 -Vrra(b2-a2 
(28) 

(29) 

(0) 
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